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ABSTRACT

COMPUTER SIMULATION IN THE ANALYSIS OF

SURFACE CURRENT DRIFTER DATA

Philip Charles Pilgrim

Cochairmen: John H. Holland, Edward C. Monahan
I

Surface current drifters are nominally floating postcards used to

study currents in a body of water. They are released at known points

and times and carried by the moving water until they strand ashore, where

they may be found by passersby. The finders indicate on each postcard

the place and time of recovery and return the cards to the investigator.

Drifters recovered in this manner provide a wealth of information about

the currents transporting them, if a well-defined means of analysis is

available.

Computer simulation provides a methodology for analyzing drifter

data on two fronts: hypothesis testing and hypothesis generation. In

hypothesis testing, various conjectured current patterns are used in

a simulation of the advective and diffusive processes transporting the

drifters, and the results of each are compared with the actual data in

order to select the hypothesis most compatible with the data. In addi-

tion, locations in the investigated water body can be selected which

will yield data optimally distinguishing among the available hypotheses,

assuming that one is true.

Hypothesis generation starts without any current velocity informa-

tion and several drifter recovery data and attempts to construct from



the data a current pattern which is compatible with them. A goal-

directed simulation, which considers hydrodynamic constraints, lies

at the core of this inference process, and current patterns are gener-

ated by an iterative scheme. Each pattern generated can then be tested

by the hypothesis tester to compare its data compatibility with other

hypotheses.
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PREFACE

The work reported here results from an interest in computerized

inference which began several years ago. It was inference, I believed--

the ability to discover hidden structure, create usable hypotheses, and

make reasonable decisions from incomplete information--which was the

hallmark of intelligent behavior. If a computer could only be endowed

with inferential capabilities, then the day when machines could presume

to act intelligently and get by with it would be near at hand. Needless

to say, I had underestimated the complexity of thought processes and

was in for some hard, practical lessons,

Before I began my current work, I had made two other attempts at

automating inference in widely distinct contexts. Neither was markedly

successful. As an undergraduate in physics, I tried designing an al-

gorithm to uncover hidden peaks in gamma ray spectra. From a wavy live,

it was supposed to infer the energies of the gamma rays giving rise to

the peaks therein and subtract that portion of the curve that each dis-

crete energy was responsible for, revealing further peaks, and so forth.

Unfortunately, it ended up creating a few peaks of its own and wasn' t

very useful.

It wasn't until more than a year later that computer inference

caught my fancy again and I began my second attack on the problem. By

then I had been exposed to John Holland's ideas about adaptive systems

 Holland, 1975!, which gave me a framework for investigating the infer-

ence process with more confidence. This time I chose a dynamic system

as the focal point of my efforts and hoped to hit upon the process of

abstraction which begins by recognizing temporal patterns in the



environment and then structures these patterns in a form which facili-

tates prediction. The problem domain was a maze containing a simulated

rat whose task it was to discover the shortest path to the end. The

rat was sighted enough to sense a wall ahead and on either side of it

and mobile enough to turn or move forward. Its "brain" contained enough

complexity to allow it to model its environment, and adaptation occurred

in response to punishment every time the rat tried to run into a wall.

This it eventually learned not to do; but without having it artificially

supplied, it lacked the drive or goal-directedness required to seek the

shortest path to the end.

By this time, I had gained a healthy respect for even the simplest

sentient functions and began to doubt that any machine could be made

to exhibit reasonably intelligent behavior. It seemed that the capa-

bilities of mechanised systems had a distinct outer limit and that the

driving force of cognitive process lay somewhere beyond. At any rate

my enthusiasm for the rat project waned, and I was disinclined to con-

sider any further attempts at machine intelligence.

In many ways the rat project was an attempt to solve an ill-posed,

artificial problem, It lacked the concreteness necessary to determine

when the goals of the research would be reached. Reasoning, therefore,

that a well-specified problem should be the antecendent of my research

efforts, I went looking for a problem.

My search brought me directly to the department of Atmospheric and

Oceanic Science and to Edward Monahan, who described to me his experi-

ments with drift cards for determining the currents in a body of water.

He pointed out the need for a well-defined method of analyzing drifter

data and conjectured that an inference process founded in the maximizing

xv



or minimizing of certain hydrodynamic parameters would add rigor to

this elegant, inexpensive method of investigation. The problem immedi-

ately fascinated me, but previous experience tempered my enthusiasm

for yet another inference project. Its captivating nature got the best

of me in the end, though, and I offer the results of my efforts here,

but. with a cautionary note.

The use of computers in analyzing experimental data has become a

tacit expectation in almost all scientific  and some non-scientific!

endeavors. Indeed, the age of "hands-free" experimentation has already

reached some corners of the scientific community and is anxiously

awaited in others. But there is a danger here that could stifle the

rapid advances that computers are supposed to induce. By depriving the
human senses of raw data, by performing abstractions from them by a pre-

defined set of rules, the unwary scientist could be denying himself

the opportunity of finding just those quirks--those oddball cases--

which don't fit and which could, in that rare case in a thousand, lead

to a quantum jump in knowledge.

There is a division of labor between man and machine implied here

which I don't believe will ever be erased completely: it involves a

well-trained human intuition interposing itself between direct experi-

ence and any subsequent abstraction, regardless of the abstractor's

sophistication. Unfortunately the pressure of "getting on with it"
sometimes affords scant opportunity to look at anything but intermediate

and final results, and when these results are from a machine, precision

can be easily mistaken for quality. But quality will be elusive unless

the inferences drawn from the data are founded in a gut feeling for the

data themselves and not just a good mathematical model of the system



that produced them.

It is therefore with more than a little trepidation that I endeavor

to do oceanography  or computer science in oceanography!. For while

the research has taught me much, only extensive further experience in

the field could grant me the eye to see as an oceanographer sees. So,

where I' ve found it necessary to criticize the published works in

oceanography, I hope I' ve not trespassed recklessly into their authors!

intuitive domains. And where I' ve analyzed new data, I' ve tried to

present the data themselves in a form which permits the practiced,

human skills of the oceanographic readership to deal with them. Never-

theless, some of my methods and conclusions involve a liberal dose of

my own intuition, both physical and mathematical, and I take full res-

ponsibility for whatever errors or misunderstanding might be present

as a result.

Some have questioned what all this has to do with computer science

in the first place, and I understand their doubts. But computer science,

taken alone, is distinguished as an artificial science, and I can' t

help feeling that much of its raieon d'8We is lost if it remains remote

from application in other fields. Moreover, they are often the problems

from without a given discipline which pull at its boundaries and tend

to expand its frontiers. So it is my hope that by bridging a gap be-

tween computer science and oceanography, I' ve somehow managed to give

something to each.

Philip C. Pilgrim
Ann Arbor, Michigan
September 22, 1975
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NOTATION

The mathematical notation used throughout this report is fairly

straightforward, but a couple conventions require explanation. All

underlined elements are two-dimensional vectors, vector operators, or

functions, or tuples containing at least one two-dimensional vector.

A vector is given componentwise as a double of scalars, such as

v =  v ,v !, or 0 = �,0!

The subscripts x and y almost always indicate components of such a

vector, although exceptions and other subscripts occur, but in a self-

explanatory way. Unit vectors are identified by carat marks:

�, 0!

Finally, primes are never used to denote time derivatives; rather,

the dot notation is sometimes employed:

dg dq dec   dq dq
dt dt dt dt dt



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1. I Overview

Notes sealed in bottles and thrown to the waves have served as a

means of communication or inquiry for hundreds of years. Since the first

desperate attempt of a stranded sailor to be found or remembered or the

idle curiosity of someone "just wanting to see where the thing will end

up," drifting messages have washed ashore the world over, providing

their finders with intriguing tales or earnest requests for aid  Lederer,

1970!. As the need for better hydrographic charts showing regional

currents became apparent, "bottle papers" found their way into serious

oceanographic investigation of these currents. Over the years, the use

of such drifters has become more sophisticated, and recently quantita-

tive analysis has been brought to bear on the data they provide. This

study considers computer simulation as a means for deriving information

about currents from the drifters transported by them.

Currents in a body of water are the motion of the water over time.

They are responsible for the distribution of the water's contaminants,

be they biological nutrients, heat energy, or pollutants, and play a

major role in determining the biological and physical properties of a

given region. Knowing the current structure of a water body is funda-

mental to the prediction of these properties and may be aided by accu-

rate measurement.

Currents are caused by a complex interaction of forces acting on

the water. Frictional forces from the wind induce motion on the surface,

which is propagated to the depths by internal friction. Inertial con-

siderations lead to the Coriolis effect, the force of which is manifest



in the motion of the water in relation to the rotationally accelerating

surface of the earth. Alternate heating and cooling yields density

heterogeneity in the water, giving the force of gravity opportunity to

set up convection currents. Knowledge of these forces and others, along

with a theory of their implication on currents allows the prediction of

currents. 1n developing such a theory, the measurement of currents is

essential to the testing of' predictions.

Ideally, a comprehensive current measuring experiment will yield,

for each point in the water body of interest, for each moment in time,

a vector giving the velocity of the water moving through the point.

Values for this function or Ve'homey field may be obtained by direct or

by indirect means. Indirect methods rely on the detection of phenomena

which correlate with water movement but are not themselves observations

of motion. These techniques frequently involve the measurement of scalar

quantities whose gradients align themselves perpendicular to streamlines

in the water. A simple example is the aerial observation; of suspended

silt distributed in a lake or estuary. The lighter colored silt tends

to be concentrated along those streamlines intersecting its source,

giving a rough visual indication of the direction of flow. Remote sen-

sing from satellites can be applied to a whole spectrum of such quanti-

ties, including temperature, to outline the flow patterns where hetero-

geneities exist. Unfortunately, this general method gives little infor-

mation on the current speeds involved--only the directions.

Another indirect technique, known as the dynamic height8 method,

relies on the determination of pressures  Neumann and Pierson, 1966!.

In a body of water at static equilibrium there will be no horizontal

pressure gradients. But when Coriolis forces are taken into account,



horizontal pressure gradient forces which counter them will also be

present. A system in which these forces exactly balance is said to be

in geaetrephio equiHbmum. Since Coriolis forces act at right angles to

the current flow, so will the pressure gradients at equilibrium, and

their determination will allow the currents to be calculated. Pressure

gradients, however, cannot be measured directly but must be deduced from

density measurements, which are a function of temperature and salinity.

The pressures deduced, though, are relative to the water surface and not

absolute, so assumptions must be made about the absolute pressure field

at some level. ln addition, the measurements should be as synoptic as

possible, since stationarity in the density field can seldom be counted

on, particularly where internal waves are a problem. When realistic

assumptions can be made and measurements can be taken concurrently

enough, the method is a valid one, but practical limitations frequently

render it awkward.

A third indirect technique takes advantage of electrical potential

differences induced by the conducting sea water moving through the

earth's magnetic field  von Arx, 1962!. The measuring device, a geomag-

netic electrokinetograph  GEK!, consists of two electrodes placed in the

water a known distance apart. The voltage induced between the electrodes

is proportional to the velocity of the water passing between them. While

elegant in theory, the method suffers from drawbacks in practice. A GEK

is difficult to maintain in calibration, and local anomalies in the con-

centration of dissolved substances yield varying electrical character-

istics.

Direct current measuring relies on the observation of motion and is

done by two basic methods: "Eulerian" and "Lagrangian." Eulerian



measurements are taken at a fixed reference point and directly yield the

velocity of the water flowing past that point, The most frequently used

Eulerian current meter consists of a movable vane which aligns itself

with the direction of the current and a cupped rotor  Savonious rotor!

which turns at a rate proportional to the speed  figure 1.1! Neumann and

Pierson, 1966!. The vane and rotor are electrically coupled to either

a direct reading meter or a recording device. The latter allows a sub-

merged current meter to be left unattended for several months, and an

array of such recording meters will yield good synoptic current data

for long time periods. Where cost is no object this kind of Eulerian

measurement is the best and most direct method. available, Often, though,

the expense of sampling a large area with current meters is' prohibitive.

Lagrangian measurements are taken by following markers which are

fixed in and carried by the moving water. The data they yield are posi-

tions as a function of time. As the intervals between observations

become samll, the instantaneous Eulerian velocities at the observed

positions may be determined directly. The commonest example of a La-

grangian measuring device is the drogue  Monahan and Monahan, 1973!. A

drogue is anything providing a wide cross-section to the current so that

it may be carried by the current. It is often tethered to a marker

buoy by a fixed length of line  i.e, at a fixed depth! so that its.pro-

gress may be followed either visually or by more sophisticated radio or

radar techniques  see figure 1.2!. Drogues can provide excellent current

data along their trajectories if observed frequently, but they need to

be released in large numbers to provide such information for a wide area.

Since they require constant attention, a large scale drogue study can be

prohibitively complicated or expensive.



Figure 1.1: A current meter.



Figure 1.2: A typical drogue asserably.



The second major Lagrangian current measuring technique and the one

upon which this study focusses, involves the use of drifters. Abstrac-

tly, a drifter is a drogue which is released and forgotten. It bears

an identifying serial number and a request to whomever may find it to

inform the investigators when and where it was found. Each recovered

drifter, therefore, provides the final position and elapsed time for a

trajectory with known initial position. Physically, a drifter can be a

note in a ballasted bottle or some other waterproof container, or simply

printed on buoyant, waterproof paper  figure 1.3!  Monahan, eC aK., 1974!.

Its cross-section to the current is often augmented by vanes, streamers,

or submerged. sails. In a typical experiment, hundreds of drifters are

released in clusters of 5 to 100, concentrated in a small area or along

a line, or scattered in a wide pattern. How many are eventually reco-

vered depends on the proximity of major land masses and how often their

beaches are visited, the latter being a function of the season and the

weather. On Lake Michigan in the summer, for example, the recovery rate

can surpass 30't; in the fall 28 has been observed  Monahan and Pilgrim,

1975!. One major drawback of drifter studies is obvious: the uncer-

tainty in the interval between the time a drifter beaches and when it is

found. The statistics of this problem are dealt with in Chapter 3.

Another problem lies in the necessity of assuming stationarity in the

large scale aspects of the average current field over the period of

study. The assumption is by and large valid so long as no major change

in the current-causing forces  e.g. a shift in the prevailing winds!

takes place while the drifters are afloat. Even in stationary situa-

tions, though, it might be objected that drifter data provide little in-

formation to infer anything about the current velocities yielding them.



Figure 1.3: Typical driftexs.



For individual drifters, this is mostly true. But in experiments with

many recoveries, certain hydrodynamic constraints concerning what con-

stitutes a reasonable velocity field may be used to coordinate the im-

plications of the data and thus to limit the range of possible interpre-

tations. If these difficulties can be successfully dealt with, the use

of drifters for measuring surface currents has one distinct advantage--

cost. Due to the inexpense of the materials used in the drifters and

the limited amount of ship or plane time needed to release them, a

comprehensive drifter study may be done at a small fraction of the ex-

pense encountered with other methods.

In any investigation of currents, a mixture of the various mea-

suring techniques will often be employed to take advantage of the posi-

tive characteristics of ea'ch. In cases where the requisite physical

conditions are met, the indirect methods provide an easily obtained

overall view of the circulation structure spanning a wide domain. Cur-

rent meter methods are most appropriate when detailed information is

desired regarding instantaneous current velocities as a function of

depth or time. Drogue studies are often undertaken when the ultimate

goal is to determine the effect of currents on the transport or disper-

sion of contaminants. Drifter experiments can be done with the same end

in mind, as well as to provide an inferred overall circulation structure.

It is usually useful to compare the results using one technique with

those using another as a check against inaccuracy. Moreover, uncertain-

ties arising in the results of one type of measurement may be most ex-

pediently narrowed by using another type  e.g. drifter results which

suggest profitable locations for current-metering!. It should therefore

be apparent that among the various means for determining currents in a



10

body of water, no single one is best for ail occasions, but that each

may find profitable employment.

1.2 Problem Definition

The intent of this investigation is to provide an algorithmic ap-
proach to the analysis of surface drifter data, which will produce for

the experimenter information about the water velocities giving rise
to the data. The problem has two aspects. The first is hypothesis

testing. Given several hypothesized velocity fields for the same body

of water and a set of drifter data from the field, one would like to

se1ect from the available hypotheses the one which is most compatible

with the data. In other words, a means must be devised for determining
which hypothesis, if true, would yield data most like that obtained.

Furthermore, it would be desirable to determine in advance which drifter

release points could be counted on to yield recoveries most incisivelave y

distinguishing among the hypotheses, assuming one to be true.

The second aspect of the problem is hypothesis generation. Here,

no prior hypotheses are explicitly given. The goal is to infer from the

drifter data alone the velocity field which would most likely yield that

data. Naturally, not just any "solution" is acceptable; it must also

satisfy certain hydrodynamic constraints, such as minimum speeds, velo-

city shears, accelerations, and divergence. GiVen a sufficiently con-

strained solution space and enough experimental data, it ought to be

possible to reconstruct the velocity field yielding that data with a

reasonable degree of certainty. If algorithms for doing this and for

testing hypotheses can be given, analyses of drifter data from many ex-

periments may be performed uniformly and with a degree of confidence

not afforded by less well-defined approaches.



l. 3 Histor

Drifter studies reported in the literature concentrate primarily on

hypothesis generation. Hill and Horwood �974! are an exception, though.

They want to find the effect of the wind on the surface velocities of

the Irish Sea. According to a theory of Eckman �905!, these velocities

will be proportional to the speed of the wind and at a fixed angle 6 to

the direction of the wind  see figure 1.4!. Hill and Horwood attempt to

discover the constant of proportionality K and the angle 6 using drifters

and a computer simulation. While their drifters were afloat, they mea-

sured the wind and the subsurface currents at several fixed locations, under

the assumption that the drifters would be transported by a net current

equal to the sum of the Eckman current and the average, underlying cur-

rent. Using the measured current values and various assumed values for

K and 6 as parameters in a drift model, they simulate the advection and

dispersion of the drifters and get "recoveries" with which to compare

actual drifter returns. By measuring the space-time distances between

the points of 50% recovery for each of the simulations and those gotten

experimentally, they pick the K and 6 values whose average simulation

outcomes minimize this distance. As a result, they obtain K values of

.01 to .038 and 6 values of 5' to 25' to the right of the wind, the

smaller K's and larger 6's going to drifters extending more deeply into

the water. Hill and Horwood's work is an extension of a technique used

earlier by Tomczak �968!. Assuming 6 = 0 and using horizontal drift

envelopes, Tomczak arrives at a K value of .042. His analysis technique

neglects any underlying currents except in nearshore areas and any dis-

persion of the drifters. By plotting trajectories for various K's and

known winds, he can calculate the point where a drifter "should" have
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ended up after any time T. By counting the number of actual experimental

returns after interval T within a fixed radius of the calculated point,

he obtains a goodness measure for the assumed K. The best K is the one

maximizing this goodness measure over several release points and the

appropriate range of T's. In both articles, the hypotheses being tested

are time-varying current patterns given by various values for the Eckman

wind parameters K and 0. The chosen hypotheses are the ones which best

explain the experimental data ma h rpis the drift models and goodness

criteria used.

The mainstream of published drifter studies focusses on inference

or hypothesis generation. The experiments reported are often done to

augment or fill in an incomplete body of information about the currents

investigated, The methods of analysis used fall into four major cate-

gories: �! qualitative graphic techniques, �! inference of average

speeds given assumed current directions, �! reverse trajectory construc-

tion methods, and �! an iterative algorithmic technique involving wind

correction.

The qualitative graphic techniques involve looking at a chart

showing the return data and plotting traj ectories from them by hand or

mentally, being careful to avoid crossing trajectora.es or excessively

bent or fast ones. Harrington �895! uses this method in his now classi-

cal investigation of the circulation structure of Lake Michigan and the

other Great Lakes. From a few drift bottle recoveries he concludes that

a counterclockwise gyre appropriately characterizes the current pattern

 see figure 3.13a, Chapter 3!. Hachey �935! uses the same approach in

Hudson Bay. From a handful of returns he attempts to piece together a

general circulation picture of this region. Monahan and Pilgrim �975!
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also take advantage of this approach to draw preliminary conclusions

from two drifter studies in southern Lake Michigan. They induce the

general sense of the circulation and major changes between the two peri-
ods of investigation. The major shortcoming of this method is obvious:

it is imprecise, yielding very general, tentative results. Nonetheless
it is useful for making quick preliminary conjectures when no other

techniques are readily available.

The second category of analysis is useful when the pattern of cir-

culation is known ahead of time, but when the speeds involved are un-

known. Stander, 84 a7. �973! released several thousand polyethylene

dx'ift cards in the south Atlantic and Indian Oceans. By constructing

trajectories determined by the major oceanic currents, they are able to
ascribe speeds to these currents based on the drift times for recoveries
received over a period of several years from as far away as New Zealand
and North Carolina. These speeds are assigned on a regional basis under

the assumption that they are constant threughout each known rotational
and translational current. Although the trajectory construction tech-

nique is rather loosely defined, their results, in one case, correlate
well with a theory of larval drift for a population of lobsters on an

isolated seamount in the Atlantic. Nevertheless, prior knowledge of

current directions is not in general available, particularly in near-

shore waters. Mbreover the assumption of constant speed over a wide

region is a rather strong one, limiting the method to special situations.
Orifters are also used to obtain current speeds when the directions

can be measured using some other technique. Brucks �971! measured den-
sity variations in the Caribbean for use in a dynamic heights calcula-
tion of the currents. The resulting current directions are used to plot
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trajectories from drifter release points to the recovery points. Given

the length of the trajectory and the transit time, he is able, in the

manner of Stander, et aE., to calculate the average speeds involved in

the current patterns gotten from the dynamic heights method  see figure

1.5! .

Numerous authors simply assume straight-line trajectories for the

drifters and calculate the speed as release-to-recovery distance/elapsed

time  see figure 1.6!. Wyatt, et aZ. �972! investigated the currents

off the Oregon coast using drift bottles to detect seasonal changes in

the current flow. They conclude that the current is northward in the

winter and southward in the summer and estimate the speeds by the above

ratio. Since the actual trajectories are surely longer than a straight

line would be, these speeds are admittedly underestimated; and since the

initial direction is probably not aimed toward the recoveries, these

inferred directions are rather crudely depicted. Norcross and Stanley

�967! are a little more sophisticated in applying this method. In

studying the shelf waters off the Chesapeake Bight, they released a

large number of drift bottIes as well as bottom drifters in a wide-

ranging grid pattern. Assuming straight-line trajectories, they plot

at each release point vectors representing the average velocity of each

recovered drifter released there  see figure 1.7!. Next, they pick

the 15' interval at each release containing the most vectors. The velo-

city assigned to a given release point is given by the average direction

of the vectors in the interval and their average speed. Since the re-

lease points form a grid, they thereby obtain a velocity field for the

area spanned by the grid, although the correctness of their inference

is subject to the same objections as Wyatt's.
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Currents parallel
to isobars  i.e.
perpendicular to
pressure gradients!

from .dynamic heights
measurements

drifter returns and dynamic heights measurements.

Figure 1.5: Brucks' �971! method for determining current speed from
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/ Assumed trajectory:
1 � p

Speed = p

~ DRIFTER RELEASE
 Time = 0!

Figure 1.6: Current speed based on assumption of straight-line drifter

trajectory.
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Figure l. 7: Norcross ' and Stanley's �967! method for estimating
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As has been shown, current speeds may be estimated from drifter

data if their directions are known a pmozi or as the result of another

measurement technique, or if these directions are assumed on the basis

of straight-line trajectories. The third inference technique seeks to

determine the current directions and speeds simultaneously. This method,

using reverse trajectory construction, is based on the assumption that

the shorter the drift time for a drifter, the more likely its trajectory

will have been a straight line. Given several recoveries in the same

area from drifters released at different locations, one first picks the

one with shortest drift time and traces a straight line to its release

point. The drift velocity is the length of the line divided by drift

time, as before. Then the drifter with the next shortest drift time is

chosen, and its trajectory is traced back along the trajectory of the

first drifter, then straight from the release point of the first drifter

to its own release point  see figure 1.8!. The speed along the first-

plotted trajectory section is the same as for the first drifter. The

speed along the second section is given by the length of the second

section divided by the difference in drift times between the two drifters.

The recipe continues for drifters with longer and longer times until all

recoveries at the given location are accounted for. Bukin �974! des-

cribes this method, using as an example the current patterns in Lake

Issyk-Kul, USSR. Bumpus and Lauzier �965! use a variant of this al-

gorithm for reconstructang the current velocity field of the continen-

tal shelf between Newfoundland and Florida from drift bottle returns

gotten between 1948 and 1962. Rather than dealing with only one reco-

very area at a time, they consider all recoveries in a given season

starting with the one having shortest drift time and so forth. They
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Speed = D'/T'

RELEASE
 Time = 0!

Figure l.8: Reverse trajectory construction.
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also pay attention to inferred drifts in areas neighboring the one being

considered to achieve a sort of continuity in the overall velocity field.

By this means they are able to outline the seasonal cycle of current

patterns along the vast coastal area.

Bukin's method, if followed exactly, can encounter problems. Con-

sider two drifters released from widely separated points and converging

onto one recovery area  figure 1.9!. Backward trajectory construction

will take both drifters back to the release point of the one with shor-

test drift time and then the remaining one back from that release point

to its own. The inferred trajectory section connecting the two release

points could entail excessive speeds, depending on the difference in

drift times between the two drifters. Bumpus and Lauzier's considera-

tion of neighboring inferred velocities might well counteract this

tendency, but the exact effect is not made explicit.

The fourth method found in the literature is an iterative, algo-

rithmic one involving wind correction. It is almost the inverse of Hill

and Horwood's hypothesis testing scheme in that it starts with assump-

tions about the wind effect and attempts to infer the average, under-

lying currents from drifter data. The method is reported by Pasquay

and Bonnot �971! and elaborated upon in personal correspondence from

Mr. Pasquay. Pasquay and Bonnot released large numbers of plastic drift

envelopes off the coast of France in and near the English Channel.

During the period the cards were adrift, they obtained wind readings

over the area, which could then be used in an Eckman wind drift model

similar to Tomczak's. They assume a p~ovi a K value of .035 and a 9

of 0. The area of study is divided into discrete squares. With each

square is associated a velocity representing the average, underlying
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Figure 1,9: An incorrect inference from reverse trajectory construction.
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current through the square. As a first approximation, these velocities

are assumed to be zero: that is, the drift cards are presumed to be

transported by the Eckman  wind-driven! currents only. Using the known

wind velocities for each location over time in the Eckman scheme, they

simulate the propagation of a single drifter from its known release point

and for its known drift time. The end-point of the resulting trajectory

is inevitably different from the actual recovery point. To correct this

discrepancy, they adjust the velocities in those squares traversed in

the simulation to carry the drifter to its proper recovery location.

Next, a second drifter is released and propagated by the Eckman currents

plus the local currents where they are defined, respecting a "continuity"

in these currents and stopping after its appropriate drift time. As for.

the first drifter, the discrepancy between its stopping point and its

known recovery point is corrected by adjusting the local currents in its

path. Naturally, this adjustment may readjust those currents intro-

duced in'- the first iteration. The third and successive drifters are

handled the sane way in subsequent iterations, and presumably, the pro-

cess repeats for all the drifters until the local velocities converge.

Pasquay and Bonnot derive, in this manner, a chart showing the "perma-

nent" currents in the investigated region. One feature of their results

is a rather strong current leading away from the southern coast of

Britanny. As there are no large rivers emptying into the area, one is

led to examine more closely those aspects of the algorithm leading to

this result. The problem seems to lie in the nature of the corrective

current applied to wind trajectories ending far inland of the proper

recovery location. One must suppose that this current is in the direc-

tion of the vector pointing from the calculated endpoint to the
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experimental recovery  i.e. offshore!. From a physical standpoint a

more circuitous corrective velocity field might be more desirable, since

coastal currents running parallel to the shore could be derived. Al-

though sources and sinks near the coast  e.g. coastal upwelling! and

elsewhere are not impossible, a current inference algorithm may be con-

sidered more complete which deals with such divergence and convergence

phenomena more explicitly.

In summary, the work reported in the literature includes a few

studies using simulation for comparing hypotheses about the effect of

the wind on surface current drift. The bulk of the work cited, however,

is concerned with inferring the drift field directly from drifter data

taken alone or augmented by auxiliary data and assumptions, The assump-

tions implicit in all the work are  l! that although time may lapse

between a drifter's beaching and its being found, the resulting uncer-

tainty is not enough to mislead the data analysis and �! that any

average, underlying currents are stationary during the period of study.

In addition, several authors  Hill and Hbrwood, Tomczak, Pasquay and

Bonnot! have presumed a wind effect which gives rise to a surface

current with speed directly proportional to the instantaneous windspeed

and at a fixed angle to the wind's direction. The constant of propor-

tionality is found or assumed to be a few percent and seems to depend

on the type of drifter used  i.e. the depth of the surface inovlved!.

Other authors  Stander et. aL., Brucks! do not depend on wind measurements

to determine the currents but assume that the current directions lie

along the straight lines connecting release points and their correspon-

ding recovery points and use the time interval data to calculate speeds,

although the results are admittedly slow. The reverse trajectory
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technique  Bukin, Bumpus and Lauzier! assumes straight lines for the

shortest drifts, but by further assuming that all drifters arriving at a

given point come from the same direction, it allows the construction of

curved trajectories from short, straight segments. A couple papers

 Bumpus and Lauzier, Pasquay and Bonnot! take continuity  lack of large

velocity gradients! into account, but none explicitly mentions the

problem of divergence  sources and sinks! in the current field. Only

one paper among those cited  Hill and Horwood! directly considers dis-

persion of the drifters caused by turbulent diffusion. Even though

acceleration, continuity, diffusion, divergence, and dispersion all

play roles in determining the results of a drifter study, their rela-

tive importance in the total analysis is not often apparent.

The key advantages of studying a large-scale system by simulation

are the necessity of making one's assumptions concrete enough to para-

meterize and the resulting ability to adjust the parameters to judge

the relative importance of the corresponding assumptions. By applying

this strategy to the problem of drifter analysis, the interplay among

the prior assumptions made by several authors may be clarified with the

result that analysis techniques which coordinate these assumptions may

be developed. The plan of attack is twofold. The first phase begins by

developing a model of the drifter transport process. In Chapter 2 the

assumptions behind such a model are examined in detaiI and the resulting

model is presented. In Chapter 3 a computer simulation based on the

model is used for comparing hypotheses about current fields from experi-

ments carried out in Lake Michigan. A method for choosing critical or

diagnostic release points for maximally distinguishing between pairs of



hypothesized current fields is put forth. Finally, the simulation is

modified to allow the testing of hypotheses involving wind-driven cur-

rents.

The second phase involves the inference af a velocity field,

given only the data available from recovered drifters. Chapter 4 exa-

mines the assumptions necessary for the inference process to work and

lays out a goal-directed model of drifter transport based. on those

assumptions. This model may begin with little or no knowledge about

the current field being investigated; but by coordinating the various

assumptions or constraints, propagates the drifters from their release

points to the points of known recovery in the proper amount of time.

By starting a simulation based on this model with no currents at all

 tabuLa 2 aaa! and running it until all drifters reach their destinations,

first order hypotheses about the currents may be inferred from the

resulting trajectories. By iteratively reinsert.ing these hypotheses

into the simulation and rerunning it with the same recovery data, a

velocity field will begin to emerge which should accurately represent

the one giving rise to the original data. That it does is verified

in Chapter 5 by using data generated by simulation and comparing the

result to the original current field. In addition, the xesults-of .

using this technique on a drifter study of Lake Michigan are put forth.

Chapter 6 outlines the general conclusions and suggests avenues for

more research.



CHAPTER 2

A MODEL OF DRIFTER TRANSPORT

2. 1 Overview

The key to understanding the implications of any experimental data

is a model of the process by which the data were generated. The more

explicitly defined the model is, the more clearly these implications are

made manifest. Applying this axiom to drifter experiments, one is com-

pe1led to understand the forces contributing to the transport of the

drifters from release to recovery well enough to allow accurate predic-

tion of the recoveries, given complete information about those

forces. The approach taken in this chapter is to model the transport

process as a dynamic system in which the state at any time is given by

the positions of the drifters, and successive states are dictated by a

transition function specified by a parameterization of the forces acting

to move the drifters. In order to do this, it is immediately necessary

to delineate those physical assumptions which have a bearing on drifter

transport, as well as those mathematical assumptions which simplify the

modeL to the point of making predictions calcuiable. That these two

kinds of assumptions conflict is expected, and one is hopefully left

with a useful compromise between an accurate model and a manageable one.

2.2 Prior Ass tions

The assumptions made here are most closely aligned with the rele-

vant properties of Lake Michigan, since that is the body of water in-

vestigated in subsequent chapters. Application of the results to the

open ocean or to smaller lakes should be done with a careful eye on the

27
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implications of violating any of the conditions presumed to prevail for

the model presented. The drifters for which the model is designed are

surface drifters  i.e. they float! in the "drum" configuration. The

ones used in the field were printed on a buoyant plastic-fiber paper

and stapled into a loop to form the drum shape. Since various kinds of

drifters have different characteristics, those assumptions specific to

the type used should be considered carefully when using another type.

The primary assumption is that the drifters are transported solely

by water currents. That is, the drifters are embedded in the water

and move in union with the water. This rules out any direct effect of

the wind. The drum configuration used obeys this assumption nicely

since virtually none of it extends above the surface to act as a sail.

A further, perhaps obvious consequence of this assumption is that the

drifters act independently of each other. In addition, since the

drifters float, only currents in the surface layer need be considered.

In other words, only those horizontal current velocities defined over

the two-dimensional water surface will contribute to drifter motion.

Secondly, when a drifter's path intersects the shore, the drifter

remains fixed until found. In some bodies of water, this is a difficult

assumption to make, mainly because the definition of the shore is so

poor, as in swampy areas. Here it would be possible for a drifter to

get snagged by vegetation for a time and. then released, thus compli-

cating its trajectory. Luckily, Lake Michigan offers scant opportunity

for this problem to arise.

In view of the first assumption, it is natural to establish an

equation of motion for the drifters based on the water currents, vis.:
d+ = v g! + u g,t!, where
dt
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g is the two-dimensional position of a drifter,

v is the time-averaged current velocity field defined over the two-

dimensional water surface, and

u is the instantaneous deviation of the current velocities from

the time-averaged field.

If v and u were known comp1etely, then the equation could be integrated

from any given initial position and time to obtain the position at any

future time. Because of water's viscosity, v is often smooth enough ta

know to an extent that would allow such predictions. Unfortunately,

though, the fine structure of u is usually much too complicated to even

begin a deterministic solution of the equation. This is because small,

random eddies, furnished through friction with energy from atmospheric

disturbances and the larger-scale currents, tend to disturb any average

or equilibrium current field. The result is that an initially small

cluster of drifters placed into such a turbulent field will disperse.

Diffusion phenomena like this are most conveniently treated probabilis-

ticly.

In the probabilistic formulation, u is a stochastic process rather

than a deterministic function. In order to simplify things a bit, u

can be assumed bounded, componentwise independent  separable!, and

stationary in time and space. The stationarity condition means that

no parameters which govern the behavior of u can explicitly depend on

position or time. Since v is completely time-independent, the overall

field v g! + u g,t! will have no explicit, deterministic dependence on

time. Consequently, the Eckman wind currents discussed in Chapter 1

cannot be conveniently handled without slight modification to the subse-

quent model, because they do depend on both time and position in a
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deterministic sense. For the most part, it will be assumed that the

average current, v, predominates over the Eckman currents in the propa-

gation of drifters in Lake Michigan, although several hypotheses based
on the Eckman currents will be tested in the next chapter. Fortunately

there are no other notable time-varying effects on the surface currents

of Lake Michigan, including tidal changes  FWPCA, 1967! .

Even after the stationarity assumption, the properties of a realis-

tic turbulence process, u, are difficult to come by. Indeed, Csanady

�973, p. 46! credits turbulent motion with being "...one of the most

untractable problems of the physical sciences, a full understanding of

which is not in sight yet...." Therefore, since any sophisticated

treatment of the problem would carry this study far afield of its in-

tended purpose, another simplification is in order: it is assumed that
u has the memoryless property. This is to say that the turbulent velo-

city at an instant in space-time is virtually independent of that velo-
city at a neighboring instant. This assumption implies that turbulent
motion is non-inertial. While such an implication is contrary to fact,

it allows the propagation of a drifter to be treated much as a random

walk--a process for which extensive results have been obtained. That
the results under this assumption are, nevertheless, in fair accord

with observation will be pointed out later.

Summing up, the propagation of a drifter is determined by the velo-

city of the two-dimensional surface layer of the water. This
velocity field is given by a two-dimensional vector v g!, which is a
smooth function of position on the surface, plus a random velocity

u g,t!, which is a bounded stochastic process observing independence
between components, stationarity in space-time, and memorylessness. The
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shoreline is considered an absorbing barrier: a drifter trajectory de-

termined by the above velocities will terminate upon reaching the

shore.

2.3 The DriFt Model

Based on the assumptions given, a dynamic state-transition model

for drifter motion is derived here. The state of a given drifter is

taken to be its coordinates in the two-dimensional space encompassing

the water surface and surrounding land masses. State transitions occur

over finite intervals of time and are determined by the equation of

motion, along with the assumed properties of v and u, as well as the

shoreline conditions.

Since v is a smooth function of position, it is reasonable

to pick an interval of time dt for the transitions such that v g!

v g + v cght! for all values of g. In other words, ht is small enough

to assume that the contribution of v to a one-step position change can

be accurately estimated by v g!At. The interval ht must be considerably

longer, though, than the period of time over which u "forgets" its ini-

tial value. The memoryless property of u guarantees that this period

is extremely small.

Given an appropriate lit, one may begin, similar to the manner of

Csanady �973, p. 31!, to find the net displacement of a drifter sub-

ject only to the turbulent velocity field u. First, dt is divided into

a large number n of smaller increments ht' such that ht = nest'. These

smaller increments will still be much larger than the "forgetting

period" of u. The displacement in the ith increment ht' of ht'is

I iAt'
u' t'j!dt' , where

 i-1!at
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u' t'! is the turbulent velocity of the ~flex' at time t' and is equal

to u g,t'!, the turbulent velocity of the n!a5ez' at g, the location of

the drifter, and at the same instant. It is only because the statisti-

cal properties of u are independent of position that u' can be written

without explicit dependence on g. What has been done is to discretize

the stochastic process u into finite steps  see figure 2.1! which, on

the surface, look like steps in a random walk, although they are not of

equal lengths. The net displacement in time ht is simply the vector

sum of the n random steps:

hg.
i=1

The goal is to determine the statistical properties of hg.

Since hg is a sum of a large number n of random vectors, it would

be nice to use the central limit theorem to derive a normal distIibution

for it. To simplify things a bit, dg can be treated component-wise.

This is because of the separability condition on u  and hence on u'!

which ultimately renders the component processes bx. and hy. of hg. in-i i

dependent of each other, Because of the memoryless property, the hx, 's1

are mutually independnent and, by the additional virtue of stationarity,

identically distributed, Since u  and thus u'! is bounded, the bx. 's

are bounded. Consequently their mean and variance both exist. More-

over, since u is the deviation from a time-average field, the mean of

the displacements Qx. must be zero. These implications on hx. are su f fi-1 i

cient to bring the central limit theorem into play  Feller �967!, p.

244!, and one can write immediately for the distribution of hx  the x-

component of hg!,



Figure 2.1: Progressive vector diagram for u' t'! and its discretiza-

tion hg.
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Fr[Ax < crvn r ] ~ FN r!, where

a is the standard deviation of Ax., and1

FN x! is the distribution function of a standard normal random
vari ab le.

This means that Ax approximates a normal random variable with mean 0

and variance no . By letting At' be the unit of time  i.e. At' = 1!,2

2one gets n = At. Now, o is a property of Ax. and ultimately of u.
1

It can be thought of as the rate of spreading that an initially small

cluster oi drifters subjected to u can expect to undergo and is often
2given in terms of a "dispersion coefficient" D as a = 2D. Rewriting

in new terms, the displacement in one direction Ax of a drifter sub-

jected to the turbulent field u for length of time At approximates a

normal random variable with mean 0 and variance 2DAt. Therefore, the

vector displacement Ag, composed of the independent random variables

Ax and Ay, is a random vector having  in the limit! a bivariate normal

distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix

DAt 0

0 2DAt

Coalescing the results obtained so far, the drift model is to be

specified as a dynamic system whose state is given by g, the position

of a drifter on the two-dimensional surface. A discrete state transi-

tion occurs in time At and represents a displacement Ag of the drifter

from its current positio~ to a new one. This displacement results from

the superposition of an advective  mean! displacement given by the

velocity field v g! and a turbulent one completely determined by the

dispersion coefficient D as follows:



Ag = v g!At + N�, 2DAt!, where

2N p,cr ! is a component-wise independent bivariate normal random

2
variable with mean u and with variances a in both components.

In order to tell when a shoreline has been crossed, a geographical des-

criptor function which partitions the state space into land and water

areas is necessary. Given this, the model M is defined as the following

probabilistic system:

M =  Q, v, D, G, 6!, where

Q = k is the state space  location space for the drifter!,2-

v: g -+ 1 is the time-average velocity field over the surface2

D C [0,"! is the dispersion coefficient,

G: g ~  land, water! is the geographical descriptor function, and

6: Q -+ Q, the state tranisiton function, defines the dynamics of

the system as follows;

If, for any g E g, G g! = land, then

6 g! = g; otherwise

6 g! = g + v g!At + N�, 2DAt!, where

At is the time interval associated with one discrete transi-

tion and

N N, a ! is a bivariate normal random variable as defined2

above.

Since drifters are independent of each other, a system containing mul-

tiple drifters may be modelled as the parallel composition  independent,

synchronous combination! of several identical single-drifter models.
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2.4 ' Discussion

Certain aspects of this model's behavior can be derived directly

from the transition function. To do this, it is simplest to consider

a uniform velocity field v such that for all y, v g! = s. Furthermore,

no land areas will be assumed present. The behavior of interest is the

position of a drifter after multiple transitions, starting from a point

After the first transition, the drifter will be at g = @ + sdt +

N�, 2Ddt!. Applying 6 to the new position:

6 @ + sdt + N�,2Ddt!! = g + 2sdt + N�,2Ddt! + N�,2Ddt!

Since the two normal random vectors are independent, they may be com-

bined, taking advantage of a theorem from probability theory stating-

that the random variable resulting from adding two independent normal

random variables is normal, with mean and variance equal to the corres-

ponding sums of the means and variances of the original variables.

Therefore,

g2 = @ + 2sdt + N�,4Ddt!.

This can clearly be extended to n transitions, yielding

6  ~! = g + sndt + N�,2Dndt!,

or, letting t = ndt and combining the advective and diffusive terms,

This result exactly parallels the solution to the molecular diffu-

sion  Fokker-Planck! equation:



with the solution, starting from an impulse at  @, 0!, being

V g,t! = ~D exp[ - ~g -  ~ + st!   / 4Dt]1 2

V{g,t! is the relative "concentration" of diffused substance at position

g and time t or, for a single diffusing particle, the probability den-

sity of finding it at g at time t. The formula for 'F is the density

function of the bivariate normal random variable N @ + st, 2Dt!, the

result obtained for g t! above.

In physical terms, this result implies that an initially small

cluster of drifters placed into a constant velocity field s will have

its center of gravity displaced st in time t. The shape of the cluster

as it spreads will be roughly circular with its standard radius  equal

to the r.m.s. deviation of the drifters from their center of gravity!

expanding proportionally to vt  see figure 2.2!. Bearing this in mind,

it is possible to compare the model's behavior to the behavior predicted

by a more sophisiticated treatment of the turbulent processes involved.

Csanady �973! describes the sequence of events in the turbulent

diffusion of an impulse of contaminant as a function of two main factors:

s t!, the standard deviation  due to relative diffusion! of a given con-

taminant distribution about its center of gravity; and m t!, the en-

semble standard deviation  due to meandering! of the center of gravity.

The overall standard deviation cr t! is related to the other two as

2 = 2 2o  t! = s  t! + m  t!. One may imagine the diffusion process he des-

cribes as consisting of three epochs, beginning with the point release

of the contaminant. In the first epoch, the entire "cloud" of contami-

nant is translated together as a parcel by the mean velocity and by the

turbulent eddies and grows rather slowly. The "diffusion" is thus
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dominated by the meandering  ensemble! factoT m t! which, Csanady shows,

grows linearly with time  figure 2.3! . This continues until the slowly

enlarging cloud reaches a size comparable in scale to the turbulent

eddies, at which point, the second epoch begins. In this "explosive"

phase, the eddies have ahendle on the cloud itself and cause a rapid

expansion of the cloud about its center of gravity. During this period

s t! increases linearly with time and becomes the dominant factor in

the overall diffusion. As the cloud grows larger with respect to the

turbulent eddies, these eddies have less effect in translating the en-

tire cloud than before, so m t! begins to taper off. In the last epoch,

the cloud has become larger than the typical turbulent eddy, rendering

the eddies less effective in dispersing it than before. At this point

s t! takes on the proportionality to Wt characteristic of molecular

diffusion. m t! levels out to a constant value, revealing the diminished

effect of meandering in furthering diffusion. As a consequence, the

overall standard deviation o t! behaves like s t! for large t. Csanady

points out that experiments in Lake Huron tend to confirm both the growth

rates predicted and a Gaussian  normal! shape for the "average" cloud,

though the latter conclusion is tentative for certain epochal segments.

In the context of drifters, the "cloud" of contaminant is the

cluster of drifters. The "meandering" component of diffusion would

correspond to behavioral differences detectable in a large set of drifter

releases from the same point at different times, Since it is this en-

semble behavior which is to be modeled, direct comparison between the

drifter model and Csanady's results is meaningful. As is apparent, the

drifter model behaves from time zero as the third epoch of turbulent

diffusion outlined above. This agreement comes despite the fact that
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of relative diffusion and meandering. I,'Adapted from Csanady, 1973,
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the drifter model was derived from an assumption of a memoryless field

of turbulence, which seems to contradict the observed persistence in

typical random eddies. In reality, though, the difference is only one

of scale and not of substance, when long drift times are being consi-

dered. This is to say that the persistence of an eddy is an insigni-

ficant consideration in the long run. What is meant by "the long run"

remains to be settled. Experiment has shown  Csanady, 1973! that the

third epoch is often underway in a typical ocean or lake by the time

the cloud has traveled one kilometer from its source. This is not far

enough for the mean field v g! to change much and certainly not far

enough from the typical release to reach shore. Therefore, the be-

havior of an ensemble of drifters is dominated by third epoch statis-

tics; so the drift model, as presented, will be considered sufficient

to meet the needs of this investigation.

In conclusion, the drift model presented is a product of compro-

mise. Although the physical assumptions necessary to define the dyna-

mics of the model are simple enough, getting a grip on the mathematics

of turbulent currents has required several gross simplifications. The

grossest of these is the assumption that turbulent diffusion behaves

like molecular diffusion, a process resulting from uncorrelated random

motion. Nonetheless, for the time and distance scales involved in a

drifter experiment, the resulting model is good enough to make predic-

tions about the ensemble behavior of drifter clusters. What remains

is to design a simulation based on the model and to use its predictions

for comparing hypotheses about the mean current field v.



CHAPTER 3

DRIFTER SIMULATION AND HYPOTHESIS TESTING

3. l Overview

Two methods are possible for simulating drifter transport based on

the model presented. Both have the same end: the determination of

V g,t!, the drifter "concentration" or probability density function,
given an initial distribution  usually an impulse at the release point!
subject to the known velocity field v g!. In the first technique, 'F is
calculated directly from the statistics implicit in the model; in the

second, 'F is estimated from the positions of individual drifters propa-

gated Monte Carlo fashion by the model's transition function  see figure
3.1!. The advantage of the first technique, assuming it can be carried

out, is that V is explicitly expressed from moment to moment: no inter-

polations need be made. Indeed, this would obviously be the best method
if v g! were constant, as assumed in the discussion of the previous chap-
ter, because 'F would always have the shape of a bivariate normal den-

sity--an easily represented function. Since no intersting v has the

constant property, the direct computation of V would have to rely on

simplifying assumptions. If this proves awkward or unreliable, the

Monte Carlo technique, with its advantage of direct correspondence to

the model, can be considered a reasonable alternative.

To illustrate the direct calculation of 'Y, the work of Hill and Hor-

wood �974! is again considered. They assume the same diffusion proper-

ties assumed here in the previous chapter and make the same observation

that T retains its bivariate normal shape in a constant velocity field.
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Equidensity contours for directly calculated  true! v.

Monte Carlo drifter positions  samples from v!,

Equidensi ty contours for v estimated from drifter positions.

Figure 3.1: Two time steps in the evolution of V g,t! .
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They extend this result, though, to cover non-uniform velocity fields.

By propagating the center of gravity of the drifter distribution  mean
of V! using the advective velocity field  in their case, time-varying!,
but retaining the characteristic normal shape with its variance in-

creasing linearly with time, they directly obtain a V which is easily
calculable. Despite this advantage of quick calculation, though, the

implications derived thereby can be greatly misleading. In velocity
fields characterized by even moderate inhomogeneities, the normal shape

or any other easily repxesented shape of a drifter cluster can be quickly

distorted, as is demonstrated by simulation later in this chapter

 figure 3. 4 - 3. 5!.

Because of the problems inherent in a simple, direct parameteriza-

tion of 'P, a Monte Carlo approach has been chosen for simulating drifter

transport. An advantage of this, of course, is the direct correspon-

dence between the simulation and the model. The model deals with indi-

vidual, independent drifters, and so does the Monte Carlo simulation.

As a consequence, no assumptions need be made about the shape of the
overall distribution 'P: it comes as a result of simulation. Unfortu-

nately it comes at a higher price than Hill and Horwood's estimate.

First of all, one must simulate a large number of drifters to get an

accurate clue as to what V looks like. The pain of such a price, how-

ever, is easily mitigated by the increased reliability. But even then,
if one wanted an explicit evaluation of the implied F, he would need a

well defined means of translating individual drifters into a more global

density map. Although that final step is never literally taken in this
investigation, it should be borne in mind that any conclusipns drawn
from simulated drifters are actually grounded in the density function V
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from which the drifters are samples.

Having designed and programmed a drifter simulation, one may then

put it to use evaluating hypotheses about v g!, the mean velocity field,

in the context of experimental return data. The method is simple,

Given a v to test and an experimental release point, a number of simu-

lated drifters are initialized at the same release point and propagated

by the program. A goodness-of-fit criterion which is a function of the

simulated drifter positions, the experimental recovery positions, and

time is used to obtain a rating of the hypothesis v for the given re-

lease point. An overall rating for v is gotten by combining the indi-

vidual release point ratings. The number thus obtained may be used as

a basis for comparison among all the various v's tested in that way

against the data. The one hypothesis yielding the highest rating is

then chosen as the one most commensurate with experiment.

In comparing ratings from different release points across several

hypotheses, one may notice that some releases indicate larger differ-

ences in the goodness-of-fit ratings than others. This observation

may be put to good use in designing a drifter experiment when the ob-

ject is to decide from several given hypotheses which is best. If one

can determine ahead of time by simulation which releases will yield

these large differences, he may concentrate his experimentation around

these "diagnostic points," thus yielding a reduction in the overall

experimental effort.

Finally, by making several modifications to the simulation algo-

rithm, one may use the testing scheme to test hypotheses about wind-

induced drift in the context of Eckman's  l905! theory  see section



3.2 A Monte Carlo Drifter Simulation

To produce a computer simulation from a model, the parameters of

the model must be embodied as numbers in the computer, and the transi-

tion function must be translated into an algorithm for manipulating

these numbers. In terms of the drifter model, this means that the

drifter's position g, the velocity field v g!, the dispersion coeffi-

cient D, and the geographical descriptor function G have to be given a

numerical representation. Finally, the transition function 6 must be

converted to a program which operates on these quantities to calculate

the new drifter position g after any given time step.

First of all, the drifter's domain or state space  Q! must be

settled upon. As in the model, this is the set of points in the Eucli-

dean plane and is here represented as the set of pairs  x,y! of real
numbers. Since only a finite area is of interest though, everything

outside a closed square will be considered "out-of-bounds." For closed

bodies of water this presents no problems, since all out-of-bounds re-

gions would correspond to land far inshore and would not be visited
by any drifter. With open bodies of water, a drifter could drift out
of bounds, In this circumstance, its true position will be maintained,

but its behavior will be determined by the characteristics of the nearest

in-bounds point. Hopefully, this wi11 be an unusual occurrence. It

should be noted that large bodies of water require the use of a non-

Euclidean coordinate system due to the earth's spherical shape. The

portion of Lake Michigan investigated here is not a large body of water,

so plane geometry is adequate.

The drifter domain described is now minced into a finite number of

small squares. This is done to accommodate a finite representation for
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both v and G. It is assumed that within a given square both of these

functions are constant, which places a limitation on the fine structures

of both the velocity field and the shoreline. In this investigation,

the inbounds region consists of 4096 squares arranged 64 x 64. Each one

corresponds to a square of Lake Michigan 2.75 km on a side. Each of

these squares has a value of the binary function G: g ~  land, water!

assigned to it, as welI as a vector  v,v ! representing the velocity
X

v g! for all g lying within the square. The dispersion coefficient D

is the same everywhere and is represented as a positive rea1 numbex.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the portion of Lake Michigan under study and

shows the discretization of the shoreline and some representative

squares.

The transition function 6 is simulated by a procedure which accepts

as a parameter the length of time ht desired for a one-step transition.

In the simplest terms, the new position of a drifter is given by its

current position g plus v g!ht + N�, 2Dht!, where N is a pair of nor-

mal, pseudo-random numbers with mean 0 and variance 2DAt  see figure

3. 3a!, In many cases, though, ht could be long enough for a drifter to

be displaced several squares  figure 3.3b!. Rather than jumping squares

and thus possibly creating errors, each drifter iterates through enough

subtransitfons:. to yield a high pxobability of visiting each square in

its path. The length of time corresponding to a single subtransition is

computed from the local velocity v g! and D. It is the minimum of the

following three times: �! the time xequired for the largest component

of v g! to move a dx'ifter I/2 square, �! the mean time required for a

dri'ftex to be moved at least I/2 square 1% of the time by the random

effect N, and �! the amount of time remaining for the entire transition.



Figure 3.2: Discretization of southern Lake Michigan,



New position

Random effect

Mean displacement Yeloc> ty of square

Initial drifter
pos i ti an

a! Drifter transition.

b! Drifter transition jumping a square.

c! I terated s ubtrans i ti ons.

Figure 3.3: Monte Carlo drifter transitions.
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This guarantees that at least 99% of the time, a drifter will land in

one of the nine squares adjacent to it  including the square it's in!

after one subtransition. The transition of a drifter is iterated in

this fashion until all of At is used up or until it hits land, whichever

comes first. Figure 3.3c illustrates the iterated transition of a

single drifter. In practice several drifters are in transit at once.

This is easily handled procedurally by iterating each drifter through

its transition in its turn.

Having been described verbally, the simulation may now be sum-

marized algorithmically.

Let  g i!, i=1,...,K! be an array containing the position vectors of the

K drifters,

 T i!, i=1,...,K! be an array containing elapsed drift times for

the K drifters  used for bookkeeping purposes!,

S be the length along a side of each of the 4096 squares,

 V i,j!, i=1,...,64; j=1,...,64! be an array containing the velocity

vectors for each of the 4096 squares,

 G i,j!, i=1,...,64; j=l,...,64! be an array containing either

"land" or "water" for each of the 4096 squares,

D be a scalar containing the value of the dispersion coefficient,

hT be the time interval associated with one transition, and

N x! be a pseudo-random number generator generating componentwise

independent normal random vectors, each component having mean

0 and variance x.

The transitions take place as follows [comments occur in bracketsj:
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1. For each i, i=1,...,K [For each drifter]

1.1 ET ~ 0 [Elapsed time for transition]

1.2 X ~ truncate min max Q  i!/S + 1, 1!, 64!!

1.3 Y ~ trnncate min nax Q  i!/3 + 1, 1!. 64!!

[X and Y are the indices of the inbounds square nearest

drifter i]

1 4 G xaY! !!land

Yes: go to 1,13 [Drifter is done]

No: continue

1,5 TV ~ 0 ~ 5 ~ S/max V  X,Y!, V  X,Y!!
X

1.6 TD ~ 0,5 S/�3 D! [Diffusion time to move 1/2 square maximum]

1.7 TT ~ AT - ET [Time remaining in transition]

1.8 TG ~ min TV, TD, TT! [Subtransition time]

1.9 Q i! ~ g i! + V X,Y! 'TG + N�'D'TG! [Subtransition]

1.10 T i! ~ T i! + TG [Cumulative time afloat]

l,ll ET ~ ET + TG [Increment elapsed time]

1.12 ET = AT? [Transition complete?]

Yes: go to 1.13

No: go to 1.2

1.13 next i

2. END

In a typical simulation run, the drifters are all initialized at the

same point. Then the transition algorithm is appIied repeatedly until

all the drifters wind up ashore, or until a predetermined number of

transitions have been made. Examples of typical simulation runs appear

in figures 3.4 and 3.5. The velocity fields pictured are sampled at a
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smaller rate than once per cell in order to render the figures less

cluttered. As can be seen, the normal shape of the drifter clusters is

often not maintained.

3.3 Data Inte retation and Goodness-of-Fit

Before one begins judging hypotheses under the authority of arm-

loads of data, he should decide ahead of time which aspects of the data

are important and which are not. This interpretation stands between the

raw data and any conclusions drawn from it, so it must be given careful

prior consideration. In drifter terms, each datum is the time and lo-

cation of release and the time and location of recovery. One's task is

to decide what relevant information each of these data bears with regard

to the selection of an hypothesized current pattern from among the

several available.

The most basic assumption concerning recovery data is that every

recovered drifter is carried from its release point to its reported re-

covery point by water currents. Any hypothesis considered to be in

concord with a given recovery must have a current pattern which is ca-

pable of getting the drifter from its release point to that recovery

point within the time interval indicated by the recovery datum. Natu-

rally, "in concord" is a relative term, and the degree of concordance

will be some measure of hotu c508ely an hypothesized field can bring a

drifter to its known recovery point in the appropriate amount of time.

The overall degree of compatibility of an hypothesis with all the

data can be takea as some overall measure of concord, which, one might

suspect, could be some combination of the degrees of agreement of the

hypothesis with the individual recovery data. But how to combine them?

How do the data interact? First, it is reasonable to assume that if an
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hypothesis exhibits some measure of concord with respect to a given

recovery, it will automatically have the same degree of agreement with

another, identical recovery from the same release, This is to say that

two equal data reveal no more about the currents giving rise to them

than one does; the important thing is the single observation that what-

ever currents were responsible were able to transport at least one

drifter from point X to point Y in time t. This implies that redundant

data may be discarded with no loss of information,

Those with statistical background will surely object that whether

90't of the drifters from a given release end up at point A and 10% at

point B or 10% end at A and 90't end at B could be a crucial factor in

picking one hypothesis over another. But this kind of behavioral dif-

fexence can be the result of such a trivial structural difference that

any distinctions made on that basis would be overblown indeed. A single

example suffices to illustrate the point. Consider the two velocity

fields shown in figure 3.6. They are identical except for a small shift

along the vertical axis. But drifters released from the same point be-

have quite differently under the two hypotheses, as far as the relative

number going one direction or another is concerned. If one of these

current patterns were the real pattern in a system and the other were

the hypothesis being tested, one would not want that hypothesis down-

graded because of the behavioral differences shown here. By selecting

irredundant representatives from the data, one observes a smaller be-

havioral discrepancy between the real system and the simulated hypo=

thesis. Therefore, in determining the overall degree of compatibility

of an hypothesis with the data, multiplicities in the data are best

eliminated.
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Above: First velocity field.

Above right: Release point.

Right: 14 time steps later.

Above: Second velocity field.

Above right: Same release point.

Right: 14 time steps later.

Figure 3.6: Comparison of drifter distributions from two velocity

fields, one being shifted slightly along the Y-axis.



Now consider two recoveries at the same point, from the same re-

lease, but at different times. What is implied here? First, of course,

they could legitimately have washed ashore at different times just from
the diffusive spread of the drifter cluster. Or the latter one might

have gotten caught in a persistent eddy or an area of calm water for

awhile before resuming its trajectory to the recovery point. Perhaps

the latter one may also have come close to the recovery point with the

earlier one but, rather than landing, continued in a gyre which brought

it back around to that point later. More likely, they both landed at

the same time, but the latter one lay on the beach awhile before it was

found. While the first three occurrences are natural and may have a

legitimate bearing on whatever conclusions are drawn therefrom, the last

one can be misleading, and any attempt to minimize its effect will be

a boon to the hypothesis testing scheme.

It is tempting just to eliminate from consideration all but the

earliest recoveries at a given point from a given release. That this is

indeed helpful is shown by a simple probabilistic argument. Let p be

the probability that any given drifter lying on a certain section of

beach will be picked up on any given day independently of how long it

has lain there. The probability of picking it up exactly n days after

its arrival is the joint probability of not picking it up on the first

n-I days and of picking it up on the nth:

Pr[picking up drifter d on day nj

Pr[not picking d up on previous n-I days] Pr[picking d up

on any day]
n-1

Pr[not picking d up on a given day] ~ p
n-1

�-p! p.



The expected length of time for lying onshore before being recovered is

then:

i-1
E[prerecovery time ashore] El i l-p! pi=1

= p .Zl i�-p! 1
days.

[1 � �-p! ]

This length of time is the uncertainty expected in the recovery time due

to lying ashore undiscovered when all recoveries from a given area and

a given release are considered. This uncertainty can be reduced consi-

derably by considering only the first-found drifter in a given area from

a given release. Assuming k drifters arrive on a section of beach from

the same release and that each independently has probability p of being

picked up on any given day as before, the probability that the first of

the k is recovered on day n is:

Pr[first of k drifters recovered on day n]

= Pr[no recoveries in k on previous n-1 days] ~ Pr[at least one

recovery in k on a given day]

n-1
= Pr[no recoveries in k on a given day] ~ � � Pr[no re-

coveries in k on a given day]!

= �-p! [1 � �-p! ]k  n-1! k

The expected waiting time for the first recovery after arrival on shore

is: E[prerecovery time for first drifter in k]
k i-1!Zl 1� p![1-�-p!] k

[1 - �-p! ] .Zl 1[�-p! ]k ~ . k i 1
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k

[1 � �-p! ]
k 2

1
days.

1 � �-p!

This expectation is plotted for various values of k and several p

 figure 3.7!. For k=1, of course, the value is the same as the pre-

viously calculated expectation. The rapid decrease in this recovery

time uncertainty as k becomes large is readily apparent.

That this probabilistic model is only a crude approximation to

reality is unquestionable. Beside the fact that p is not fixed but

probably relatively high on weekends and holidays is the tendency for

some people, when finding a drifter, to look more intensely for others.

This "beachcomber effect" entails an increase in p for drifters found

after the first one and a consequent reduction in expected time ashore

for any given drifter. Nonetheless, this uncertainty will still be

greater than that of the first recovery, so the implication of the

crude model is not lost: it makes sense to eliminate all but the first

recovery from an isolated group from the same release.

How does this elimination process affect implications drawn from

the other causes of sequential recoveries at the same point? In the

case of time differences due to diffusion, considering only the first

arrivals in a given area would seem to bias the testing process toward

hypotheses with higher average current speeds than those actually res-

ponsible for the data. But these early arrivals, being from the fringe

of a diffuse drifter cluster, will be few and far between and should

not interfere with the bulk of arrivals coming from the denser core of

the cluster. As for late returns caused by drifters getting caught

along the way in a persistent eddy or still water or by drifters stran-

ding on the second or third time around a large gyre, they will be
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205 10

NU%ER OF DRIFTERS
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Figure 3,7: Expected time of finding first of several drifters

landing on day 1. p is the probability of finding any drifter

on a given day.
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eliminated if earlier returns arise from the same location. This im-

plies that there will be no data of this type to support an hypothesis
containing the above-mentioned features or to discredit one lacking

them. But the implications of data varying only along the time dimen-

sion are rather tenuous anyway, taken alone, since it is difficult to

tell by which process the time variation arose. To confirm or deny an

hypothesis with less equivocation would require first-arrival supporting

data varying along spatial dimensions. In the case of a large gyre,

this would mean progressively later returns along the circuit of the

current. With such data present, the elimination of late arrivals from

a given area and the same release is no great loss as far as drift pro-

cesses are concerned and is a potential benefit in t' he reduction of

recovery time uncertainty due to drifters lying on the beach undis-

covered.

Coalescing the decisions made so far reveals two major aspects of

the intended data interpretation process. First, the implication of

each available datum on an overall compatibility measure for a given

hypothesis is a function of how closely that hypothesis can cause drif-

ters to approach the known recovery site in the appropriate time.

Second, the data to be made available are on!y those single recoveries

arriving first at their respective recovery sites from each respective

release point. The resulting elimination of data redundancy serves to

moderate the possibly misleading implications of any distribution of

returns from a given release; the discarding of late returns reduces

the uncertainty in recovery time caused by drifters lying about undis-

covered for awhile. What remains to be settled is the exact form of

the goodness-of-fit measure.
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Consider a given recovery point  ~,tR! and several hypotheses

 v's! to be tested against it. By running a simulation under each

hypothesis with many drifters starting at the known release point, one

gets an evolving distribution of drifters representing the density func-

tion V  g,t! for each hypothesized v. Assuming a given v to be correct,

the recovery point  ~,tR! must be a sample from the distribution given

by the coresponding 'P  g,t!. The measure of concord between a recovery
V

and any given hypothesis, then, should be some indication of the likeli-

hood that the recovery point could have come from the distribution cal-

culated from that hypothesis. In traditional statistical terms  Fisher,

1959!, this likelihood may be taken simply as the value of 'P  g,t! at
V

the point  @,tR!. By assuming this point to be fixed  which it is when

the experiment is over! and considering 'F  q,tR! under every availablev R' R

hypothesis v, one can define a function of v, L v; ~,t ! = 'F  ~,t !,

known as the likelihood function. In this formulation, the v which

maximizes L  the maximum likelihood estimate! will be considered the

most compatible with the recovery.

By extending this principle to several recoveries, it is possible

to rate the overall compatibility of a given hypothesis with all the

data. Consider first the data arising from release  q�.,t .!, for
3 03

example. The n. associated recoveries can be considered independent

samples from the same distribution V ., yielding a joint density func-
v~j

tion

v,j ~l,j' l,j v,j ~2,j' 2,j v,j @.,j' n.,j

By considering recoveries from the m different releases as independent
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perturbations in the velocity field.

One solution to the problem would be to recognize clusters of

drifters. In this formulation, each 'P . could be thought of as a
v,g

normalized sum of several localized density functions, each correspon-

ding to one of the clusters.  See figure 3.8.! Rather than being cal-

culated from 'P ., the likelihood value corresponding to a given re-
v,]

covery would be calculated only from the local density function corres-

ponding to the cluster nearest the recovery point at the time of

recovery. This would cancel the effect of any wide differences in

drifter density between clusters arising from slight perturbations in

v. The resulting likelihood measure would therefore reflect the ability

of v to get some drifters to the recovery point from release j in the

proper time rather than moet of them.

The recognition of clusters can be very troublesome, though. Be-

side the issue of what is a cluster and what is not one but several

clusters is the problem of efficiency. This potentially involved clus-

ter analysis would have to be carried out once for every hypothesis

tested, for each time a recovery was made, for each release. Rather

than pursuing a full blown clustering algorithm to its mega-microsecond-

consuming glory, one may consider the extreme of simplifications: one

drifter equals one cluster. The primary advantage of this is the un-

equivocal choice as to which simulated drifters to use in calculating

the local density function: the single one closest to the recovery

point at the recovery time. The primary disadvantage is the lack of

neighboring drifters in the "cluster" to give some idea of the shape and

spread of the local density function and, hence, its value at the reco-

very point. It will be necessary to improvise here.
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Dri fter clusters.

fquidensity contours for cluster density functions.

Equidensity contours for superposed density function.

Figure 3.8: Composition of 'P from local cluster densities.
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The assumption that each drifter comprises an autonomous cluster

implies that the overall density function 'P, can be represented by an
v~j

average of many local density functions, each corresponding to one of

the drifters. Because each local density function at a given time must

be determined only by a drifter's position, there is no basis for as-

signing other than identical shapes to all of them. Only the means will

be allowed to vary. But what shape to choose? The best shape, of

course, will be the one which, after the density superposition, yields

the composite density 'I . which best reflects the correct overall den-
v~j

sity. But in most cases, the correct density is unknown. The trick is

to pick a local density that seems to work in cases where the correct

is known and to hope it works in other cases. The simplest case
v,j

where V . is known is the one in which v y! = s, a constant. As was
v~]

shown in Chapter 2, starting from an impulse at  a t0 ! � 0!,

'Y .  g,t! = fN g; st, 2Dt!, the joint density function of two indepen-
s,j

dent normal random variables with variances 2Dt and means s t and s t
X y

respectively. Without loss of generality, one can consider the x-dimen-

sion only, due to independence, and let s =0, leaving V .  x,t!X 0,~

fN x; 0, 2Dt!. Each simulated drifter represents an independent sample,
x., from this distribution at any given time step. With n simulated

i

drifters, it is this density function which must be imitated by a super-

position of n local density functions.

A likely candidate for the local density function is the normal

density. This is neither a random choice nor an inspired one: it

simply has nice properties when used in comparing likelihoods, as will

be shown later. The mean of the local density for a given drifter will

be the drifter's position, x.. The variance will be a~ for each drifter
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and will be figured out soon. The composite density function formed by
1averaging these normal densities is g x! = � E fN x; x.,o !, where thisn N ' i'

and subsequent unlabeled sums are assumed to run over i=1,...,n.  See

figure 3.9 for examples of this superposition process.!
To test g, one can establish its expected mean and variance to corn-

pare with the 0 and 2Dt of the drifters' parent distribution. Actually,
the following derivations are independent of the normality of the local

density or of the parent distribution, but it is helpful to keep these

densities in mind as a point of reference. The mean of x, conditional

on the x. is
1

E[x~ x!,...,x�! = f "!' f~ � x; x, d !dx

� ZJ x f  x; x.,o !dx/

1
Ex;, where

n i'

these and subsequent unlabeled integrals are assumed to be over the

entire space of the dummy variable. The expectation of this sample

average is just the mean of the normal distribution from which the x. 's1

came, or 0, So the mean of x under g x! is the same as its mean under

the parent distribution.

The conditional variance of x under g is E[x ~ xl ~ ~ ~ x ]2
1'' '' n

Etx  xl x ] The first term can be calculated2
1''''' n

2

E[x ~ xl,...,x ] = � Z fN x; x.,a !dx

= � EJ x fN x; x.,a !dx

= � E  x. + a !1 2 2
n i
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2 1 2The second term is E[x~ x1 ~ x ] ~ [ E x ] leaving1''''' n n i

Var xj x,...,x ! = � Z x, + a ! - 2[E x.]1 2 g 1 2

The expectation of this variance over the x. is

E[Var x!] = � Z E[x. ] + a ! � ~E[  I: x.! ]1 2 p 1 2

= � E  �Dt! + 0 ! - 2�nDt!*
1 1

n n

2Dt= 2Dt + a~- n

Letting this equal the variance of the parent distribution, get

Var x.! = 2Dt = 2Dt + o
2Dt

1 n

2Dt
or o

n

So a local normal density with mean x. and variance will yield a
2Dt

1 n

composite density g x! with expected mean and variance oqual to those

of the density governing the drifter positions.

It might be possible to go on, using variational techniques, to see

if a local normal distribution is indeed the optimal one given some ex-

pected goodness-of-fit measure. But the fact that g has the proper mean

and variance plus a few random examples favorably comparing the compo-

site g with the proper density should suffice to admit the local normal

density into the hypothesis testing scheme. Figure 3.9 shows several

composite densities formed from x.'s picked at random from the normal
1

curve shown. As can be seen, the composite density comes about as close

as could be hoped for to parent density function--at least when this

parent distribution is normal. From here one must cantilever his belief

*The expectations of the cross-product terms in the squared sum
are zero because the means of the x. are zero.

i



7,0

Figure 3.9: Superpositions of k local densities centered on points chosen

at random from the parent normal distribution.
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in its general applicability.

Returning, finally, to hypothesis testing, one can now calculate

the local likelihood that the recovery  @, t ! came from the hypothe-

sized v, beginning at release j. This is simply the value of the local

density function implied by the simulated drifter neast @ at time t

and. can be obtained by extending the normal local density described to

two dimensions like so:

L v; @, t<! = 4 D exp  - ~~ � g . ~ e/�Dt<!!, wheren 2

o . is the location of the drifter which was simulated under v from
~,j

release j and nearest ~ at t, and n is the number of drifters in the

 v; q�, z=l,...,n., 3=1,...,m!

n.

.g,g
n

j=l i=1 4m'Dt
R,i,j

n.
m j n

[ .g .gi 4~Dt

exp[ -~~ .. - ~ .. ! n/�Dt, .!]2

,>43 4>43 R,i,j

q .. is the location of the drifter which was simulated under v from
~,i,j

release j and nearest q�.. at t... In comparing hypotheses, only
p~ 4 3

the relative values of L for various v  likelihood ratios! are of in-

terest, so the bracketed product above may be dropped without affecting

the comparison. Also, the log of L� may be taken without affecting the

relative resultant ranking, yielding a modified "likelihood",:

simulation.

The joint likelihood of v under all N data points  q�, t ..!,
~~2,3 ~l >3

i=1,...,n., j=l,...,m is the product of the individual likelihoods, or
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L�  v~ Q . .y 1 lp ~ }n ~ g 1} ~ ~ ~ pm!vi � ~i j' ' j

n.

4D j=l i=1 I+ i j g i jI R i j

From this it is obvious that the best v under the original likelihood

is the one which minimizes the sum of the ~~ .. - ~ .. ! /tR, so2

,i,j ,i,j R,i,j'

it is this sum which will be calculated for each v under consideration.

Intuitively, minimizing this sum makes sense. The units of each

term are square distance per unit time, the same as the diffusion co-

efficient D. What these terms are measuring, essentially, is the devi-

ation rate from the hypothesized v required to get the drifters to the

known recovery points in the requisite time intervals. Therefore, the

v requiring the least average deviation rate to agree with the data
will be the one chosen. But there is a bonus here. As was shown before,

uncertainty in recovery time can be reduced by considering only the
first of many recoveries at the same point from a given release. This

works so long as there is a multitude of recoveries to consider. This
multitude is usually manifest in the earlier returns from a release

 see figure 3.12!; but as the ranks of a propagating drifter cluster

thin, strandings tend to be more isolated. Hence late strandings do
not have the advantage of multiplicity necessary for reducing the ex-

pected time from stranding to first recovery. But this expected time
for a single drifter is independent of drift time, and here is where the
bonus comes in. The above measure of deviaion rate, being inversely

proportional to the time of recovery, is less sensitive to constant un-
certainties in recovery time for late recoveries than for early ones.

Thus, where the data elimination process fails to reduce this uncertain-
ty, the goodness-of-fit measure tends to limit its effects anyway.
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With a data selection policy and a compatibility measure, the link

between raw drifter returns and hypothesis testing has been forged. The

tasks remaining are to implement the selection policy and testing scheme

algorithmically, to find or formulate some hypotheses to test, and to go

out and get some data to test them against.

3. 4 H othesis Testin Procedure

Assuming a body of drifter data has been accumulated., one must

first comb through it to select those points in agreement with the data

acceptance policy a1ready outlined. For any given release, the idea is

to pick for each section of shoreline or area in the water, that drif-

ter recovered there first. But what is meant by "section" or "area" ?

As in the simulation, the domain of the drifters is divided into squares.

The size of one square is the same as four squares in the simulation, or

5.5 km on a side in Lake Michigan. Each recovery position can be mapped

into one of the squares. When several recoveries fall into one square,

all but the earliest one are thrown out. In this manner, each square

which contains a recovery will have a number associated with it corres-

ponding to the earliest recovery time for that square  figure 3.10a!.

But the boundaries between squares are an extremely artificial barrier

against comparison of recoveries which are very close together but which

happen to fall in adj acent squares. Therefore a second step is required

to make comparisons between adjacent squares and eliminate the later re-

coveries.

Consider a square which has a recovery time assigned to it. If

this time is 1ess than or equal to the defined times for all eight adja-

cent squares, the square will be called a distinguished square. The

sieve of acceptance for a recovery is as follows for each square with a



Figure 3.=10a: Recoveries from a single release. Numbers indicate

time of earliest recove~ in each square.

Figure 3.10b: Earliest recoveries from each square. Circles indicate

distinquished squares; X's indicate rejected recoveries.
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defined time:

l. Is the square a distinguished square?

Yes: Accept the recovery contained in it.

No: Continue.

2. Are any of the eight adjacent squares distinguished squares'?

Yes: Reject the recovery.

No; Accept the recovery.

Figure 3.10b illustrates the same squares shown in 3.10a, but containing

only the earliest recovery in each. Those containing recoveries ac-

cepted on the basis of 1 above are circled, and those with recoveries

rejected on the basis of 2 are X-ed, All non-X-ed recoveries are thus

accepted. This process is carried out on the body of recoveries from

each release. The data used in the hypothesis testing scheme are the

union over all the release points in an experiment of the recoveries

accepted from each.

Given the prepared data and several hypotheses to test, one may

now define the hypothesis testing algorithm.

Let  QO�.!, i=1,...,NG! be an array of NO release points,

 TG i!, i=1,...,NO! be the corresponding array of release

times.

 NR i!, i=1,...,NO! be an array containing the number of re-

coveries for each release,

 gR i,j!, i=1,...,NO; j=l,...,NR i!! be the array of recovery

points,

 TR i,j!, i=1,...,NO; j=l,...,NR i!! be the corresponding re-

covery times,

 U i,j,k!, i=1,...,64; j=l,...,64; k=1,...,NH! be an array of
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NH velocity hypotheses to be tested,

 SCORE i!, i=1,...,NH! be the corresponding scores,

K, Q, T, V, G, D, S, and N x! be defined as for the simulation

algorithm, and

LT= 1 day

The algorithm proceeds as follows [comments occur in brackets]:

l. For each kh, kh = 1,...,NH [For each hypothesis]

1. 1 V i, j! ~ U i, j,kh!, i=1,...,64; j=l,...,64 [Velocity fieId

is hypothesis kh]

1.2 SCORE kh! ~ 0

1,3 For each m, m = I,...,NO [For each release]

1.3.1 Q i! ~ QO m!, i=1,...,K [Initialize drifters]

1.3. 2 T i! ~ TO m!, i=1,...,K

1.3-3 TMAX ~ max TR i!, i=1,...,NR m!! [J.atest recovery]

1.3.4 For TIME =  TO m! + 1!,...,TMAX

1.3.4,1 Simulate one transition

1. 3. 4,2 For each n, n=l,...,NR m! such that TR m,n!

TIME [For each recovery at time TIME]

1.3.4.2.1 SCORE kh! ~ SCORE kh! +

min ~Q i! - QR n! I / TIME � TG m!!,2

i=1,. ~ .,K; and T i! > TIME - 1!

1.3.4.2 ~ 2 next n

1. 3.4. 3 next TIME

1.3,5 next m

l. 4 next kh

2. print SCORE kh!, kh = 1,...,NH

3, END
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The hypothesis having the lowest score is the one judged most com-

patible with the data. In many cases, though, two very different hypo-

theses may tie for the lowest scores. In this situation neither can be

accepted over the other just on the basis of the hypothesis testing

scheme, Three solutions to such a problem present themselves immedi-

ately. The first is to get more data. Here, a method for finding re-

lease points optimally distinguishing between the two hypotheses will

be very valuables Such a method is described later. One difficulty

with this solution is that by the time the data are analyzed to the

point of recognizing conflicting hypotheses, the conditions under which

the data were obtained might have changed. The second alternative is

to apply external criteria to the selection between the hypotheses.

This can involve direct current measurement results or just selection

of the simplest hypothesis. Finally, one may try to come up with an

additional hypothesis which proves better than either of the ones con-

sidered. This may be obtained by some sort of hybridization of the

two contenders, or by a direct inference based on the data alone. The

latter method is discussed later in this investigation.

3.5 E eriments in Lake Michi an

In the summer and fall of 1974, three research cruises were carried

out in lower Lake Michigan. The purpose of these cruises was to deter-

mine the coastal current structure near Chicago as well as currents

elsewhere in southern Lake Michigan. During each of the July, August,

and October cruises, surface current drifters were released. The de-

tails of these releases may be read in Monahan and Pilgrim �975, here-

after referred to as "Coastwise Currents" !; a summary of the release

points is presented in figure 3.11. The recoveries from
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AugustJuly

~ ~

5 KM

5" 40'

August - Chicago area

87'30 I

October

Figure 5.11: Drifter release locations far 1974.
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these release points are presented in detail in Coastwise Currents.

These data were submitted to the data selection algorithm and the re-

sults are summarized in figure 3.12 along with one of the detailed

presentations to demonstrate the action of the selection process.

Several hypotheses concerning the currents in this area were

found in the literature. They were digitized, and the results are

summarized in vector form in figure 3.13. These include Harrington's

�895! inference from drift bottle returns �.13a!, measurements made

by the Federal Water Pol1ution Control Administration  FWPCA, 1967!,

�.13b and c!, observations reported by Ayers, et aE. �958! �.13e

and f!, and conjectures made in Coastwise Currents based on a visual

inspection of the return data themselves �.13g and h!. Since the ab-

solute speeds implicit in each hypothesis could legitimately vary from

those shown without discrediting the hypothesis itself, tests on each

hypothesis were made using speed multipliers of O.l, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,

1.0, and 1,5. Each multiplier was applied to the entire velocity field,

so the speeds shown for any field do not change in ratio to each other.

The hypothesis testing algorithm was run with each of the hypo-

theses applied to the data from each of the three experiments separ-

ately. The reason for this is an apparent shift in the currents  see

Coastwise Currents! between the studies. The dispersion coefficient

D assumed for the simulation routine was in the neighborhood of 7 m /sec.
2

This value is slightly higher than the 5.5 m /sec effective dispersion2

rate observed in a drogue study of Lake Michigan by the FWPCA �967!.

Using an inflated value for D, though, has the benefit of moderating

the effects of small errors in the digitization of the hypotheses by

adding a larger diffusive or "error" term at each time step. Twenty- five
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Selected recoveries.Original recoveries ,�

45 Re1ease

Recovery north of chart

4 Recovery, 10 days adrift

0 Recovery, 20 days adrift

0 Recovery, 40 days adrift

+ Recovery Used in

inference  Chapter 5!

Figure 3.12a: Selected recovexies from July, 1974, drifter releases.

~ . ~ /
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30 Re 1 ease

Recovery north of chart

4 Recovery, 10 days adrift

Recovery, 20 days adrift

Recovery, 40 days adrift

Recovery used in inference

 Chapter 5!

Figure 3.12b: Selected recoveries from August, 1974, drifter releases.
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~ ~ 0 /

Figure 3.lzc: Selected recoveries from October, 1974, drifter

releases.
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~ i 4 /Figure 3.l3: Hypothesized velocity fields.

a! Harrington �895!, from drift
bott1e returns.

c! FNPCA �967! observations
 sunnner, NNE winds!.

b! FWPCA �967! observations

 sunmer, SSW winds!.

d! Ayers et a1. �958!, sunmner
nn.as urenn.nts.



e! Kizlauskas and Katz �973!,
mathematical model  SSW wind!.

f! Ki zlauskas and Katz �973!,

ma thema ti ca 1 mode 1  NNE wind! .

IPC IIIQI1%4I

g! Monahan and Pilgrim �975!,

from drifters  July, 1974!.

h! Nonahan and Pilgrim �975!,

from drifters  August, 1974!,



drifters were simulated in each test. Whether or not this is enough can

be intuited by looking at the resulting goodness-of-fit values as a

function of the velocity multiplier. If an insufficient number of simu-

lated drifters were used, one would expect these curves to be jagged due

to poor statistics, That the July and August curves axe not  figure

3.14! attests to the adequacy of the number of drifters. That the Octo-

ber curves are rather jagged is probably due mostly to the spaxse re-

turn data.

The results of the test are plotted in figure 3.14. The compati-

bility  actually "incompatibility" ! value is the sum computed by the

algorithm, divided by the number of returns. This gives some idea of

the average deviation rate required for the hypothesis to agree with

the data and forms a basis of comparison with D.

July's results ax'e very much in line with the conjectures made in

Coastwise Currents. Of the previously published hypotheses, Kizlauskas

and Katz's  figure 3.13e! theoretical results come closest to agreement

with the data using a multiplier of 0.25. Very close behind, but with-

out nearly so pronounced a dip is Ayers' hypothesis  figure 3.13d!. On

the whole, though, the hypothesis put forth in Coastwise Currents based

on the data  figure 3.13g! shows to be the most compatible with the

data.

The August outcomes paint a different pictuxe, however. Of the

previously published hypotheses, the FWPCA measurements  figure 3.13b!

have the edge over the Kizlauskas and Katz hypothesis  figure 3.13e!

conjectured as best in Coastwise Currents. Moreover, the hypothesis

made in that report  figure 3.13h!, based on the data, fares less well

than either of these,
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Figure 3. 14a; Hypothesis testing results for July, l974. Letters
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Figure 3.14c: Hypothesis testing results for October, 1974. Letters
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Conclusions based on the October data are hard to come by legiti-

mately. There were so few returns that selection of any hypothesis
would certainly be farfetched. The hypothesis testing graphs illustrate

this ambivalence, too, in their lack of sustained trends over the vari-

ous multiplying factors--particularly'under Kizlauskas and Katz's

hypotheses. No attempt was made in Coastwise Currents to come up with
an hypothesis based on the October return data, and none will be made

here.

Under the assumption that the currents in lower Lake Michigan were

stationary during each of the July and August experiments, one may con-

clude from the selected hypotheses that the general trend in July is a

clockwise circulation with a north-south split occurring in the east-

ward current near Grand Maven, Michigan  latitude 43'04'N!. There is,

moreover, the possibility of a northward coastal countercurrent along

the eastern shore. The results from August are less conclusive. While

one would not expect a reversal in the overall circulation in one month,

the hypothesis favored by the testing procedure  figure 3.13b! is mostly
counterclockwise. On the other hand, a primax'ily clockwise hypothesis

 figure 3.13e! is nearly as good a contender. Since both hypotheses

have features in common, though, this partial dilemma may be circumvented

by restricting one's conclusions to these aspects. Therefore, it can
only be said that for August the coastal current along the western shore
is northward, as is the coastal current along the northern stretches of

the eastern shore. As fax' as October is concerned, no conclusions can

be drawn.

3.6 Release Location Bias and Dia ostic Points

One aspect of drifter experiments not yet discussed is the choice
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of release sites in the water body being investigated. This is an im-

portant consideration because the release locations as well as the

proportionate number of recoveries from each can play critical roles

in biasing the hypothesis testing results. The source of this bias

lies in treating all the selected data equally. The hypothesized

velocities leading from those release areas from which the most re-

covered drifters originate will naturally have the greatest bearing on

the overall success of the hypothesis being tested. To understand why

this is so, consider the following experiment: Two bunches of drifters

are released, one at point A and one at point B. One hundred drifters

originating at A are recovered along with ten beginning at B. In the

testing algorithm, the result of each measurement between a recovery and

the nearest simulated drifter will hinge on the velocities of every

square that drifter visited before the comparison. Ultimately, then,

all such comparisons with recovered drifters released at A depend on

those velocities leading from A; likewise for B. Since more recovered

drifters originated at A than at B, more measurements are likely to

depend on the hypothesized velocities leading from there than from B.

Therefore these velocities will have the greater effect in making or

breaking the hypothesis. How much greater, of course, depends on the

interaction of trajectories originating at A with those beginning at B.

Though it would be extremely difficult to eradicate this kind of bias,

an understanding of the factors contributing to it will help in the

interpretation of the test results.

The central issue is the cause of a higher recovery rate from one

release area as compared to another. An obvious possibility is that the

one had more drifters released in it than the other. On the other hand,
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the one point just may be better situated in the current field as far
as getting drifters to shore is concerned. Experience in Lake Michigan
has shown, for example, that drifters released close to shore have a

greater chance of recovery than those loosed far offshore  Coastwise Cur-
rents!. Although the data selection process will reduce these recovery

rate differences when they are manifest as differences in recovery den-

sities along the shore, the experiment designer may wish to exercise

some control over the situation in his choice of releases. If the goal

is a uniform recovery rate, a uniform distribution of release points

would be a good place to start.

Often, though, the distribution of releases must be governed by

constraints other than hypothetical ones, such as the amount of latitude

allowed in the positions of the release platforms  e.g. ships, planes,

drilling rigs!. In these cases, one would want to get as much mileage

in distinguishing between hypotheses as possible out of the release pat-

terns available. Such was the situation during the July and August

cruises on Lake Michigan. There was not enough time to cover the entire

southern basin with drifters, so several areas had to be selected which

showed the greatest promise ok distinguishing among the hypotheses avail-

able at the time.

The selection of these release points was accomplished by simulating

several releases for each of the available hypotheses  including figures

3.13a, d, e and f!. By visual inspection of the strandings resulting
from the simulations, it was determined that three areas had a great po-

teatial for yielding distinguishing return patterns. These were the

nearshore areas off Chicago, Waukegan, and Grand Have~, Michigan. The

following table summarizes the general recovery areas indicated for each
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of them as a function of each hypothesis:

Consequently, 50't of the 2390 drifters released were released in these

three areas as follows:

Jul: 1615 drifters Au st: 775 dri fters

29%Chicago

Waukegan

Grand Haven

35$

15. 5't

The percentages are by experiment.

The preselection of such diagnostic release points has largely paid

off. For July, the concentration in the Waukegan area has effectively

separated hypotheses a and f from d and e. The lesser concentration

around Grand Haven has had less effect, though. This is probably due to

the diverging current in that area shown by the more universally compa-

tible hypothesis g and not by any of the others. The August results

yield the greatest separation among the fouI original hypotheses with e



the clear favorite. What the August results also display is a close

race between hypothesis e and one not considered before the experiment--

namely, the FWPCA measurements  figure 3.13b!. This one also fares

rather well in July, but it is possible that a distinction could have

been made with a differently biasing pattern of releases.

Having an hypothesis testing algorithm allows the selection of

diagnostic release points with more confidence than that obtained from

the visual comparison of simulation results used before the summer, 1974,

experiments. This is because the measure of distinguishability between

two hypotheses for a given release may be related directly to the ex-

pected outcomes of the testing scheme applied to an experiment in which

one of the hypotheses is assumed true. The procadmre is the following:

1. For each of a uniform distribution of release points and for

each of two hypotheses, simulate the transport of some drif-

ters, keeping track of those stranding ashore.

2, Filter the generated "recoveries" through the selection process.

3. For each of the two resulting sets of recoveries, run an hypos

thesis test on a release-by-release basis using the hypothesis

generating the opposite data set. This will result in two

compatibility scores for each release.

4. The distinguishability score for each release is taken to be

the minimum of the two compatibility scores.

By choosing those release points having the highest distinguishability

scores, one is selecting an experimental bias designed to accentuate the

incompatibility of an hypothesis with the data provided by its comparand,

assuming the comparand is true, and vice versa.

This procedure has been applied to the Kizlauskas and Katz
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hypothesis  figure 3. 13e! and the FWPCA hypothesis  figure 3,13b! with a

speed multiplier of 0.5 to determine which release points would have

been optimal for separating these hypotheses. The results are summarized

in figure 3.15 as a contour plot over the southern Lake Michigan basin.

As might have been expected, the southeastern part of the basin provides

the richest territory for diagnostic release points. Unfortunately,

no releases were made there.

In summary, one must be cautious when interpreting the results of

the hypothesis testing scheme, since it is sensitive to locational bi-

asing built into the experiment by the choice of and initial drifter

concentration at the release sites. This bias may be used to advantage,

though, when the resources for an experiment are limited, by restricting

one's efforts to those diagnostic release points promising to distin-,

guish most sharply between pairs of available hypotheses. By using the

simulation scheme to generate "data" for each hypothesis over several

releases and testing these data against the complementary hypothesis,

a measure of distinguishability based on the compatibility indicator

can be obtained for each release.

3.7 Testin H otheses about Wind-Driven Currents

Chapter l outlined a theory by Eckman �905! relating water velo-

city to the velocity of the wind above the water. In this theory, the

instantaneous water velocity vector v{g,t! is a linear function. of the

wind velocity vector w {g,t!, ~a:

sincos8

w g,t!, whereV  g~ t! = E
sin6 cos



Figure 3.15: Contours of equal relative distinguishability for

release points to distinguish hypothesis b from e.
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c is the ratio of the current speed to the wind speed  usually a

, few percent!, and

s is the angle of the current to the ~ri ht of the wind.

Modeling the transport of drifters under the influence of such a

current is easily accomplished by expanding the state-space to include

t and by redefining v as a function of space and time. The new model,

expressed in general time-varying terms, is:

M= Q,T,v,D,G,6!,where

2Q = R is the position space of a drifter,

T = R is the time domain,

Q < T is the state space,

2v: g x T ~ R is the instantaneous velocity field,

D C [0,~! is the dispersion coefficient,

G: Q ~  land, water! is the geographical descriptor function,

and,

6: Q > T ~ Q x T, the state transition function, defines the

dynamics of the system as follows:

If, for any gg g, G g! = land, then

6 g,t! =  g,t!, for all t;. otherwise

6 p,t! =  g + v g,t!At + N�, 2Dht!, t + 4t!, where

ht is the time interval associated with one discrete

transition, and

N p,o2! is a pair of independent normal random vari-

ables, each with mean p and variance o~.

The simulation of drifter transport based on this model is the same

as that under the stationary model  section 3.2! except that the velocity

vector associated with each small square can possibly change at each
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step  hT! in the simulation. The array T  elapsed times for the drif-
ters! plays more than a bookkeeping role now, as its elements must be

combined with the corresponding positions of the drifters to form their

states and thus determine the velocities they are subjected to. So,

the changes required are an alteration in the description of V to read:

"Let NMAX = TMAX/AT, where TMAX is the latest time considered, and

 V i,j,k!, i=1,...,64; j=1,...,64; k=O,...,NMAX-l! be an array

containing the velocity vectors for each of the 4096 squares

and NMAX time instances."

Furthermore, line 1.9 in the algorithm must be changed to read;

"l. 9 Q i! ~ Q i! + V X, Y, truncate  T  i! /AT! ! ~ TG + N �D ~ TG!

[Subtransition]"

It will be assumed that no simulation will be initialized with any T's

less than zero or be allowed to run over more than NMAX iterations.

Hypothesis testing proceeds as before  section 3.4!, with the ex-

ceptions that the hypotheses are of the f'orm

 U i,j,m,k!, i+1,...,64; j=l,...,64; m=O,...,NMAX-1; k=1,...,NH!,

an array of NH velocity hypotheses, each having the same form

as V;

and line 1.1 of the algorithm is changed to read:

"1.1 V i,j,m! ~ U i,j,m,kh!, i=1,...,64; j=l,...,64; m=O,...,

NMAX-1 [Velocity field is hypothesis kh]"

With this new testing procedure, hypotheses about the effect of the

wind on currents may be compared with themselves and with those assuming

stationary currents. Assuming complete data on the wind field w g,t!
over the area studied and the experimental time period, hypotheses U

may be formed based on an assortment of values for e and 8. In most
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cases, though, such synoptic wind data are hard to come by for locations

over the water surface, and one must rely on estimates gotten from land-

based observations. To do this requires an assumption of a relation

between lake winds and land winds. That such an assumption is not un-

justified is shown by the FWPCA �967! in comparing synoptic wind data

from Chicago's Midway Airport and a buoy out in the lake. The six-hour-

average observations over one month were roughly proportional, with the

lake winds tending slightly faster than and to the left of the land

winds. Though sufficient correlation for the purposes of this inves-

tigation may be acknowledged, it is felt that the data presented are

insufficient to justify the utilization of any observed average devia-

tions in the simulation. Therefore, none will be assumed.

In order to estimate the wind field over southern Lake Michigan

during the latter half of 1974, hourly weather observations were sub-

scribed to from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

 NQAA! for Milwaukee, Muskegon, and Chicago  figure 3.16!. Each hourly

observation  figure 3.17! includes a wind measurement accurate ta ten

degrees and one knot. The hourly wind data for each of the three sta-

tions were key-punched to cover the period 15 July through 31 October,

1974--sufficiently long to encompass the returns from the July and

August experiments. The hourly observations from each day, beginning

and ending at noon, were then added vectorially to give the net wind

velocity for that day. Figure 3.18 summarizes these daily wind data,

using progressive vector diagrams marked to indicate the various drifter

releases, The diagrams reveal clear similarities in the winds for the

three stations.

To obtain the net wind velocity on a given day for any paint g



Figure 3.16: Wind observation stations  IS JuIy - 31 October 1974!.
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Ugust Releases
B/1

Figure 3.18: Wind tracks for three observation stations, 1S Ju1y�

31 October 1974.
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over the lake, the observed wind velocities on that day at the three

stations are averaged, each in proportion to the inverse of its squared

distance to the point in question:

3 w r.,t! g 3 1
where

/y- r./
w g,t! =

r. is the location of station i.
� 1

Nominally, these values are calculated for each square in the drifters'

simulation domain, for each day to be simulated. The hypotheses U are

then determined by applying the Eckman transformation to each oF these

values for various values of c and 0. Actually, though, for the sake of

efficiency, none of these calculations are performed except for velocity

values needed during the course of a simulation.

The July recovery data were subjected to hypothesis testing under

the wind-driven simulation using values of c ranging from . 005 to . 075

and values of 8 ranging From 0' to 20 to the right of the wind. Again,

the compatibility sum was divided by the number of comparisons to get a

mean deviation rate. The results are shown in figure 3.19. In general,

an c of .03 seems to be preferred, along with the higher values of 8,

but not overwhelmingly so.

In comparing these results with the stationary hypotheses, one finds

strong competition from the wind hypotheses--at least on the surface.

What the graphs af figure 3.19 do not reveal, however, is the tendency

of the wind-generated currents to drive all the drifters in the simula-

tion into the shore before the times corresponding to the later recov-'

eries are reached. This means that no position comparisons can be made
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Figure 3.19: Hypothesis testing results for wind hypotheses.
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for these later recoveries. Consequently only the earlier recoveries

contribute to the overall compatibility measure. Since one of the ori-

ginal assumptions of hypothesis testing was that valid hypotheses be

able to transport drifters to the known recovery areas, one must temper

his enthusiasm for the wind hypotheses with the knowledge that they

aren't able to do this.

This tendency of the wind hypotheses to beach all the drifters pre-

maturely raises some questions about the relation of Eckman's theory to

drifter experiments. Drifter experiments always involve some near-shore

currents, since most drifters are found awash. Though Eckman's theory

could be valid on the open water of Lake Michigan, near-shore areas might

provide other, more significant influences. Specifically, surface cur-

rents running perpendicular towards shore must either roll under and

back or divert parallel to the shore. So even if the wind were respon-

sible for some of a driftex's drift, its last days before washing ashore

could be controlled by factors other than the Eckman currents simulated.

A possible counter-measure against this effect might be to concen-

trate the releases as far from shore as possible, rathex than in the

coastal areas concentrated on in July and August, 1974. This would give

the Eckman currents, if any, a chance to rule the drifters' trajectories

for most of their time afloat. As a result, the x'ecovery data might

better reflect the validity of Eckman's theory for Lake Michigan.

Other investigators who use drifters to study the effect of the

wind on currents employ different tactics to account for factors othex'

than the wind. Tomczak �968!, in a study of the North Sea, assumes a

coastal current running parallel to the shoxe in the near-shore areas,

which is superimposed on the Eckman currents. Using a drifter model
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which neglects dispersion, he propagates a drifter from each release

under the influence of various wind factors, stopping along the way
at the various recovery times associated with the release or when the

drifter reaches shore, whichever comes first, His fitness measure

 see section 1.3! is applied to the recoveries at these times or,

in the case of a shore intersection, for all subsequent recoveries.

So long as his velocity assumptions in the coastal zones are correct,

he should have a more accurate picture of the wind influence elsewhere

than he would without these assumptions.

Hill and Horwood �974! go a step further by assuming that the

currents everywhere are the sum of an experimentally measured, under-

lying current and the wind current. By simulating the transport of a

drifter cluster's center of' gravity under the influence of such a cur-

rent under various wind factors  see sections 1.3 and 3,1!, they calcu-

late the median of the return pattern far comparison to the experimental

median. Again, this correction to the wind, if properly applied, should

make the testing of Eckman's theory with drifter experiments more

plausible.

Neither Tomczak nor Hill and Horwood, though, employ a realistic

model of diffusion in their simulations. In cases where j uet the wind

effect is considered and where the wind doesn't vary much as a function

of position, this is not overly critical, since diffusion will be fairly

regular anyway. But, by introducing stationary currents as well, they

leave themselves open to the type of dispersion which is augmented by

heterogeneities in the stationary velocity field, such as that shown

in figures 3.5 and 3.6. Though neither does, it is important to account

for this dispersion in any testing scheme which implicitly involves it.
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This is particularly vital in the experiments recorded here, where some

recovery patterns show a phenomenal spread.

It would be possible, of course, to combine the two testing schemes

developed in this chapter to test hypotheses about the wind effect super-

posed on known, stationary currents. This would involve a prior know-

ledge of the stationary currents, which was not available for this

investigation. Superposing Eckman currents on hypothetica2 stationary

currents would be a little farfetched, though, since there would be too

many unknowns being tested at once. Nevertheless, the principle of

including a diffusion model like the one developed here in such a testing

scheme can be considered a necessary condition for the validity of the

test results.

The model of drifter transport described in Chapter 2 is used as

the basis for a Monte Carlo simulation. This simulation forms the foun-

datio~ of an hypothesis testing scheme which is used to measure the

compatibility of each velocity field tested with the experimental re-

covery data. The measurement of compatibility is a function of how

closely the hypothesized velocity field can bring individual drifters

from their release site to known areas of recovery in the proper amounts

of time. Since this criterion of closeness is not a function of rela-

tive numbers of drifters landing one place or another, redundant re-

covery data are not considered. Moreover, for each recovery, only the

simulated drifter coming from the same release as the recovery which is

closest to that recovery at the appropriate time is used in calculating

compatibility. A further reduction in recovery data is effected by
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eliminating late recoveries from a given area and a given release. This

is done to moderate the uncertainties produced by dri f ters lying onshore

undiscovered for awhile.

The application of the testing algorithm to recoveries obtained

from Lake Michigan in 1974 reveals that, of the hypotheses available,

the one  figure 3.13g! involving a clockwise gyre with a north-south

splitting in the northeastern lower basin is the most compatible with

the July data. Though the August data seem to be explainable by either

a clockwise  figure 3.13e! or a counterclockwise  figure 3.13b! gyre,

one is led to favor the clockwise hypothesis just on the basis of iner-

tia. What is common to both hypotheses, though, is that northward

coastal currents characterize the f1ow along both shorelines.

It is possible that the choice of release points can bias the re-

sults of the hypothesis testing scheme, since no counter-measures are

employed in it, This bias can be used to advantage when limitations

on the drifter coverage of a body of water must be observed. Release

points may be chosen ahead of time to maximize the discrimination be-

tween two hypotheses by using the simulation to generate recoveries from

various releases and the testing scheme to rate them under the alternate

hypothesis. Diagnostic release points are chosen which reveal the

greatest co-incompatibility between the two hypotheses.

Finally, the model and simulation can be converted to time-varying

systems, allowing the testing of Eckman's theory of wind-driven currents

under various parameters. Doing so for the July recovery data reveals

that near-shore currents, at least, are not responsive to the wind in

the Eckman sense. To test offshore currents for this with drifters

would require either far offshore releases and the faith that any data
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thus obtained would contain little evidence of other effects felt during

their arrivaI ashore, or else prior knowledge of other aspects of the

current field to be combined with the wind hypotheses.



CHAPTER 4

A GOAL DIRECTED DRIFTER SIMJLATION AND HYPOTHESIS GENERATION

4.1 Overview

Hypothesis generation is the converse of hypothesis testing. In

hypothesis testing, driftex movement is a dixect consequence of an hy-

pothesized current field v, and the simulation outcome is some measure-

ment of compatibility of that field with a body of known recovery data.

In hypothesis generation, a current field is the direct consequence of

simulated drifter movement, the movement being guided by a prior assump-

tion of compatibility with the recovery data. Since compatibility is

determined by how closely any drifter approaches its recovery point in

the proper amount of time, beginning at its release point, its assuNp-

tion as a guiding factor in drifter transport leads naturally to a goal-

directed simulation.

In the goal-dixected formulation of drifter transport, each

drifter is assigned a target corresponding to a known recovery point and

initialized at the corresponding release point. The basic foxce giving

rise to a drifter's motion at any time step is an attraction between the

driftex and its target. The intensity of this attxaction will be assumed

sufficient to guarantee arrival at its target in the proper time. In

this way, compatibility with the data in the goal-directed context is

assured.

During the course of a goal-directed simulation, each location

in the drifters' domain may be visited by sevexal dxifters. In the

120
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transport-diffusion model, the average velocity of the drifters at any

location g is specified by v g!. In hypothesis testing, v g! is aefined

by the average velocity of the drifters passing through g. If a large

enough number of points g are visited by drifters, then, a velocity

field v p! may be inferred from the drifter velocities. Presumably,

then, such a velocity field could be used in the hypothesis testing

scheme and show near perfect compatibility with the recovery data.

But such a presumption is premature. The transport.-diffusion

model on which the testing scheme is based is very specific about not

just average drift velocities, but also their variances, which are con-

trolled by the diffusion coefficient D. This implies that not only must

v g! be the average of the drifter velocities at y, but that eaah of

these velocities be close to v g!. As a Iesult, during the course of

the goal-directed inference process, not only must v g! be a function of

drifter velocities, but also these same velocities must depend on v.

Only if this mutual dependency promotes the satisfaction of the variance

constraint can one expect the inferred v to show compatibility under the

testing scheme.

Even if such compatibility is assured, though, the resulting

velocity field may have undesirable characteristics from a hydrodynamic

point of view. Indeed, many velocity fields with many different charac-

teristics may be equally compatible with the recovery data. So the in-

ference process must be charged with selecting the field with the most

desirable characteristics in addition to compatibility with the data.

These characteristics will be determined by the set of trajectories fol-

lowed by a group of goal-directed drifters; so it is the prior specifi-

cation of such characteristics which should determine, at the base level,
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the nature of the attractive force between a drifter and its target.

The success of the inference process, therefore, depends on the ability

to design a local transition function  attractive force! whose applica-

tion in the inference scheme ultimately produces the kind of global ve-

locity field characteristics desired.

The design approach taken here involves the use of heuristics,

each one constructed to optimize one or several aspects of the resulting

current field. By parameterizing or weighting their application in the

transition function, one may control their relative importance in the

overall inference process. Finally, the weights may be varied to get

some idea of the effectiveness of each heuristic in optimizing its asso-

ciated velocity field aspects.

Having thus designed an inference procedure, one may test it

against "known" velocity fields. Such known fields may be merely hypo-
thetical, of course, so long as a well-defined means for extracting re-

covery data from them exists. The transport-diffusion model provides

just such a means and has been used in the development of the heuristics
as a controlled source of data. Heze it is used to demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of the inference process evolved and to point out its defi-

ciencies. The method is simple. Starting from a given velocity field,

drifter experiments are simulated and their data collected. Using these

data in the inference process results in another velocity field, Com-

parison of this field with the original gives an indication of how well

the inference process works.

Finally, the inference scheme may be applied to recovery data from

the field. This results in a velocity field which purports to be the

actual field giving rise to the recoveries. Even though this actual
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field is unknown, such a profession may be scrutinized by testing the

inferred field against other hypotheses using the testing scheme. If

it performs well in the context of reasonable, alternate hypotheses, the

inference procedure may be judged effective.

4.2 Prior Considerations

The ultimate goal of the inference process is to generate hypoth-

eses which will be judged compatible with the known recovery data by the

testing process. Since the testing process is based on the transport-

diffusion model, those assumptions germane to that model are of' equa1

relevance here, Reiterating, the currents to be inferred are surface

currents, which are solely responsible for the transport of the drifters.

Until a drifter intersects shore, its velocity is the velocity of the

water in which it's embedded. The water velocities are two-dimensional,

time-invariant vector functions v of the two-dimensional surface posi-

tion g, plus a random component characterized by the diffusion coeffi-

cient D. The random component yields dispersion of the drifters, such

that the variance of a drifter cluster increases linearly with time,

assuming a uniform velocity field. As a consequence, the trajectories

of a set of drifters initialized at a point will emanate from that point

and slowly spread apart until velocity heterogeneities begin to effect a

more rapid relative dispersal.  See figure 4.1.!

Although drifters in the transport-diffusion framework are mutu-

ally independent in their motion, closely spaced drifters behave simi-

larly due to their common dependence on the local water velocity. If

one were to observe the behavior of such a system without knowing about.

water velocities, he might well conclude that information was being

passed among the drifters in order to regulate their co-evolving trajec-



Figure 4.1: Trajectories of ten drifters showing gradual diffusion,

then rapid dispersion due to the diverging field.
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tories, This apparent interdependence in the transport-diffusion context

becomes real in the hypothesis generation system, because the velocities

which control the drifters are, at the same time, determined by the drift-

ers. In this respect, the developing local velocities serve not only as

records of the motion of drifters, but also as channels of communication

among them. It is assumed, however, that in the hypothesis genexation

system these velocities will be the only media of interaction among

drifters,

The state of a drifter in the basic transport-diffusion model is

given by its position. Given the velocity field, this is sufficient for

the transition function to detexmine its motion over time. As a result,

the driftex goes whexever the velocity field  and chance! leads it. The

state of a goal-directed dxifter must depend on more than its position,

however, because the velocity at that position is uncertain, and because

it must reach its recovery point at a certain time. Thexefoxe the state-

space of such a dxifter is augmented to include the amount of time lapsed

since its release. By making the recovery point and time a parameter of

the system, the space-time deviation from a drifter to its recovery can

always be calculated and a plan for xeducing it formulated. Multiple-

dxifter systems can be modeled, then, as a parallel composition of such

single-drifter systems, all identical except for the values of the xe-

covery point parameters.

The velocity field is not in the state space of the goal-directed

drifter system. From this viewpoint, the inferential or adaptive paxts

of the overall system are made responsible for effecting etmcluvaL

changes in the drifter system. Such structural changes, of couxse, may

be thought of as state changes in the context of the total hypothesis
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generation scheme.  See figure 4.2.!

The transition rule for goal-directed drifters must take into

account not only a drifter's state but also those local and global fea-

tures of the developing velocity field which have a bearing on getting

each drifter to its destination at the proper time, with an eye toward

maintaining those characteristics of the velocity field considered de-

sirable a prom. The driving force of the transition function is an

attraction which seeks to draw a drifter ever closer to its goal, Quite

often opposed to this force is the local velocity, which the drifter

must try to obey, as well as global considerations which a circumspect

drifter would do well to heed in order to minimize some measure of "ef-

fort" in reaching its target. It is this concept of effort which depends

on the characteristics of the field deemed favorable; and it is the mini-

mization of effort which ultimately yields an hypothesis showing parsi-

mony in such a context.

It is now necessary to delineate what constitutes a desirable

velocity field. In general, that velocity field is most desirable which

contains the least kinetic energy and which requires the least force to

maintain it. In the simplest terms, kinetic energy is manifest in the

velocity of the water and is proportional to its square. Due to internal

friction, a body of water not subjected to external forces will "run

down," its energy being dispersed as heat. The more friction there is,

the faster it will tend to run down and the greater the driving force

which will be required to maintain it. Force is also required to do work

on convecting  vertically moving! water parcels as well as to accelerate

advecting  horizontally moving! water parcels. Though these latter

forces may be present in an equilibrium state  i.e. they cancel!, their
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GOAL-DIRECTED SIMULATION SYSTf M

Figure 4.2; Scheme of inference system showing separation of

goalidirected and adaptive components.
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diminution is, nonetheless, desirable.

Friction arises when water elements collide. The frequency and

intensity of these collisions increase as the relative velocities of

neighboring elements increase. These relative velocities are particu-

larly high in areas characterized by high velocity gradients or shears.

In order to reduce friction, then, and consequently the requisite driving

force, shears in a velocity field must be minimized. This is to say that

a favorable velocity field entertains a high degree of smoothness.

Further characteristics may be derived from water's virtual incom-

pressibility. In three dimensions, this implies that any given volume

element of water will neither increase nor decrease in density, meaning

that there will be no net inflow or outflow of fluid. As a result,

sources and sinks in the three-dimensional velocity field are forbidden

in a closed system. This does not rule out sources and sinks on the two-

dimensional surface, however; but it does say that sources must be sup-

plied from below, via upwelling, and that sinks must pass the converging

surface waters to the depths. Upwelling entails a local increase in po-

tential energy for the water parcels being raised and a net increase in

potential energy if an equivalent mxae of water does not displace them

from above. Though an equal volume of water will always displace the

convected parcels, its density due to temperature differences may be dif-

ferent from the water displaced, resulting in a net mass difference.

Specifically, a thermally stratified body of water having cooler, denser

water on the bottom will require a driving force to accomplish any verti-

cal mixing because of the concomitant increase in potential energy,

Therefore, in such a system, surface sources and sinks correlate directly

with a necessary driving force. In the summer, Lake Michigan is such a
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system  FWPCA, 1967; Monahan and Pilgrim, 1975!, so a desirable surface

velocity field in this body of water must display the weakest, source/sink

structure possible. This principle includes, of course, the shoreline,

where a lack of surface sources and sinks implies flow parallel to the

shore.

The above hydrodynamic considerations must be taken into account

by the goal-directed drifter system in selecting routes from each drifter

to its target. The decisions involved, at each time step, though, have

to be made on the basis of an incompletely developed velocity field, so

the chances of erring are initially rather large. As a result:, it is

quite likely that a complete run of the drifters from release to recovery

will result in an extremely undesirable velocity field. But this result-

ing field will still contain information of benefit to the goal-directed

system if allowed to begin anew at the release points. By an iterative

process of rerunning the drifters, beginning with the velocity field

evolved from the previous run, each route-establishing decision can be

made on better and more complete information than before, yielding a

better velocity field. Hopefully, the process will converge to a field

having the desired features.

The inference system, then, contains a goal-directed drifter

transport system whose structure it modifies. The state of a drifter

in the goal-directed context is its position and its time since release.

Its recovery position and time are available as parameters. The adaptive

element of the inference system monitors the behavior of the goal-

directed drifter system and adjusts the evolving velocity field accord-

ingly. The goal-directed drifter system uses both local and global

aspects of the velocity field in a heuristic fashion to cause transitions
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which will yield a field satisfying certain criteria of desirability.

These criteria include minimal velocities, accelerations, and shears, as

well as the weakest source-sink structure possible. Finally, the veloc-

ity field derived from a given run of the system can be used as an ini-

tial condition for a subsequent run, and so forth. The net result of

such iterating, if the heuristics are properly designed, should be a

velocity field which has favorable hydrodynamic characteristics and is

compatible with the data in the hypothesis testing context.

4.3 General Structure of the Inference Process

In line with the considerations discussed in the previous section,

a skeletal framework upon which to hang the algorithmic embodiment of

the inference process may now be formalized. As shown in figure 4.2, the

process consists of a goal-directed simulation system controlled by an

adaptive element which modifies its structure via changes in the velocity

field. Though the velocity field be modified at every step in the travel

of a drifter, it is most convenient to regard it as a parameter of the

goal-directed simulation system which can be externally modified, rather

than as a state. As a result, the formalism will be a mixture of autom-

ata theoretic and algorithmic concepts. In the larger sense, the veloc-

ity field is a state of the overall inference system and is even given

that title in the definition of the adaptive element.

The goal-directed simulation system for one drifter may be defined

by the following structure:

 g, T, @, tR' v, G, y, h, Y, a!, where
Q = R is the location space of the drifter,

T = k is the domain of the time since release,

g x T is the state space of the drifter,
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gC g is the position of the recovery,

tR C T is the time of the recovery,

v: g -+ X is the velocity field,2

G: g ~ {land, water! is the geographical descriptor

function,

y: g x T ~ k x X is a decision function which calculates2

what velocity the drifter at g C g would "prefer" to

take and how urgent it is that it take it,

6: Q x T ~ g x T is the state transition function defining

the dynamics of the system,

Y = R > k > R > R is the output set, and2 2

4: g x T ~ Y, such that X g,t! =  g,t,y y,t!!, is the output

function,

Both y and 6 are parameterized in v, g is additionally parameterized in

~, tR and G, and 6 is additionally parameterized in tR and the valuation

of y.

The decision function y makes up the backbone of the system. In

it are contained the heuristics which seek to optimize certain globa'L

aspects of a drifter's trajectory and hence of the evolving velocity

field. In this formalism, its evaluation occurs before that of 6; the

result of its evaluation remains as a temporary parameter until revalu-

ation, This permits the adaptive element, when present, to intervene be-

tween a decision and the associated transition with a change in v. Such

a policy allows the effect of a decision on the inference process to be

felt without as much delay as would be experienced if it were carried

out first.

The transition function 6 moves the drifter by a displacement
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which is a compromise between the lomL velocity and its preferred veloc-

ity. This is in line with the consideration for the variance of the

velocities of drifters passing through a certain area. 6 also decides

how much drift time should elapse during the transition. This decision

is founded in keeping the discrete displacements from transition to tran-

sition small. Both 6 and y must be designed to guarantee that a drifter

reaches ~ at time tR.

The action sequence of MG may be defined as follows:

1. Let I' = y g,t!,

If t = tR' then

y g,t! = �,0!; otherwise

y g,t! =  u,h!, where

u is the desired velocity, and

h is the urgency measure.

2. Allow the adaptive element to make changes to v, using the output A

as the basis of the changes.

3. Perform the transition 6. If t = tR, then

6 g,t! =  p,t!; otherwise

li g,t! =  g + d v g!, I', t! ~ e v g!, I', t!, t v e v g!!, I, t!!,
where

d is a compromise velocity between v y! and the desired

velocity, and

e is the amount of drift time allowed to elapse during the

transition.

4. Go to 1.

Strictly speaking, the parameter space of I' should be included in

the state space of MG, since it controls and is controlled by MG. It is
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called a temporary parameter instead, because of a desire to have the

"state" of MG correspond to the state of the drifter. Indeed, y would

not even need an element of memory were it not for the adaptive element,

because there would be no changes in v that its valuation would have to

The adaptive element may be defined as a simple system:

MA ��  v, B, X, a>!, where

G'v: R ~ R is the same velocity field defined for M,

B is a set of bookkeeping parameters,

v x B is the state of the system,

X = R x k x R x k is the input to the system  output Y

of M!, and

~: v x B x X ~ v x B is the transition function which accom-

plishes the modification of v.

The interaction of the goal-directed simulation and the adaptive element

is detailed in figure 4.3.

In practice, many drifters are simulated at once. A multiple-

drifter goal-directed system may be specified by the parallel composition

of several single-drifter systems, all sharing the same velocity field.

This results in a vector of outputs X to the adaptive element. The adap-

tive element may then consider these outputs as a sequence of inputs, up-

dating v and B after looking at each one in turn. ~ should be designed

so that the net change in v is independent of the order in which the in-

puts are considered. When all the inputs have been processed, control

returns to the goal-directed system.

The whole of the inference system described must be further em-

bedded in an executive system which initializes the drifters, performs
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Figure 4. 3: Detailed scheme of inference system.
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the iterations, controls certain parameters of the inference system,

accomplishes input and output, and so forth. Rather than formalizing

this system algebraically, it will be developed as necessary in the algo-

rithmic context,

4.4 Al orithmic Structure of the Inference Process

The algorithmic structure of the inference process is related to

its general structure as the drifter simulation algorithm is related to

the transport-diffusion model. The difference is that here the defini-

tions of the key functions are delayed until they can be expressed in

the algorithmic framework, whereas the drifter transport functions could

be conveniently expressed algebraically. As before, parameters must be

expressed as data structures, and functions must be transformed into

procedures.

The inference program consists of four primary procedures corre-

sponding to the four major elements of the genexal structure: 1! EXEC,

the executive, which is xesponsible for setting up initial conditions,

controlling global parameters, and iteratively invoking the othex three

procedures, which actually perform the driftex transitions and adapta-

tion; 2! DECIDE, the decision procedure, which establishes for each

dxifter at any given time a preferred velocity based on the drifter's

relation to its goal and on circumspection of the current velocity field;

3! ADAPT, the adaptation procedure, which makes local modifications in

the velocity field to correspond to the local motion of drifters; and

4! MOVE, the drifter transition procedure, which moves the drifters in

accoxd with their preferred velocities and with the local field velocity.

As in the simulation algorithm, the drifter domain is broken up

into a 64 < 64 array of squares, each one containing two velocity
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velocity components which must be determined by the inference system.

Most of the variables corresponding to these and other parametexs largely

parallel those of the simulation system and need only be listed hexe:

 g i!, i=1,...,K!, the position vectors for K goal-directed

drifters,

 T i!, i=l,...,K!, the elapsed times for the K drifters,

 U i!, i=1,...,K!, an arxay of velocity vectors, each a pre-

ferred velocity for drifter i,

 H i!, i=1,...,K!, an array of urgency coefficients, each cor-

responding to a drifter's preferred velocity,

 gR i!, i=1,...,K!, the position vectors for the K correspond-

ing recovery points  targets!,

 TR i!, i=1,...,K!, the corresponding recovery times,

 g0 i!, i=1, ,K!, the K release point position vectoxs  not

necessarily all different!,

 V i,j!, i=1,...,64; j=l,...,64!, the array of velocity vectoxs,

B, a set of bookkeeping variables used to keep track of the

state of the adaptation of V,

 G i,j!, i=1,...,64; j=1,...,64!, an array containing "land" or

"water" for each square, and

S, the length along a side of each of the squares.

The core of the executive algorithm EXEC begins with a velocity

field at some stage of development, and an iteration number ITER and con-

tinues as follows ]comments occur in brackets]:

1. For each i, i=1,...,K I'For each drifter]

1.1 Q i! ~ QO i! [Initialize drifter positions]
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1 2 T i! ~0

1.3 next i

2. Until each T i! = TR i!, i=1,...,K, repeat

2.1 call DECIDE [Get preferred velocities]

2.2 call ADAPT f Alter V]

2,3 call MOVE [Move drifters]

3. Has convergence been reached?

Yes: clean up and stop

No: continue

4. ITER ~ ITER + 1 [New iteration]

S. Modify global parameters as needed

6. Go to l.

The decision procedures DECIDE begins with the drifters wherever

they happen ta be and calculates for each one its preferred velocity and

urgency coefficient:

1. For each i, i=1,...,K [For each drifter]

1. 1 T i! = TR i!?

Yes: 1.1.Y1 U i! ~ 0

1.1.Y2 H i! +- 0

No: 1.1.N1 U i! ~ f V, Q i!, T i!, +R i!, TR i!, etc.!

[Calculate preferred velocity]

1.1.N2 w i! ~ g V, g i!, T' i!, QR i!, TR i!, etc.!

[Calculate urgency]

1,2 next i

2. return to caller

The adaptation procedure ADAPT uses the preferred velocities and

urgency factors defined by DECIDE to alter V:



1, For each i, i=1,,K [For ecch dxifter]

1.1 H i! = 0? [Urgency nil?]

Yes: go to 1.7

No: continue

1.2 X ~ truncate min max g  i!/S + 1, 1!, 64!!

1.6 Y truncate min max Q  i!/S + 1, 1!, 64!!

[X and Y are the indices of the inbounds square nearest

drifter i]

1.4 G X,Y! = land?

Yes: go to 1.7 [No velocity appropriate here]

No: continue

1.5 V X,Y! ~ h V X,Y!, B, U i!, H i!! [Modify V]

1.6 B ~ b B, V,X,Y, U i!, H i!! [Do bookkeeping]

1.7 next i

2. return to caller

The transition algorithm MOVE moves the drifters according to

their preferred velocity and the newly altered local velocity. The dis-

tance that each drifter moves is at most one square in order to guarantee

that each square in its path is visited. The algorithm proceeds as fol-

lows:

1. For each i, i=1,...,K [For each drifter]

1.1 T i! = TR i!? [Drifter done?]

Yes: go to 1.8

No: continue

1.2 X ~ truncate min max Q� i! /S + 1, 1!, 64!!

1.6 Y truncate min max Q  i!/S + 1, 1!, 64!!

[Indices of inbounds square nearest g i!]
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1.4 D ~ d U i!, V X,Y!, H i!! [A compromise velocity]

1.5 E ~ e D, T i!! [Time to elapse for this transition]

1.6 g i! ~ g i! + D E

1,7 T i! +- T i! + E

1.8 next i

2. return to caller

Thus forms the algorithmic framework of the inference process.

What remains is to fill out the missing definitions in the individual

procedures.

4,5 Local Velocit Conditions

The average velocity of several drifters moving through a square

must be the velocity of the square. The velocity of each should be close

to the velocity of the square, in line with the assumed dispersion rate.

Thus, trajectories beginning at a point will diverge slowly, and trajec-

tories ending at a point must have converged slowly. This apparent sym-

metry could be used to advantage if it could be characterised mathemati-

cally.

In the transport-diffusion context, the density V of a drifter's

position g, given its position @ one step previously, is simply

Y g! @; v, kt! = <~> exp -  g + volt! � y2 /�DDt!].1

If the question is inverted to seek the density of the drifter's previous

position g, given its current position g, one can rely on Bayes' Theorem

 Box and Tiao, 1973!, namely:

 <I 4; v,At! p  !
OI ' � ' J'V gI @; v,At! p @!d+ Odg p

p g! is some prior distribution on the previous position, and it is

assumed that At is sufficiently small that v g! m v g! = v.
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p g! reflects what is known a pm' about the previous position
of the drifter, with no regard for its current position. Except in near-

shore areas, one may express his total ignorance of that location by as-

signing a density to g which is uniform over a very broad area. Due to

this uniformity, p may be taken out of the integral above and cancelled

from the equation entirely. The integral then integrates to unity be-

cause of the interchangeability of g and @ in the definition of

V g! g; v,6t! and the fact that it's a density function. This leaves

f @~ y; v,ht! = V gj @; v,ht!

exp [- f  ~ + vent! � g! /�DAt! ]

exp[-~  g - vent! � ~~ /�DW!].2

This says that the uncertainty in the previous position, given the cur-

rent position, is the same as that which one would get by starting in

the current position,and running the system backwards  i,e. with -v! .

Hence the symmetry apparent from considering trajectories is seen proba-

bilistically as a reversibility in the system. Reversibility in this

probabilistic sense implies that taking a body of drifter data and call-

ing the releases recoveries and the recoveries releases should have no

effect on the conclusions drawn therefrom except in the sign of the veloc-

ity field.  As an aside, it may be ~oted that the data reduction policy

has virtually the same effect in either case since it operates only on

drifters with approximately the same endpoints.! This principle can be

used to advantage in the inference process by starting drifters at boCh

ends of their trajectories and running to the opposite ends, making sure

that backwards-moving drifters refer to and modify the velocity field

with a change in sign. In this way, anomalies at the end of a trajectory



 e.g. large accelerations! caused by early misjudgments of the goal-

directed heuristics will be moderated by the effects of the drifter com-

ing the other way. Moreover, the coincidence of complementary trajec-

tories may be taken as one sign of convergence after several iterations,

The preferred velocity of a drifter, calculated by DECIDE, could

well be at odds with the field velocity in its square. In such a case

as this, ADAPT will have to change the local velocity to agree more with

the preferred velocity and MOVE will have to calculate a, resultant veloc-

ity which is somewhere between the preferred velocity and the local one.

All this has to be done while maintaining the principle that the velocity

of a square is the average of all the velocities moved a0 by drifters

passing through. Nonetheless, the derivation of the requisite functions

is quite straightforward.

lt is assumed that any preferred velocity u calculated by DECIDE

must, in some way, minimize the expected acceleration of drifter i and

that any deviation from this velocity will result in increased accelera-

tion. By muItiplying the desired velocity by At, the amount of time

remaining for the drifter to reach its recovery, one may obtain a dis-

placement from the drifter's current position which might be thought of

as corresponding to a "virtual target"  figure 4.4! . The implicit as-

sumption is that after the current time step, since a one-step transition

is likely to be small, the location of the virtual target, calculated

from the next-determined preferred velocity, will not change much. Hence,

one can determine a, the minimum acceleration required to correct for

making a transition with velocity j. rather than ui as follows:

displacement to virtual target = u,At, = $ a At. - e,! + j.At., or
� 1 1 � i 1 1 i
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Figure 4.4: Local and preferred velocities as considerations in com-

puting the drifter's velocity.
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2 u. - j.! ht.
, where

 ht. - e.

1 1

which measures the amount of separation of a drifter from its "mean"

position ve. after one transition, per radical unit time--the same units
1

as N, the square root of the diffusion coefficient. k is a parameter

of the system and is used to adjust the relative importance of accelera-

tion versus diffusion: a high value for k will tend to limit diffusion;

a low value, permit it.

By balancing the two forces F and F , one may obtain the result-

ant velocity j. as follows:
1

F +~F=O, that is

2  u. - g. ! At.
+ k v � g.! ~e. = 0, so

 At. � e.! ~
1 1

kv fe.  At. � e.! + 2u.at. = j. [k~e.  ht. � e.! + 2ht.]; hence

e.!~ v + 2ht.u. kv + g.u.
1 1 � 1 1 � 1

k/e.  ht,
1 1

k~e.  at. k+ p.e.! + 25t. "i
1

e. is the time elapsed for drifter i in this transition. This accelera-
1

tion may be thought of as a "force" F pulling j. around to u., at which

coincidence it is zero.

On the other hand, any deviation of the drifter from v, the veloc-

ity of the square, can expect to meet a counterforce which seeks tokeep

the drifter in line with the local velocity, Since the aim of such a

force is to limit the effective dispersion rate, it can be made an in-

creasing function of that rate, such as
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a weighted average of v and u., where

2dt.

2
~e. at. e,!

n kv + w.u.l � i � i
, or

n. k + y.
i=1 1

1v= � X q.=
i=1

n n p.u,
3.� 3.

nv = v E k + E k , sok+ p. k»y.
i=1 i i=1 i

n v.u,
i � 1

i=1 i
v

k n 4i
I- Ek»y. Ek»

i=1 i i=1 i

which is a weighted average of the u..

So, the average of the actual velocities is a weighted average of

the desired velocities. The factor p. can be considered the urgency co-
1

efficient alluded to earlier, and is balanced against k, the anti-

dispersion coefficient. The factor p./ k + y.!, which can be thought of
l i

This value for j. is what is calculated by the function d in MOVE to
i

determine the compromise velocity." lt uses an assumed value for e.,1

the elapsed time of the transition, which, in MOVE, is a function of d,

It is fairly safe to assme that e. changes little from transition to

transition, so the previous value calculated may be saved to calculate

d, so long as it is less than ht.; otherwise dt. is used. Also entering
1 i

into the calculation of d are the appropriate sign changes for those

drifters moving backwards in time.

Since the velocity of the square must be the average velocity of

some n drifters moving through it at various times, it can be reckoned

as follows:



as "relative urgency", is plotted in figure 4.5 for various k, assuming

an e. of one. As can be seen, when time begins to run short, the rela-
1

tive urgency of the situation  i.e. the need to get to the desired loca-

tion! increases. This increase occurs later and later as k gets larger.

The same principle also applies in the formula for j., where, if time is
i

expected to run out in a current iteration  i .e. if t. - e. = 0!, the
1 x

weight given to u. is infinite, and no heed is paid to the local velocity.
� 1

Since the local field velocity in each square is simply a weighted

average of the desired velocities, the adaptive element need only keep an

ovexall weight for each squaxe as its bookkeeping. Therefore, for any

given square, each time a new drifter visits it, its desired velocity,

weighted by the relative urgency, will be averaged with the local veloc-

ity, weighted by the local. weight, to form the new local velocity. The

new local weight is then the sum of the old one and the relative urgency

factor, In this manner, neither the order in which drifters visit a

square nor the order in which ADAPT considers them has any bearing on the

final result. The order in which drifters visit a square does influence

the behavior of intermediately visiting drifters, however, since they do

not initially receive the effect of future visitations. But after sev-

eral iterations, assuming the velocity field and weights carry over be-

tween iterations, the effect of these late visitations from previous

iterations will be felt by early visitors on the current one; after many

iterations, assuming convergence, this effect will be identical to what

would be expected from the cuxxent itexation.

A final local consideration is the gradient of the velocity field.

It might be possible for neighboring squares to contain highly different

velocities. To moderate the effect of such a gradient on the motion of
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Figure 4.S: Preferred velocity weighting as a function of

remaining time and k, the anti-diffusion coefficient.
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drifters, the resultant velocity j. of a drifter is made to depend, not
1

only on the velocity of the square it's in, but also on the velocities

of the eight adjacent squares. Therefore, v in the formula for j. is

taken to mean an average over nine squares of their velocities, weighted

inversely as the squared distance of the drifter to the center of each

square and proportionally to the weight of each square, via.:

V X+j, Y+k!

, where+ Y+k

W X+j, Y+k!
1

k=-1 S'+ lei - m+j,Y+kI

is the position of drifter i,
i

X, Y are the indices of the square corresponding to g.,
1

V a,b! is the velocity of square a,b,

W a,b! is the weight value of square a,b,

S is the length along a side of each square, and

p b is the location of the center of square a,b.

This averaging not only reduces the effect of gradients, but also erases

the arbitrariness of the boundary locations for the squares. If a

drifter lands in a previously unvisited square close to its boundary with

a heavily visited square, the information in that neighboring square will

play a key role in the movement of the drifter. This resultant movement

will be little different from what it might have been had the squares

been shifted slightly to include the drifter in the heavily visited

square.

From local considerations, three principles have emerged. First,

the transport-diffusion system is probabilistically reversible, implying

that whatever forces are designed to guide the travel of a goal-directed

drifter are equally applicable to a complementary drifter running the
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opposite direction in time, so long as appropriate sign changes are ac-

counted f' or. Secondly, in order to make the velocity of a square the

average of the velocities t'aken by visiting dxifters, this velocity may

be computed as a weighted average of their pmfe~d velocities. The

weighting scheme further includes a factor for controlling the amount of

dispersion  e.g. velocity variance! allowed in a given square. Finally,

the effect of velocity gradients and boundary location can be reduced by

using an average velocity computed ovex several squares in calculating

the compromise between the local velocity and the preferred one. Despite

the fact that the drifters will, by and large, be traveling their whole

routes with compromise velocities, DECIDE must come up with preferred

velocities which eventually herd them to their respective targets.

4.6 Hittin the Tax et--The Direct A roach

The primary task of DECIDE is to ensure the arrival of each simu-

lated drifter at its appointed recovery site in the proper time. The

simplest way to do this is to redirect the drifter stxaight towards its

target at each transition step and give it a velocity equal to the target

displacement divided by the remaining time. Although the early parts of

its actual trajectory might be dominated by compromise velocities, the

urgency factor will sooner or later become high enough that such an ap-

propriately directed drifter will find its way home.

This stxaight line heuristic has the effect of minimizing acceler-

ation, so long as the mean field velocity doesn't carry the driftex too

fax afield, simply because it always advocates the one unaccelerated.

path. When the overall mean field is given more attention, though, the

action of this heuristic begins to look very myopic, since a great deal

of overall acceleration might be eliminated by compromising the direct
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approach in favor of a long range plan. Nevertheless, this short range

planner will always have a rale to play in the overall scheme whenever

a dxiftex, neaxing the end of its allotted flotation time, needs a sure

direction to its goal.

The interaction between this first goal-oriented heuristic and

the adaptive element can be demonstrated by considering the hypothetical

case of two releases at the same point and associated recoveries at the

same distance and time from the release, but separated by some finite

distance  figure 4.6a!. Drifters running both directions in time are

released  one from each recovery point, and two at the release point! in

a velocity fie1d having initially zero velocities and weights everywhere.

The trajectories of the four drifters are shown for six iterations in

figures 4.6b through 4.6g.* As can be seen, accelerations are gradually

reduced, yielding faixly smooth trajectoxies. Figure 4.6h shows the

final velocity field.

The effect of k, the anti-diffusion term, can be judged by adjust-

ing it over a wide range. Figures 4.7a - c show the final trajectories

and xesultant fields of the same drifters run with values of k standing

in various ratios with that used for figure 4.6. As the diagrams show,

higher values result in a later "breakaway" from the common track. This

illustrates an important tradeoff in the inference system: that of dif-

fusion versus divergence. Any pair of recoveries from the same release

occurring at the same time but at different points represents a certain

amount of dispersion. Such dispersion might be largely due to local dif-

The action of the adaptive element in this and subsequent exam-
ples differs slightly from that so far presented, in line with the adap-
tive strategy outlined in section 4.9. But the difference is insignifi-
cant for the purposes of the examples.
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Figure 4.6: Trajectories frora the straight-line heuristic. k=1
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c! k=3

Figure 4.7: Final results from straight-line heuristic for various k.
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fusion processes, or it could be a result of a forking in the velocity

field. Where one of these fails to account for it the other must. There-

fore when the anti-diffusion term is turned on high, the bulk of the

dispersion happens in a late but severe divergence of the velocity field

directions.

Now consider the case of two drifters released at the same point

and recovered at different points and times  see figure 4.8a!. What is

implied here? First of all, it might be a result of simple dispersion as

before. But dispersion is not a necessary implication since the later-

recovered drifter may have stuck with the early one all the way to its

recovery point and then proceeded to its own recovery point in the remain-

ing time. Applying the straight-line heuristic to this situation for

several iterations yields the trajectories shown in figures 4.8b � e.

Notice that the release velocity is always somewhere between the straight

lines to the two targets, so dispersion takes place.

This is the most basic manifestation of the straight-line heuris-

tic's myopia: any angular displacement of the recoveries from a common

release point virtually requires dispersion of some sort. It is easy to

see, though, that this is unnecessary. In the previous example, for in-

stance, trajectories lying on a common circle satisfy the recovery times

with no diffusion and minimal acceleration. But the velocity at the re-

lease does not lie in the angle subtending the two recoveries. It re-

quires much more global assistance to discover such a path than that pro-

vided by the straight-line heuristic.

It is here, however, that most inference efforts reported in the

literature stop, and it is this framework in which they can be compared.

The primary methods involved are the straight-line schemes  Wyatt, et ak.,
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Figure 4.8: The straight-line heuristic used on circulatory data.



1972; Norcross and Stanley, 1967! and the reverse trajectory construction

schemes  Bukin, 1974; Bumpus and Lauzier, 1965!. These two procedures

stand at opposite ends of the diffusion spectrum. The straight line

method, in most variants, assumes that each drifter follows the most di-

rect path to its recovery. The field velocity, inferred at each release

point is just some average of the implied initial velocities of the drift-

ers released there. In a sense, this corresponds to a k value of zero

in the goal-directed system. The correspondence is not strict though

since intermediate points of one trajectory may lie near the release

point of another and contribute to its velocity there. But the principle

is the same,

Reverse trajectory construction, on the other hand, is founded in

zero dispersion  actually zero confluence! or an extremely high k value.

If one were to consider only the drifters going backward in the goal-

directed framework, drifters recovered at a common location would propa-

gate first to the most recent release, then the remainder to the next

most recent, and so forth, which is the basis of the reverse trajectory

scheme. Again the correspondence is not perfect because of the addi-

tional forward-moving drifters used here. Also, neither Bukin nor Bumpus

and Lauzier advocate the strict application of their methods to the point

of absurd accelerations, as would happen here, but their corrective meas-

ures are less well specified than might be desired.

So the straight-line heuristic, though guaranteeing timely target

arrivals, falls short of providing the "best" trajectories in every case.

Consequently, a more circumspect heuristic must be developed to augment

the direct approach.



4.7 Hittin the Tar et--The Circums ect A roach

Bv
X

V v=- Bx
Bv

By

A field such that V v = 0 everywhere is said to be soZenoidal. Any two-

There is but one straight line connecting two points; there are

myriad arcs joining them. While the direct approach to hitting the tar-

get has but one choice for direction, an approach involving circular

paths has many, allowing the choice of a path to be governed by external

circumstances. So here it is assumed, barring diffusion constraints,

that the path from a drifter to its target is the arc of some circle upon

which the drifter and target both lie and that its speed is the length of

the arc divided by the remaining time. The straight line, of course, is

a degenerate case.

Given two distinct points, a vector from one of them determines

a unique circle to which it is tangent intersecting the two points. So

the problem of selecting an arc to the target is equivalent to the prob-

lem of selecting a direction to move from the drifter's current position.

What determines this direction should be some function of global velocity

field conditions which strives to eliminate from the velocity field cer-

tain hydrodynamic features considered undesirable. The circulation heur-

istic to be described is an attempt to minimize both divergence and veloc-

ity gradients in the evolving field. It does this by choosing a path  an

arQ which integrates well into the extant field without implying undue

acceleration. 8ut before going into this, a lesson in field theory is

useful.

The minimization of divergence is the same as the reduction of

sources and sinks in a field. Divergence  source density! is defined in

two dimensions as
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dimensional solenoidal field can be defined in terms of a scalar poten-

tial function o called the stream fumcMon  Neumann and Pierson, 1966!,

such that,

Ba 3v
v = � x

By � Bx

B a B a
V 0=- +

Qx By

j.orresponding to the "bop density" in o is a circulation density in v

called the cmL  or omWm'.Q; von Arx, 1962!, where

curl v! = V x v = -v>o, 01

Bv
X

By

Bv

V > v
Bx

Any field in which V ~ v = 0 everywhere is said to be jz~g~gzo~g

solenoidal field in which this is true will be bereft of circulation and

hence null if it must vanish at infinity.

By a theorem due to Helmholz  Arfken, 1970!, every velocity field

These velocities lie along the contours of constant a  s~amLirurs! and

increase as the gradient of a increases. The key feature of such a field

is circulation. Assuming that the velocity vanishes at infinity, every

streamline will be a closed loop. Each loop represents a circulation

path around either a hill or a valley in a.

Slight, local deformations in a will alter the local velocity pat-

tern, Since v is linear in o, one may imagine that superposing a little

bump on o somewhere will result in the original v with a small circula-

tion loop superposed at and going around the location of the bump. In-

deed one may define a in terms of "little bumps"  or dips! added to an

evenly sloping function, where a "bump density" can be given by the loca1,

two-dimensional deformation rate  the Laplacian!:
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v with curl and divergence vanishing at infinity can be represented as

the superposition of a solenoidal and an irrotational part. The sole-

noidal part is given by the stream function a defined. in terms of the

curl as

1 V xv r!e g! = 2 ~ dr dr

Therefore,

Bo - Ba-
v' = � x

By � Bx

64 c.. S2
where

j=l i j,mn

64
1

IDn 2'

may be thought of as v stripped of its sources and sinks.

In the drifter context, if a transition can be made which results

in moving the existing v closer to its associated v' and still bring the

goal within easier reach, then a decision policy which promotes such

transitions should diminish the overall divergences The problem, of

course, is that the direction of the associated solenoidal field at a

drifter location may result in excessive acceleration if that direction

is followed. In other words, one can't neglect getting the drifters to

their goals in favor of fixing up the field. A more fundamental problem

exists in finding v' to begin with, since v might not even be defined

everywhere  i.e. some local weights may be zero!. So a way must be found

which takes partially defined circulational aspects of an evolving field

into account when planning a reasonable path from a drifter to its target.

If one were to attempt an evaluation of the integral for g g! in

the discrete framework used here, all he would need to do is find the

circulation desnity c.. for each square and compute as follows:
lj



= S
17 ~mn

The circulation density c. of a square can be thought of as the mean
1j

density over the square in the continuous case:

1
c ~ .� � � vxvda

17 2
S

square

1 v.cK, by Stokes' Theorem.
S perimeter

Finding v along the boundary area between squares can be done by averag-

ing the velocities of the two squares meeting there. Only the component

along the boundary need be considered. Therefore c., in any square isij

c.. = �  a + b + c + d!  see figure 4.9!, where1

ij S

2 X,ij X/1 f j+I

b- � ' v
2 yij yi+l j

C ~ �  V .. + V .. !1
x,ij x,i,j-l

d= �  v . + v ..!.y.1j y.1-l,j '

As can be seen, v.. cancels in the calculation of c , and only neighbor-� 17 ij'

ing velocities are used.

It is useful to consider the effect of one component, v .. say,

in the overall picture. Assume that this is the only non-zero velocity

in the whole space  so call it v !; what is the field v' around it2

v .. contributes only to c. l . and c. l .. Hence c. l . S v andyi13 i-l, j i+i,j '
ci l . S v . a g! for some distant g is then

V V

o. g! = � W ~+ ~, where
2~ >b r r

1 2
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Figure 4.9: The velocities used for computing the curl of a

square.

Figure 4.10: Parameters used in computing the solenoidal field

around a single current dipole.
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r is the distance from point i-l,j to g, and
1

r is the distance from point i+1,j to g  see figure 4.10!.
2

By the law of cosines,

r = [r + $ + rScos9] ~, and
1

r [r + S � rScos9] ~.
2

S2
In the far field, where r» S  or � ~ 0!,

r2

r ~ ~r l + � cos9!, andS

1 2r

> r l - � cos6!,
S

2 2r

So
V

a g! 2' 2S r� � Scos6/�r!!

V
-Scos9

2' 2S 2 2 2
2r I - S cos 9/�r !

-v cos9
1

27r
2r

From this, v' g! can be calculated as

9< g! . 6a g! .
v' g] =~x-

1 aa ! . Bo 
+ 5, in polar coordinates;

r 9r

V
= ~ [rsin9 - 9cos6]

4mr

v  = v ! in the same coordinates is v [rsin9 + 9cos6], so the component
y

of v' along the line joining  i,j! and g is proportional to that of v,

and the component of v' perpendicular to that line is in the same propor-

tion to v, but reflected about the line. Thus both v and v' are tangent

to an arc connecting the two points. The field around such a "current

dipole" as v is illustrated in figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Velocities in the field of a current dipole.
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Presumably, then, the solenoidal velocity at any point could be

computed by the appropriate sum over arcs struck from all the locally

defined velocities  except in the near field!.

What ta do in the near field is problematic. Since the velocity

field may be sparsely defined, extremely tight loops may result from such

a calculation of v' everywhere--a clear contradiction of the minimal

gradient criterion. What is needed is some idea of the scale of circula-

tion in the water body--that is, the size of the gyres involved. If the

distance from g to any square i,j be large with respect to this scale,

the arc velocity from this square would best characterize v'; if the dis-

tance be small, the velocity of the square itself' might better represent

v' g! in line with the smoothness constraint. But how to find the scale

of circulation?

The initial assumption in this section was that the path connect-

ing a drifter to its target is an arc. This is all the information needed

to arrive at a sense of scale, since both points in this case have to lie

in the same gyre. So the appropriate scale of circulation is related to

the distance from a drifter to its goal. The effect of each reference

velocity on the drifter should be circulatory  along an arc! if distant

relative to the goal or viscous  parallel! if close by.

But there is a. symmetry here akin to the reversibility discussed

earlier, Might not the initial direction of the arc be just as well de-

termined by a calculation of v' at the goal, which is then followed back-

ward along an arc to the drifter'? Such an approach could be thought af

as creating a dipole at, the goal which pulls the drifter in along a con-

necting arc. The answer lies somewhere between the direct dipole influ-

ence and that influence directed through the target and includes an ef-
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feet which moderates velocity gradients.

Consider the situation pictured in figure 4.12a. Being shown is

the influence of the velocity at r on the selection of an initial veloc-

ity from p to ~. The dipole effect of v on g is v~, the dipole effect
of v on ~ is ~v'. Finally, the dipole effect of ~v' on g is ~v'. All of
these neglect weights due to distance  i,e. speeds do not diminish!. The

net effect of v on g is taken to be some average v' of ~v' and ~v'. The

weighting of the average is determined by the ratio of the distance be-

tween r and g to that between r and ~ as follows:

r � gl ~v' + Ir � ~l v'B
v

That is, the farther x is from g in relation to its distance from @, the

more v' is dominated by the direct dipole influence; the closer it is to

the more v' is detexmined by the dipole influence diverted through ~.

As r becomes very close to g, the dominant, indirect dipole effect virtu-

ally parallels v itself  see figure 4.12b!; hence a xeduction of local

dj.sparity in current directions, giving hope for a decrease in gradients.

This procedure should be carried out fox every r in the field,

accumulating a weighted sum for v'. The formula for the dipole field

suggests a weighting inversely propoxtional to lp - rl . This is same-3

what inappropriate in the present situation because the averaging process

between ~v' and ~v' will almost always diminish the resultant speed. in-
deed, as the distance of r from both points g and ~ increases, the dis-

tance ratio approaches unity, and conflicting effects of the direct ver-

sus the indirect dipole field exactly cancel. For this reason, an in-

verse-squaxe weighting is used, vis:
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V'

a! Reference point distant from g and g.

b! Reference point close to g.

Figure 4. l2: The contribution of the field velocity at

a point to the circulation of a drifter.
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1
w

The net effect of referring to every r in the domain is

� lj M � 1 � 1 M � 164 64 ~r.. - g~ ~v' g,r- ! + ~r � /  v~ g,/,r..!
i 1 j=l  I r.. gl + Lr.. g ! Lr..� ij ij

where

r.. is the position of square ij,
� Lj

v' is the non-distance-biased field value at g of the

dipole v r..!, and� � lj

~v' is the non-distance-biased field value at g of the

dipole v' qR! obtained from the dipole field of

v r ..!
� 13

This is not a cheap function to compute, particularly since it must be

figured for each drifter at every transition, Therefore, some simplifi-

cation is in order.

In the relatively far field, the cumulative effect of the veloci-

ties at several r in a small area will be close to the effect of their

average defined at a single point in the area. Consequently, the veloci-

ties in each of several fixed, finite areas may be lumped together for

the purposes of this circulation heuristic, reducing the number of terms

in the above sum. The method is to average the velocities over each of

64 boxes containing 8 x 8 = 64 squares apiece. The defined velocities

are weighted in the average by the weights assigned by ADAPT, and a "cen-

ter of gravity" is established for each box as an average of the square

locations, weighted in the same fashion. The velocity and position thus

defined are assumed to characterize v and r for that box of squares  see

figure 4.13!.
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LAKE MICHIGAN

Figure 4.13: Lake Michigan divided into boxes with a few reference

points and reference velocities.
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This lumping could cause txouble in the near field, howevex, espe-

cially when g and ~ are relatively close compared to the size of a box.

There are two reasons for this, First, the fine structure of the veloci-

ties in a nearby box could be far more important in the determination of

a trajectory than their average. Second, the location of the box's cen-

ter of gravity may turn out to be the critical factor in the calculation

of v' g! because of its wide range of possible relative distances to the

drifter and its target. There are two solutions to this problem. One

is to use the local, square velocities rather than the lumped, box veloc-

ities in the near field. This would take the fine structure into ac-

count and alleviate the center-of-gravity problem. The other is to re-

work the distance biasing so that the location of a box's center of

gravity docsn't matter so much in the near field. This would not ac-

count for the fino structure, but it would take care of the distance

ratio problem.

The second approach has been taken here, chiefly because it re-

tains the benefits of a reduction in computation time. Besides, the ef-

fect of the fine structure at such a local level should be taken care of

by the anti-diffusion computations. So the weighting is adjusted to make

the neax field look more like the fax field by adding to each squared

distance a constant equal to the square of half the side length of a box

 = 16S !. Therefore, relative distances in the near field will be much

less distinguishable in their ratio than before. So, the final form for

the calculation of v' is

 I»- - � Zl' + 16S !~V' +  lr - � @I' + 16S'!~V'
v'  g!

i=1 j=l  I r.. gl + Ir.. � @I + 32S ! ' Ir.. � yl + 16S !
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where

r.. is the center of gravity for box ij,
� i3

V~ = cir v r..!, r..-g!, and
13 � 13

V' = cir cir v r..!, r..-~!, @ � g!, where
13 � 13

cir v,bq! is the undiminished field value from a

dipole v at displacement bg.

The x-component of cir v, bg! is computed as follows:

2 2
v  bq - bq ! + 2v bq bq

X X X
cir  v, bg!

bq + bq
2 2

X

The y-component is gotten by switching x and y above.  Note from this

formula that cir v,bg! = cir v,-by! .!

From the direction given by v' g!, one may determine the arc from

q to @. The length of this arc is gotten as fo1lows:

Let a = ~angle between @-y and v' g! ~, such that a ~ m.
Arc length = ~arc~ = re, where

r = I @-q ~ / �sina!, and

e = Zo.

The speed in the direction of v' g! is ~arc~/bt, where bt is the time

remaining to get to the target,

So the desired velocity computed by the circulation heuristic to

carry a drifter to its target is

v'

v = ~ are I /bt

Figures 4.14 and 4,15 show two partially-defined velocity fields and

their effects on the selection of arcs from various hypothetical drifter

locations to their respective targets. This does not imply that each
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Figure 4.14: Arcs computed by the circulation heuristic in the

field of a simple gyre.
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URIFTER

I'igure 4.14: Arcs corn]iutcd by thc circulation heuristic in the field

of a double
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drifter would follow its corxesponding axc all the way to its goal, be-

cause the circulatory effect at a point further along an initially com-

puted arc may imply a somewhat different are for the rest of the way,

and so on. But the speed assigned to each drifter assumes the arc to be

the complete path, and for very circuitous arcs it may be excessively

high if time is short. Therefoxe a way of correcting the velocity in

these situations is necessary and is given in the next section in a hy-

brid heuristic using both the direct and cixcumspect approaches.

The interaction of just the circulation heuristic with the adap-

tive element may be demonstrated by considering again the situation of

figure 4.8, reiterated in figure 4.16a. Starting with a blank field,

several iterations are made with drifters running both directions in

time, as before. The trajectories from each are shown in figures 4,16b

to k. The resulting velocity field is plotted in 4.161, In this example

the circulation heuristic has almost completely eliminated dispersion.

This has been accomplished by setting off from the release point in a

direction which is not within the angle subtended by the recoveries. The

cost of this policy is a possible increase in overall acceleration, which

in the final scheme, will have to be weighed against other considerations.

In summary, the path to a drifter has been assumed to be an arc.

This presupposes that the drifter and its target both lie in the same

simple gyre. While this is certainly not always the case, it is most

likely true in a drifter's middle to final steps when its preferxed ve-

locity is most important. Which of the infinity of possible arcs best

characterizes the path is derived on the basis of the non-divergent field

effect of each defined velocity in the domain at the drifter's location

and at its target location. The resultant velocity determines the
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/ . . . 4.16, cont'd.
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drifter's direction and hence the arc connecting the dri.fter and its

target to which the velocity is assumed tangent. The driftex's speed

is gotten from the length of the arc divided by the remaining time to

recovery. In some cases, this speed is quite excessive due to the im-

plied arc length, so a way of moderating this effect must be found.

4.8 Hittin the Tar et--The H brid A roach

So far, two goal-directed heuristics have been proposed, each with

a specific purpose. The straight-line approach guarantees a drifter's

timely arrival at its goal and attempts to minimize its acceleration in

getting there, but in a narrow, transition-to-transition sense. The cir-

culatory approach, on the other hand, tries to plot a trajectory to the

goal which is cooperative, in some sense, with the smooth and non-

divergent aspects of the extant field. These two heuristics must be co-

ordinated, each picking up the reins when the other is incapable of a

reasonable, tactical decision as to what direction to go next. Finally,

the shoreline must be taken into consideration to avoid running aground

prematurely and to redirect currents to run parallel to it when the need

and a basis for redirection exists.

When the circulation heuristic demands too much speed, the straight-

line heuristic should increase its influence, bringing the preferred ve-

locity back around toward the target. A convenient basis for balancing

the two heuristics is acceleration. A high speed determined by the cir-

culation heuristic, which is largely due to more than the straight-line

distance to the goal and the amount of time left, will entail a high ac-

celeration as well. This acceleration is given by

fa / = Jv /'/r, where
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r is the implied radius of the arc leading to the target.

The higher this acceleration is, the more weight the straight-line heur-

istic should demand; so its contribution to the overall preferred veloc-

ity can be made linear in ~ a ~ as follows:
c

~ I ,Iv
where

cv

v

v is the straight-line velocity, and

c is some constant used to weight v against v

The constant c implicitly has the dimension of acceleration. Its value

will therefore represent some "allowed" acceleration of circulation be-

yond which the straight-line heuristic must predominate.

The resultant velocity v should still be meaningful in a goal-

directed sense; that is, it should represent some plan for getting to the

goal rather than just a compromise between two other conflicting plans.

Both heuristics considered chart a course along some arc  if one includes

the degenerate case of a line segment!, so their combination ought to too.

lt doesn' t. The problem is that the speed resulting from the velocity

average is i~sufficient to cover the arc implied by the direction of v

in the remaining time. Figure 4.17 illustrates this situation . Given

two vectors v and v emanating from the same point, their average will

lie somewhere on the line connecting them. But this average will always

lie inside the envelope of vectors corresponding to legitimate arc veloc-

ities; hence the insufficient speed.

The answer is to recompute the speed, based on the distance to the

goal along the arc to which v is tangent. Thus, the corrected speed may

be computed from the arc-length as before:
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v

v' = ~arc~/Dt.~ , where

~arc~ is calculated from v as was done from v' g!.

This new velocity, now, represents a plan for getting to the goal.

By combining the straight-line heuristic with another, the proper-

ty of the former ensuring arrival at the goal in the proper time is not

lost. This is because the acceleration implied by the cirulcation heur-

istic is inversely proportional to ~t . As time runs short, any devi-2

ation from the straight and narrow path will entail such high accelera-

tion that the straight-line heuristic will virtually control the decision-

making,

All of the discussion so far is relevant in open water, but nothing

has been said about nearshore areas. In general, a drifter should never

run ashore before arriving at its goal. If it does, an adjustment in

the factors leading it there is necessary. In the approach used here,

the shoreline is ignored until it's almost too late. This is to say that

if the velocity computed by the hybrid heuristic is such that the drifter

is sure to run aground in the next transition, this velocity is altered

to avoid the shore and is given sufficient urgency over and above the

usual measure to have an immediate and far-reaching influence. In this

sense, running aground is treated as an emergency situation. But one must

be careful lest the reaction to such a situation be too extreme and have

undesirable side effects.

In a convex body of water, every point is "visible" to every other

point without obstruction. This implies that in such a body of water, no

drifter following the straight-line path to its goal will run aground;

it's only when other factors enter i»to i ts traj act»ry 1h»t the po.",.'i1>i 1 i ty
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arises. Therefore, when a drifter is about to run aground under the

velocity computed by the hybrid heuristic, a deviation from that direc-

tion toward the recovery site will steer the drifter away from collision.

In a body of water having bays and peninsulae, the solution is more com-

plex. But since the lower basin of. Lake Michigan is roughly convex, the

intricacies of the non- convex case will not be dealt with here.

The algorithm to correct v' and avoid a collision is as follows:

1. Collisions + 0

2.  @ � g! ~ v'/  ~~-g~-tv'!! > 0.98? [v' already toward g ?
P  This is done to prevent minor non-convexities from

causing an endless loop .!]

Yes: go to 7

No continue

3. G g + Sv'/~v'~! = land' ?

on land?]

[Is adjacent square to which v' points
P

Yes: continue

No: go to 7

4. Collisions ~ Collisions + I

5. Rotate v' .2 radians closer to ~-g

6. go to 2.

7. end

Note that v' is not corrected for the new implied arc length and will

therefore be a bit faster than necessary to get to the goal. Though this

is a slight departure from the letter of the hybrid heuristic, no ill-

effects have resulted from it. Besides, as alongshore currents become

established, the possibility of collision is abated, and the above algo-
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rithm should find scarce application.

When this procedure is completed, v' will be diverted from the

shore and 0.2-Collisions will equal the number of radians through which

v' had to be rotated to avoid running aground. Collisions is then

weighted by a constant parameter and added into the urgency factor to

be sent to ADAPT. ADAPT is additionally signalled to recognize the emer-

gency, and makes changes not just to the square in which the drifter re-

sides, but also to the eight adjacent squares. Wh;jt results is a hcavy

weighting in the velocity field for the corrected velocity which also

heavily influences the velocity of the box containing the square contain-

ing the drifter. Consequently, the correction will have immediate global

influence on the circulation velocities of all the drifters and should

eventually tend to redirect those velocities bringing it to shore in the

first place.

This collision preventio~ measure will tend to ensure that veloci-

ties close to shore run parallel to the shore and not into it. But this

is only possible when the direction alongshore to divert perpendicular

velocities is ascertainable, as it plainly is in the case of an imminent

collision. When a lone drifter is directed straightway to a nearshore

recovery, and when no other clues are available in the velocity field to

direct its approach, a current into shore  or away from shore for back-

wards drifters! will result. The only thing to do in this case is go

back to the fie1d if possible and do more experiments to determine the

nearshore velocities.

One final adjustment is necessary due to the discrete nature of

the transitions. Following a velocity initially tangent to an arc for

any finite amount of time will always carry the drifter away from the arc.
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Though this effect be small for each one-square transition, an accumula-

tion of such small errors has led to ever-widening arcs in trials without

the correction factor. So v' has to bc directed inward slightly so that

Following it for one transition will land the drifter on the arc. Re-

ferring to figure 4.18, let u be the angle between v' and the line from

cL to ~. The angle of the arc will be 2a, which must be covered in time
20eIn elapsed time e, only 8 = of the arc will be covered, so in

At

this time one would like to be on the arc at point P. So v' has to be

rotated from m to a', assuming the previous elapsed time e will elapse

on the current transition too. Now g bears the same relation with P and

8 as it does with @ and 2e, so u � a' = 8/2 = ae/At. Therefore a'

z At � ej/At. If the expected elapsed time e is equal to At, the time

remaining, then <x' = 0, and the drifter is directed straight to the tar-

get. The speed of v' is not altered to correspond to the length of the

chord gP, since for small angles p this length is virtually the same as

the length of the arc qP. And 8 will always be a small angle, since e

will be small: a large 9 and small e would imply more acceleration than

the balance between the circulation heuristic and the straight-line heur-

istic would allow. Correcting v' in this way keeps the drifter on the

planned trajectory--barring other forces, of course.

So the hybrid heuristic begins as a compromise between the direct

and circumspect approaches. By adjusting the speed of the compromise

velocity to correspond to the requisite speed along the implied arc, the

hybrid heuristic becomes a plan for getting to the goal in its own right,

But this plan is only valid in open water. If a drifter is directed by

it to run aground, the velocity computed thereby must be diverted to

avoid imminent collision. Finally, the velocity must be changed again
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Figure 4.18: Factors pertaining to velocity correction

for discrete transitions.
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to follow a discretized version of the original arc, since time passes

in discrete jumps. The resulting velocity is then the preferred velocity

for the drifter computed by DECIDE.

4.9 Ada tive Strate

Although ADAPT is responsible for adapting the velocity field to

reflect the behavior of drifters, it depends on parameters and policies

established at a higher lovel. In addition, changes to the velocity

field which reflect considerations other than drifter behavior can be

made elsewhere in the system, All these things affect the final result,

and their coordination can be thought of as a strategy for adaptation.

The level at which these policies and changes are made is the iter-

ation level, between complete runs of the goal-directed drifter simula-

tion. The main purpose for instituting them is to assist the inference

process through the early, transient portion of the velocity field's

evolution to keep it from getting stuck on obviously bad inferences. One

reason this is necessary is due to the circulation heuristic, which de-

pends from the start on the entire velocity field. When the process be-

gins from a blank field, this heuristic has nothing to go on, so the

first, tentative steps of each drifter must rely entirely on the straight-

linc heuristic. Indeed, until the first iteration is completed, the cir-

culation heuristic may be operating with quite a bit of misinformation.

And this misinformation may lead it to worse behavior if allowed to linger

through several iterations. Worse yet is the possibility that the heavy

weighting commonly associated with the last, desperate accelerations of

a drifter rushing headlong toward its target will flavor the initial

steps of drifters coming the other way in time from that target for many

iterations to come. The solution to these problems lies in massive
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limitations and reductions in the weighting of the square velocities dur-

ing the ear1y iterations,

The weighting limitations are imposed on ADAPT each time it is

about to assign a weight to a preferred velocity, based on the calculated

urgency. It is allowed to proceed as before but must use the minimum of

its calculated weight and the square of the iteration number fox the

actual weighting of the velocity. In early iterations, therefore, each

drifter visiting a square is treated almost equally with the others when

it comes to altering the square's velocity. This way, last ditch accel-

erations and their concommitant high speeds will not be allowed as much

influence on the local field as their urgency demands, It is assumed

that these cases are illegitimate and will not arise in later iterations.

If they do, it might be because they are accurate anyway, and by then the

square of the iteration number will be large enough to admit the high

weights called for. This does not keep such drifters from reaching their

goal, since their weighting in MOVE is unaffected by this policy; it just

controls their effect on the velocity field and hence on other drifters.

In the long run, as the iteration number becomes very high, the action

of ADAPT will be as though no limits on it existed.

Another problem arises from the upper limit imposed on the squares'

weights due to their finite representation in the computer; they cannot

be allowed to increase unbounded. The solution proposed for this pxoblem

violates, to some extent, the condition that late visitors to a square in

one iteration have influence on any given drifter equal to that of early

visitoxs during the next; but its application has not caused any diffi-

culties, so it's used anyway. After every iteration, the weight in each

square is halved. This not only limits the ultimate size of a weight,
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So after a finite number of iterations, wT will be less than 2w, assum-

ing equilibrium. This means that the effect on a drifter of visitors to

its cell from a previous iteration will be half the effect of those hav-

ing already been there on the current one. But this does not change the

result that the velocity of the square is the average of the velocities

of the drifters moving through it; it only  and only slightly! affects

these velocities themselves.

The adaptive strategy, then, operates on the iteration level and

involves both parameter control and direct intervention. By limiting the

effect of high urgencies during the early phases of the field's evolu-

tion, the consequences of wild behavioral variations are tethered. What

little consequence lingers from such transient effects is diminished

over several iterations by halving the square weights after each one.

This policy is additionally and primarily carried out to keep a lid on

the net, weight of each square.

as wi1 l be shown, but causes an exponential decay in spurious, transient

influences in any given square. At equilibrium  convergence! when the

drifter trajectories do not change from iteration to iteration, the net

weight added to a given square during one iteration will be some constant

w. The result is then halved, and w is added again during the next iter-

ation, and so forth. In the limit, the weight of the square will be
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4.10 Velocities of Unvisited S uares

 lr-q ;I + 16S ! v +  Ir - @ ,I + 16S !v
where

+ ]r - ~ .~ + 32S !  Ir-g .~ + 16S !
v.  r!� 1

When the inference process has finished, some squares may have

undefined velocities  i.e. zero weights! because no drifters visited

them during any recent iterations. In order to test the generated hy-

pothesis by use of the scheme involving the simulation algorithm, these

blanks have to be filled in. How they are filled in should be compatible

with the existing field in terms of smoothness and non-divergence.

As before, the reduction of divergence and gradients is a central

aim. This immediately suggests using a variant of the circulation heur-

istic, Such a procedure would have the benefit of including drifter data

in the synthesis of these velocities in addition to using the extant

field. In the circulation heuristic, reference points throughout the

field are used to compute a velocity at each drifter location. In this

situation, the roles are reversed: the velocities at the release loca-

tions  which include recovery locations due to reversed driftors! are

used to compute the velocity of each undefined reference point. An un-

defined reference point is one whose box contains all undefined squares,

and it lies at the center of the box.

Consider the situation depicted in figure 4.19. r is an undefined

reference point. a . is the release; a ., the associated recovery of
U, l. K~1

drifter i. The velocity v.  r! will be an average of two effects. First

is the direct dipole field effect of v q�.! at r. Second is the same

effect felt indirectly through q�.. The weighting is the same as be-
R,l

fore, and v.  r! as a function of v q�.! can be written:
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Figure 4.19: Computation of an undefined field velocity from

the field at one release point.
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i is an index into the vector of release-recovery pairs,

~v = cir v @ .!, -@ i!, d

~v = cir cir v @,!,@ .-g .!, r-~ .!, where
qI. q1 p1 ~1

cia v,dg! is defined in section 4.7.

The weighting again, has the effect of reducing local changes in direc-

tion. If r is close to q�,, v.  r! w ~v will be almost propox'tional to
0 l � 1

v @,! .

The overall circulation velocity v  r! will be proportional to

the sum over all releases and recoveries of the v. r! . What speed to

assign to it has to be gotten from something other than an arc length

and ht value, though, because there axe none associated with r. Since

each v. r! is diminished by the sum of its square distances to q� . and
� 1 U 1

q�., the simplest approach is to divide the result by the sum of these
R,l

2 2weighting factors w. = I/ ~ r-g . ~ + 16S ! to get:
I

K v. r!
V
� c Z w.

1

This, then, is the velocity of the box containing r.

The velocity of each individual square for which none is yet de-

fined will be an average of the local box velocities and the velocities,

if any, defined in neighboring squares. It is defined as follows:

1 1 v  g+d..!

i=-1 j=-1~ r g + d..! - g~ + 16S2 2

v g! = 0.2
1 1 1
Z 2 2

i=-1 j=-IIr g + d. ! � g~ + 16S
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2 2 v g+ 6 ! -w g+ 4 !
c

m=-2 n=-2 6..
� ij

where0.8
2 2 w y + 6 !

z z
m=-2 n=-2 6

d.. =  8S i, 8S j!,
� ij

v  y! is the box velocity of the box containing g,

r g! is the box center of gravity  reference location!

for the box containing g, if such a box exists;

otherwise any term containing r in either sum is

ignored.

 S m, S n!,
� mn

v q! is the velocity defined for the square containing

w y! is the corresponding weight.

The procedure for filling in the blanks is then:

1, Calculate reference velocities for all undefined reference

points, using release and recovery points for velocity in-

formation.

2, Calculate velocities for all undefined squares as shown in

the previous paragraph.

3, Assign a weight of one to each hitherto undefined square.

The last step grants full rights of definition to each newly filled

square, so it wi11 be recognized as such by every function referring to

This procedure should result in velocities which blend well with

the inferred velocities. That it does is demonstrated in the next chap-

ter, What it does not do is take the shoreline directly into account.
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Perpendicular nearshore velocities resulting from this algorithm should

be tested in the field to find their true, parallel direction, since

there is no other basis for assigning one.

4.11 Putting It All To ether

In line with the algorithmic structure laid out in section 4.4 and

the functions described in the following sections, the inference system

can now be defined in its entirety. First the global parameters and some

service functions will be defined, and then the expanded EXEC, DECIDE,

MOVE, and FILL, the undefined-square defining routine, will be detailed.

The global parameters fall into three groups: those associated

with the drifters, those connected with the velocity field, and those

corresponding to the adaptive strategy. The drifter parameters are:

 g i!, i=l,...,K!, the drifter positions,

 T i!, i=1,...,K!, the drifter times  since release!,

 ET i!, i=1,...,K!, the times elapsed on the previous

transition,

 QO i!, i=1,...,K!, the release positions,

 QR i!, i=1,...,K!, the corresponding recovery positions,

 TR i!, i=1,...,K!, the recovery times  since release!,

 U i!, i=l,. ~ ~ ,K!, preferred velocities for the drifters,

 H i!, i=l,...,K!, urgency coefficients for the drifters,

and

 C i!, i=1,...,K!, shoreline collision coefficients for the

dri fters.

The velocity field parameters are.

 V i, j!, i=1,...,64; j=l,...,64!, the velocities of the

squares,
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 W i, j!, i=1,,64; j =1,...,64!, the weights associated

with the squares,

 G i,j!, i=1,...,64; j=1...64!, the geographical descrip-

tor values associated with the squares,

 R i, j!, i=1,...,8; j=l,...,8!, the reference locations for

each box of squares,

 VH i,j!, i=1,...,8; j=l,...,8!, the reference velocities

for each box of squares,

 WR i,j!, i=1, ,8; j=1,...,8!, the reference weights for

each box of squares, and

S, the width of each square.

The adaptive strategy parameters are:

ITER, the iteration number

CIR, the "allowed" acceleration of circulation,

AVG, the anti-diffusion coefficient, and

SHORE, an anti-collision coefficient,

The service routines are primarily concerned with getting fieLd

values from drifter positions. They are.

VEL Q!: IFor getting and putting square velocitiesj

X 4 truncate min max Q /S + 1, 1!, 64!!
x

Y truncate min max    /S + i, i!, 64!!

tlndices of nearest inbounds square]

3, VEL ~~ V XaY! [VEL can be used on both sides of

an assignmentj

4. return

WT g!: tFor getting and putting weights]

1. X <- truncate min max Q /S + 1, 1!, 64!!



2, Y truncate min max Q /S +  ,  !, 64!!

3. WT Q! ~ W X Y!

4. return

TYP g!. I'For getting and putting "land" and "water" values]

Same as VEL and WT but using G, muta5is muiandis.

VES Q,N! and WTS g,N!: [For getting "smoothed" velocities

and cummulative weights J

l. VES ~ 0

2. WTS <- 0

3. For each i,j, i=-N,...,N, j =-N,...,N

3.1 P ~ Q � mod Q ,S! + i S + S/2
x x x'

3.2 P Q � mod Q,S! + j ~ S + S/2
V Y Y

fP is center location of g's ijth neigh-

boring square J

3.3 BIAS ~ WT Q!!  ~g � P ~ + S !

3,4 VES ~ VES + BIAS'VEL P!

3.5 WTS ~ WTS + BIAS

3.6 next i,j

4. VES ~ VES/WTS

5. return VES or WTS, whichever was called

REF Q!: |For getting and putting reference positions of

boxes]

1. X+-Q/ S 8! + I

Y +- Q / S'8! + 1

Is I X Sand I Y 8?

Yes: REF ~ R X,Y!

No: REF undefined
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4. return

VREF Q!: [For getting and putting reference velocities]

Same as REF but with VR, multis musie.

WREF Q!: [For getting and putting reference weights]

Same as REF but with WR, metals mutandia.

The executive algorithm is now laid out as follows:

EXEC:

1. read CIH, AVG, SIIORE, [Ciet strategic parameters]

ND,  g0 i!, ILR i!, TR i!, i=1,...,ND! [Get drifter data]

2. For each i, i = ND+1,...,2 ND [Create reversed dri fters in

second half of drifter array]

2. 1 Q0 i! ~ gR i-ND!

2.2 QR i! ~ +0 i-ND!

2.3 next i

3. K ND 2 [Total number of driftersj

4. I'or each i,j, i=1,...,64; j=l, ,64 [Blank out V]

4.1 V i,j! +. 0

4 2 W i j! ~0

4,3 next i, j

5. For each i, j, i= 1,..., 8; j=1,...,8 [Blank out re ferences]

5 1 VR i j! + 0

5 2 WR i j! +0

5.3 next i,j

6. For each ITER, ITER = 1,

6.1 For each i, i=1,...,K [Restart drifters]

6.1.1 g i! = g0 i!

6.1.2 T i! = 0
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6.1.3 ET i! ~ 1 [Fake the first transition time]

6. 1.4 next i

6. 2 Until each T i! = TR i!, i=1,..., K, repeat

6.2.1 call DECIDE

6.2.2 call ADAPT

6.2.3 call %3VE

6.2.4 next repetition

6.3 Has convergence been reached? [Determined by visual inspection]

Yes: call FILL and stop

No: continue

6.4 For each i,j, i=1,...,64; j=1,...,64 [Halve weights]

6.4.1 W i,j! + W i,j!/2

6.4.2 next i,j

6.S For each i,j, i=1,...,8; j=l,...,s

6.5.1 WR i,j! ~ WR i,j! /2

6.S.2 next i,j

6.6 next ITER [Have another go at it]

7. end

The decision routine, which calculates the preferred velocities

for each drifter and its urgency, is defined as follows:

DECIDE:

1. For each i, i=I,...,K [For each drifter]

1.1 T i! = TR i!? [Drifter already finished?]

Yes: 1.1.Yl H i! ~ 0 [Urgency nil]

1.1.Y2 C i! ~ 0

l. 1. Y3 go to 1. 28
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No: continue

1.2 DER ~ sign�, K/2-i! [1, if drifter is forward-moving;

-1 if reversed]

1.3 VC +. 0

1.4 UC ~ 0

1.S For each m,n, m=1,...,8; n=l,...,8 [For each reference point!

1.5,1 DRA ~ R m,n! � g i!

1.5.2 DRB ~ R m,n! � gR i!

1.5.3 WC ~ �6S + /DRA[ !/�2S + JDRA/ + IDRB[ !

1.5.4 DFACT ~ 1/�6S +  DRA~ !

1.5.5 VC ~ VC + WC-cir VR m,n! .DIR, DRA! DFACT [Direct

dipole effect; cir defined in sec-

tion 4.7]

1.5.6 UC ~ UC +  l-WC!-cir VR m,n! AIR, DRB! ~ DFACT

[Dipole effect on QR i!j

1.S.7 next m,n

1.6 VC ~ VC + cir UC, g i! � +R i!! [Add in indirect dipole effect]

1.7 ALPHA +- ~angle between gR i! - Q i! and VCI

1,8 ALPHA > ~?

Yes: ALPHA ~ 2~ � ALPHA

No: continue

1,9 ARC ALPHA ~+R i! � Q i! ~/sin ALPHA! [Arc length]

1.10 YC ~ VC/~VC .ARC/ TR i! - T i!! [Speed = length of arc/~t]

1.11 ACCLL ~ IVCI'/�-sin ALPHA!/IQR i! g i!t!

1.12 VP +-  CIR VC + ACCEL ~  gR i! - Q i!!/ TR i! � T i!!/ CIR + ACCEL!

[Average in straight-line velocity]

1.13 ALPfiA ~ ~angle between QR i! � Q i! and VP~
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1.14 ALPHA »?

Yes: ALPHA + 2m - ALPHA

No: continue

1.15 ARC ALPHA-IQR i! - g i! I/sin ALPHA! [Length of new arc]

1.16 VP ~ VP/ IVP ~ ARC/ TR i! � T i!! [Fix up speed for hybrid

velocity]

1.17 C i! ' 0 [No collisions yet]

1.18 VP. qR i! � Q i!!/ ~+R i! � Q i! ~ ~ IVP~! > 0.98? [VC directed

toward goal?]

Yes: go to 1.23

No. continue

1.19 TYP Q i! + VP/ ~VP~ S! = land? [Collision imminent?]

Yes: continue

No: go to l. 23

1.20 Rotate VP 0.2 radians closer to QR i! � Q i!

1. 21 C  i! ~ C i! + 1 [Increment col lis ion count]

1,22 go to 1.18

1.23 C i! > 0'? [Any collisions?j

Yes. continue [Need to recompute Al.PHA]

No; go to 1.26

1.24 ALPHA ~ ~angle between QR i! - Q i! and VP~

1.2S ALPHA > ~?

Yes: ALPHA ~ 2m � ALPHA

No: continue

1.26 E ~ min ET i!, TR i! � T i!! [Estimated elapsed time for

this transition]

1.27 ALPHAP ~ ALPHA- TR i! � T i! � E/ TR i! � T i!! [New angle
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for VP relative to QR i! - g i!]

1. 28 Rotate VP ALPHAP � ALPHA radians closer to QR i! � g i! [Cor-

rect for discrete transitions]

1.29 U i! ~- VP [Assign preferred velocity]

1.30 H i! ~ 2  TR i! � T i!!/ vE.  TR i! � T i! - E! ! [Urgency

factor; shoreline effect is added

in ADAPT using C i!]

l. 31 next i

2. return

The adaptation routine which alters the velocity field based on

a drifter's desired movement is defined as follows.

ADAPT:

1. For each i, i=1,...,K [For each drifter]

1.1 H i! + C i! - 0? [Any urgency?]

Yes: continue

No: go to 1.6

1.2 DIR + sign l, K/2 � i! [Get direction of movement]

1.3 WI ~ min ITER , 100 H i! + SHORE AC i!! [Weight for velocity2

change]

1.4 NEIGH ~ min C i!, 1! [Number of adjacent squares changed

=I if C i!=0; =9 if C i! > 0]

1.5 For each m,n, m = -NElGH,...,NEIGH; n = -NElGH,..., NEIGH

[For each square in the domain of

the change]

1. 5. 1 P ~ g i! +  m,n! 'S [Location in neighboring square]

1.5.2 VEL P! +-  VEL P! WT P! + U i! WI DIR!/ WT P! + WI!

[Alter velocity]



1.5.3 WT P! ~ WT P! + WI fAlter weight]

1.5.4 VREF P! +-  VREF P! -WREF P! + U i! 'WI DIR! j WREF P! + WI!

1.5.5 REF P! i  REF P! -WREF P! + P WI!/ WREF P! + WI!

1.5.6 WREF P! ~- WREF P! + WI [Alter reference velocity, loca-

tion, and weight]

1.5.7 next m,n

1.6 next i

2. return

inference process is complete is

FILL:

1. For each m,n, m=1, ..., 8; n=l, ..., 8 [For each box]

1.1 WR m,n! > 0? [Reference point defined?]

Yes: go to 1.7

No: continue

VC ~01.2

1.3 WD ~ 0

1.4 R m,n! ~- 8'S' m � 1/2, n- 1/2! [Reference point is center

of box]

1.5 For i=1,,K [For each drifter]

1,5.1 DRA ~ R m,n! - QO i!

1. 5. 2 DRB +- R m,n! � gR i!

1 5 3 WC �6 S + ~DRA~ !/�2 S + ~DRA! + ~DRB  !

1.5.4 DFACT + 1/�6'S + iDRAi !

1.5.5 UC ~- cir VEL QO i!!, gR i! � +0 i!! [Dipole effect of

v @! on @]

1.5.6 VC +- VC + DFACT  WC-cir VEL QO i!!, DRA! +

The procedure for filling in the blanks, once the goal-directed
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� � WC! cix  UC, DRB!

1.5.7 WD ~ WD + DFACT [Net distance biasing]

1.5.8 next i

1.6 VR m,n! ~ VC/WD [New reference velocity]

1.7 next m,n

velocity if in water and undefined]

2.1 G m,n! = land' ?

Yes: go to 2.8

No: continue

2.2 W m,n! > 0'? [Velocity defined?]

Yes. go to 2.8

No: continue

2.3 VL ~ 0

2.4 WL ~- 0

2.5 QP ~ S-  m � 1/2, n � 1/2! [Location of square's center]

2.6 For each a,b, a=-1,0,1; b=-1,0,1 [For a 9-box neighborhood]

2.6.1 P +- QP + 8.S- a,b!

2.6.2 REF P! defined? [P inbounds?]

Yes: continue

No: go to 2.6.6

2.6.3 DFACT +- 1/�6-S + iQP � REF P! I !

VL+- VL + VREF P! ~ DFACT2.6.4

2.6.5 WL ~ WL + DFACT

2.6.6 next a,b

2.7 V m,n! ~ �.2 VL/WL + 0.8 min l, WTS QP, 2!! VES ~P, 2!!/

�.2 + 0.8'min l, WTS QP, 2!!! [Local velocity is average of

2. For each m,n, m=1,...,64, n=1,...,64 [For each square, compute
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box velocity and surrounding local

velocities  if any!j

2.8 next m,n

3. For each m,n, m=1,...,64; n=l,...,64 [For each square in the water,

assign a weight of one, if zero]

3.1 G m,n! = land?

Yes: continue

No. W m,n! ~ max�, W m,n!! [Define square if undefinedj

3.2 next m,n

4. return

This completes the definition of the inference process.

4.12 Conclusion

A procedure for inferring current velocities from drifter data has

been defined. It is composed of three major elements controlled by an

executive, plus one routine for filling in the holes when it's done. Two

of the three major elements, DECIDE and MOVE, form a goal-directed simu-

lation system. To each drifter in this system corresponds a recovery

point or target and a recovery time. It is up to DECIDE to calculate

before each transition the velocity which each drifter prefers to have

for the transition, based on its space-tine displacement from the goal

and on local and global hydrodynamic constraints. MOVE performs the

transition for each drifter based on its preferred velocity and on the

local, field velocity already defined at the drifter's location. DECIDE

and MOVE work together via an urgency factor for each drifter to guaran-

tee that the drifter gets ta the goal on time.

Interposed between the velocity decision and the actual movement

of a drifter is the other major element: ADAPT. ADAPT senses each
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driftez's desired velocity and changes the local velocity at its loca-

tion in a way that each local velocity will equal the average of the ac-

tual velocities used by drifters moving through its domain of influence.

Controlling everything is the executive, EXEC, which initializes

drifters at their release points and puts them through the simulation-

adaptation sequence until they' ve all exhausted their allotted times and

reached their goals. This it does repeatedly, starting with a blank

velocity field, until the velocity field converges. At this point, the

as-yet-undefined local velocities are filled in by FILL. The hypothesis

thus generated may then be tested or used in a simulation, or it may sug-

gest new experiments.

Based on a probabilistic reversibility of the transport-diffusion

model, calling recoveries releases and vice-versa should lead to no dif-

ferent conclusions than a change in the velocity field's sign. There-

fore two drifters are assigned to each release-recovery pair, one run-

ning backwards in time with attention to the requisite sign changes.

The criterion for computing a drifter's actual velocity from its

preferred velocity and from the local, field velocity is minimum dis-

persion balanced against the urgency of the drifter's situation. The

result is that the velocity a drifter takes will be close to the local,

field velocity, just as in the transport-diffusion model.

The criteria for deciding on a preferred velocity are minimum

velocity, acceleration, divergence, and gradients. Velocity and accel-

eration are minimized in a very local way by choosing the straight-line

path to the goal each time. But acceleration can occur anyway, along

with a high degree of divergence, because straight-line trajectories for

all the drifters are usually incompatible with a stationary field having
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limited diffusivity. Nonetheless, certain inference procedures reported

in the literature  Wyatt, e8 al., 1972; Norcross and Stanley, 1957; Bukin,

1974; Bumpus and Lauzier, 1975! can be shown more or loss equivalent to

the approach at this stage of development under various parameter set-

tings. But by extending the set of desired trajectories to the family

of arcs connecting a drifter to its goal, non-divergence and gradient

considerations may enter into the selection of a preferred velocity. The

heuristics represented by the straight-line and arc approaches are com-

bined into one hybrid heuristic in which they are balanced by acceleration

constraints.

The adaptation is controlled by a strategy which iterates the goal-

directed drifter system through several complete runs at a low level of

adaptive vigor in order to get, through the early, transient part of the

inference without getting hung up on wild velocities. Gradually, the

adaptive element is allowed to make more long-lasting modifications to

the field until the velocity field at one iteratio~ is enough like the

previous one to declare convergence. At this point the field is handed

over to FILL to define these velocities at locations not visited by

drifters. The result is the inferred hypothesis.

The hypothesis thus generated from the data may then be tested

using the testing scheme laid out in Chapter 5. Hopefully it will fare

better than any of the alternate hypotheses proposed. This hope is chal-

lenged and verified in the next chapter in the context of controlled

experiments  from simulation! and the summer, 1974, experiments in Lake

Michigan.



CHAPTER 5

TRIALS OF THE INFF.RENCE SYSTEM

5, I Overview

The inference system is testable in two ways. First, velocity

fields may be set up as known hypotheses and used to simulate recovery

data under the transport-diffusion scheme. These data can then be sub-

mitted to the inference system along with a blank velocity field. The

hypothesis generated by the system from the data may then be visually

compared to the one generating the data to judge the effectiveness of

the inference process. This method of testing provides a good way of

comparing the effects of various parameter settings and of tuning the

system.

Secondly, if valid inferences are made in such an artificial en-

vironment, application of the inference process to data from the field

is justified. But one need not accept its results on blind faith, be-

cause any hypothesis generated may be tested with the program described

in Chapter 3 against competing hypotheses, whether they be a p~o~ or

inferred from the data by other techniques. If it survives such a test,

and if the competing hypotheses are reasonable alternate explanations,

then credence may be given to the inferred velocity field as well as

to the inferring agent.

In this chapter, a couple hypothetical fields are used to demon-

strate the effectiveness and shortcomings of the inference scheme. Next,

the 1974 Lake Michigan data are used to generate hypotheses for July and

August. These hypotheses are then tested against those considered in

202
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chapter three.

5.2 Tcstin the Inference Process on Data from Known Fields

The approach used in this section is to try the inference proc-

ess on a smalI set of simulated recovery data from a simple hypothesis

for various parameter settings. This will demonstrate the effects of

the parameters and justi fy those values used in later examples and on

the Lake Michigan data. Next a more complicated set of data is ob-

tained from the same field and a further parameter modification tried.

Finally, simulated recovery data from a fairly complex field are ob-

tained and an inference made. Where applicable, the inferred results

are referred back to the field generating the data.

The field used for the first set of examples is Kizlauskas and

Katz' hypothesis  figure 3.13e!, reiterated in figure 5.1a. Drifters

werc released, their transport simulated, and offshore "recoveries" re-

corded. The experiment was focussed in the portion of the lake having

the simplest circulation, and the release-recovery pairs obtained there

are given in figure 5.1b-d.

These recovery data were fed to theinference system, which was

first begun with a blank field and the following parameter settings

 hereinafter referred to as the abandon values!: AVG = 0.2, CIR =

S/ unit time! , SHORE = 25. Convergence had come by the ninth itera-2

tion. Representative traj ectories are shown in figure 5,2 along with

the inferred velocity field before and after the FILI. operation. Ex-

cept For those portions of the original fieId which the data do not

represent, agreement is fairly good. Moreover, the vectors defined by

FILL are intuitively sound except for the currents perpendicular to thc

northwest shore, which FILI. was not designed to correct.
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: Release
: Recovery, time = 99

b! Simulated recovery data
 and n.!

a! Ori ginal vel oci ty f i el d

24

Figure 5.1: Velocity field and recoveries used for first, example set..



Figure 5.2: Inference results for standard parameter values.... /

a! I terati on 1

c! Iteration 5
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b! Iteration 3

d! Iteration 7
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e! Iteration 9

g! Inferred field  after
FILL!

/ . . . 5.2, cont'd.

f! Inferred field  before
FILL!
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These same data were used with nonstandard parametex values to

check the effect of the circulation heuristic and the anti-diffusion

coefficient. The sequence shown in figuxe 5.5 used the same values as

figure 5.2 except that CIR = S/10 time units! 2. As can be seen, the

conflicts among the various traj ectories are not resolved nearly as well

as with the higher CIR, and the resultant velocity field is much less

representative of the original.

In an effort to force conflict xesolution by anti-diffusion means

rather than through circulation, another trial was made with CIR =

S/10 unit time! but with AVG = 2 rather than 0.2. The results are shown2

in figure 5.4 The trajectories parallel each other more closely, but

at the expense of abrupt directional changes, and the pre-FILL velocity

field is an even poorer representation of the original circulation giv-

ing rise to the data.

Finally, the effect of running drifters both ways rather than just

one was tested by eliminating the reverse drifters. The standard param-

eter values were used and the process was given nearly twice the number

of iterations to come up with the proper velocity field in order to off-

set its reduced workload per iteration  see figure 5.5!. Although con-

vezgence ensued much sooner than with drifters going both ways, the re-

sult isn't quite as accurate. Of particular note is trajectory A. With-

out its complementaxy return trajectory coming from the north as in fig-

ure 5.2, it misses its cue to arch a little higher and merge less ab-

ruptly with trajectory B. So, while including reversed drifters may slow

convergence  at least in this example!, the end product can be somewhat

better.

I
The next two examples are from the same velocity field as the



Figure 5.3: Inference results for less allowed acceleration, . . . j

a! Iteratioo 1

c! Iteration S
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b! Iteration 3

d! Iteration 7
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e! I teration 9

g! Inferred field  after
FILL!

5.3, cont'd.

f! Inferred field  before
FILL!
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b! Iteration 3a! Iteration

c! Iteration 5 d! Iteration 7
Figure 5.4: Inference results for less allowed acceleration and

higher anti-diffusion values than standard.



e! Iteration 9

g! Inferred field
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f! Iteration 11
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b! Iteration 3a! Iteration 1

I

L~

d! Iteration 7c! Iteration S

forward  only! moving drifters.

Figure 5.5: Inference results for standard parameter values and



e! Iteration 9

g! Iteration 17

/ .. ~ 5 ~ 5, cont' d.
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f! Iteration 13

h! Inferred fie1d
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first set, but with more encompassing data  figure 5.6! . This should

allow the current reversal in the upper right corner to be picked up by

the inference procedure. Starting from a blank field, nine iterations

were run with the standard parameter values as shown in figure 5.7. At

this point, FILI. was used to fill in the blanks, and the result can be

compared to the original  figure 5.7g and h!. Except for the center loca-

tion of the main gyre, agreement is about as good as could be expected

from the available data.

The skewedness of the inferred gyre's center points up a charac-

teristic of the system which will be more apparent in later examples.

This is a taking phenomenon in neighboring trajectories which tends to

pull them together, thus flaring their ends and causing some unnecessary

divergence. It results from the circulation heuristic's tacit treatment

of undefined reference velocities as aero velocities, which tends to pulI

each drifter toward the defined velocities if this pull is not countered

in undefined areas by an equivalent pull. The centers of the gyres in

this example are vast undefined areas, so traj ectories will bend away

from the centers in response to external attraction, as is present here.

A solution to this problem was not attempted in this investigation, al-

though remedies are suggested in the next chapter.

At the ninth iteration, convergence had not truly arrived, and the

small dipped trajectory on the extreme right continued to retract. Fur-

ther iterations were made and the retraction continued, with the par-

tially defined field at the thirteenth iteration shown in figure 5.7k.

This dip represents a rather high angular acceleration, so doubling

the standard value of CIR should cause it to be accentuated. This was

tried, and the results are shown in figure 5.8. In iteration three, an
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Figure 5.6: Velocity field and recoveries used for second example.

a! Original velocity field b! Simulated recovery data
  and ff.!



Figure 5.7: !nference results for standard parameter va1ues.... /

a! Iteration 1

c! I terati on 5
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b! Iteration 3

d! Iteration 7
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~ ~ e /

e! Iteration 9

g! Inferred field  FILLed!

/ . . . 5.7, cont'd.

f! Inferred field

h! Original field for
comparison
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P

r

i! Iteration 11

L-

k! Inferred field

/ . . . 5.7, cont'd.

j! Iteration 13
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Figure 5.8: Inference results for twice-standard allowed acceleration.
~ ~ 0 /

a! Iteration 1

c! Iteration 5

b! Iteration 3

d! Iteration 1



e! Iteration 9

g! Iteration 13
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f! Iteration ll

h! Inferred f ield
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alternate path to the recovery site was tried, but the original one won

out in the end, and again began retracting, This behavior may indicate

an insufficiency of the data in this area to support the dip initially

attempted. At any rate, the increased GIR value does not seem justified

by the results.

This example is the first to exercise the shoreline heuristic. In

the lower right hand corner, as the large circulating trajectories expand,

the shoreline is encountered and the heuristic keeps the trajectories

parallel to it, resulting in the paralleI coastal current shown.

The last example was contrived to test the system and does not

represent a serious hypothesis about Lake Michigan currents  figure 5.9a! .

It was created to check the system's performance on data obtained from a

two-gyre velocity field under difficult acceleration conditions. The

recovery data obtained from this field by simulation are shown in fig-

ure S.9b-d. The inference was begun with a b1ank field and standard

parameter values, except that AVG was boosted to 0.8. Representative

iterations are shown and the pre- and post-FILL fields laid out in fig-

ure 5 ] 0a g Figure 5 10h reiterates the original field for comParison

purposes.

Qualitatively, agreeme~t is rather good. Both gyres are firmly

present. The inferred field has fewer sharp turns in it than the ori-

ginal, though, but that's not to its discredit. On the other hand, trunk-

ing is pronounced, particularly with regard to the small, inner trajec-

tory left of center, which flares considerably on its right hand end. On

the whole, nonetheless, the inference process seems to be doing the job

intended and sufficient validity to use it on data from the field is in-

dicated.
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Figure 5.9: Velocity field and recoveries used for last example.

a! Ori gina l vel oci ty f i el d b! Simulated recovery data
 and n.!



Figure 5.10: Inference results for 4-times standard anti-diffusion.

a! Iteration 1

c! Iteration 5
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1! Iteration 3

d! Iteration 7
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P c

e w m Ea

P r

e! Iteration 10

g! Inferred field  F ILLed!

/ . . . 5.10, cont'd,

f! Inferred field

h! Ori ginal f iel d for
comparison
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5,3 Inference Results from Lake Michigan

The drifter recovery data from the July and August, 1974, research

cruises in Lake Michigan were used to infer current patterns for the

southern basin, one for each set of data. The recoveries used were a

subset of those selected for the testing algorithm  figures 3.12a and b,

pp. 80-90 !. There are two reasons for the further culling process,

First, for July, too many returns were recorded to be handled by the in-

ference program on the machine available  IBM 1800, 32K core! without a

significant reprogramming effort. Second, the algorithm is designed to

handle out-of-bounds drifters only as an exceptional case. It was felt

that applying it to those recoveries from outlying regions would stretch

the allowances made for going out-of-bounds beyond their intended func-

tion. Any reasonable subset of the available data, though, should be

acceptable so long as the results obtained therefrom compare favorably

to other current patterns submitted to the hypothesis test under identi-

cal conditions.

The data chosen for the July and August inference runs are denoted

by the solid diamonds in figure 3.12. The remaining points were elimi-

nated first on the basis of whether they lay out-of-bounds  triangles in

figure 3.12! and then on the basis of other factors  July only!. The

other factors include the elimination of redundant recoveries from dis-

tinct but neighboring releases and the discarding of recoveries having

questionable dates. Both the July and the August hypothesis genera-

tions were done with the standard parameter settings, the CIR value

The scrutiny this entailed turned up one returned card whose
date was smudged and was probably recovered ten days later than recorded.
Though it was eliminated here, it was retained for the subsequent hypoth-
esis test to permit valid comparison with the results of chapter 3.
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� 3 2
corresponding to an acceleration of 3.5 x 10 cm/sec

Beginning with a null field and the selected July recoveries, the

inFerence process was run to the sixteenth iteration. Every other itera-

tion along the way is shown in figure 5.lla-h As can be seen, most of

the trajectories are pretty well settled by the last iteration, although

a few seem not to have found their slot. For the most part, the tracks

are pretty well consistent with each other, but the area around Waukegan

�2'20'N, 87'40'W! is a major exception. Here, the paths seem unwilling

to bend to conformity, although the hint of a small clockwise gyre is

present. Several factors may contribute to the uncertainty in this area.

First, many of its recoveries came very soon after release. In such

cases, positional accuracy is most important, since little freedom is pos-

sible in the inferred trajectories due to the implied acceleration. Many

of these early recoveries, though, were made by boaters several miles off-

shore. While such data are the best time-wise, much has to be assumed

about the boaters' knowledge of their locations, and errors are more

likely than for beached drifters. Second, the wind at the time  see fig-

ure 3.18, p. 112 ! was rather capricious and may have had a greater role

in upsetting stationarity in the velocity field than would be expected

under steadier conditions. Third, the coarseness of the reference grid

in the inference algorithm may prevent such small circulations from

being recognized without more global supporting data.

The velocity field inferred from the data is shown in figure 5.12a

and its completed  by FILL! version in 5.12b. Except for a strong coun-

terclockwise gyre in the northeast corner of the area shown and a south-

ward coastal current in the southwest portion, the circulation is basi-

cally clockwise. Only two significant areas of directional divergence



227LAKE MICH! GAN 87 30
a! Iteration ]

Figure 5.11: Inferred trajectories far July, .1974, drifter data. ~ ~ ~
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NI CHI GAN

b! Iteration 3

I . ~ . 5.11, cont'd.
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LAKE HIGH! GAN

87'30

c! Iteration 5

/ . . . S.ll, cont'd.



AKE MICHIGAN

d! Iteration 7

S.ll, cont'd,
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Hl GAN

87 30

e! Iteration 9

/ . . . 5.11, cont'd. ~ ~ + /
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AKE MICHIGAN

f! Iteration 11

5.11, cont'd.
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LAKE MICHI6AN

g! Iteration 13

/ ~ ~ . S. 11, cont ' d.
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LAKE MICHIGAN

h! Iteration 15
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LAKE MICHIGAN

1974, drifter data, ~ ~ a /

a! Inferred velocity field

Figure 5. 12: Hypothesis generated by inference procedure from July,
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MICHIGAN

b! Inferred velocity  FILLed!

S.12, cont'd.
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are noticeable. One is directly to the east of the Waukegan area, where

a stretching occurs between the vague gyre there and the overall trend.

The other is in the extreme southern part of the lake where converging

flows have nowhere to go. Although an offshore, northward return flow

is probable, no data are available to support or deny it.

This velocity field was submitted to the hypothesis testing algo-

rithm along with all the data used in the tests in chapter three. The

results are plotted in figure 5. 13 along with the curves from the pre-

viously considered hypotheses. The inferred field shows to be the most

data-compatible of all in the entire speed range between 0.5 and 1.25.

The selected August data were submitted to the same treatment from

hypothesis generation to testing. Convergence occurred much more quickly

with fewer questionable areas, as can be seen from the trajectories plot-

ted in figure 5. 14a-e.. The resulting velocity field  figure 5. 15a and b!

is generally clockwise with a splitting in the northeast corner of the

area considered. Of significance in this field is the obvious divergence

at the center of the circulation. This is probably due to the early as-

sumption about the field velocity at each point being the average veloc-

ity of the drifters moving through it. This principle has actually been

applied only to the recoat red drifters moving through each point. But

recovered dri fters from a midlake release are special cases indeed if

the current pattern is a simple gyre, since they' ve had to cross "many

streamlines" to reach shore. Hence the divergence apparent in the in-

ferred field but surely not present in actuality.

The testing results of the inferred hypothesis from August are

plotted in figure 5.16 against those from chapter three. The inferred

field is significantly more data-compatible than any of the others and
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Figure 5.13: Hypothesis testing results for July, 1974, comparing
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LAKE MICHIGAN

87'30

a! Iteration 1

Figure 5,14: Inferred trajectories for August, 1974, drifter data.
~ ~ 4 /
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E HlCHIGM

b! I terati on 3

/ . . . 5.l4, cont'd. ~ ~ 0 /
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c! Iteration 5

/... 5. 14, cont' d. ~ ~ r j
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LAKE NICHI GAN

d! ! teration 7

5.14, cant'd. ~ ~ I /
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e! Iteration 9

5.14, cont'd.



a! Inferred velocity field

Figure 5.15: Hypothesis generated by inference procedure from August,

1974, drifter data. ~ 0 t /
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LAKE MI CHIGAN

87'30

b! Inferred velocity field  FILLed!

/... 5.15, cont'd.
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tends to tip the scale in the clockwise versus counterclockwise ques-

tion heavily on the clockwise side.

Three examples of hypothesis qeneration applied to simulated re-

covery data have shown its effectiveness in dealing with data of varying

complexity. The necessity for the circulation heuristic is apparent

from trials using it at a low level, as is the desirability of having

drifters running both ways. In addition, the proper functioning of the

shoreline heuristic has been demonstrated. Although a possible problem

in the circulation heuristic is manifest by a trunking phenomenon in the

trajectories, application of the inference process to data from the field

seems justified.

Inferences drawn from both the July and August data fare rather

well in the context of previously considered hypotheses, adding further

credibility to the hypothesis generation scheme, Both inferred

hypotheses indicate a clockwise circulation, although anomalies are

present in each one. Differences between the two are a shift in the

Chicago area coastal current from south to north as well as the elimina-

tion of the small reverse gyre in the northeast corner of the lower ba-



CIIAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

6.1 Nature of the Results

A model of surface current drifter transport and dispex'sion which

is equivalent to the molecular diffusion or random walk formulation has

been established. Two simulations are based on this model. The first is

a Monte-Carlo simulation which requires a known or hypothesized current

field and which is used for making predictions about drifter data. It is

employed in an hypothesis-testing scheme for evaluating the compatibility

of proposed velocity fields with a set of recovery data from the field.

The second simulation is goal-directed and requires a set of recovery

data to operate. It is used with an adaptive scheme for inferring a

velocity field from the data. The results arising from the construction

and application of each simulation are of both a methodological and an

oceanographical  pertaining to Lake Michigan! nature. These two aspects

are set forth separately.

6.2 Methodolo ical Results

The primary methodological result from the hypothesis testing

scheme is a measure of data compatibility which is directly relatable to

diffusion. It measures, for each recovered drifter, the rate of devi-

ation from an hypothesized velocity field x'equired to get the drifter

from its release to its recovery. The measure is most effective if re-

coveries which are redundant or returned later from a given recovery

248
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site than others of the same release are. eliminated. The measure is

still biased, however, by the selection of release locations. This bias

can be used to advantage for preselecting release points designed to dis-

tinguish optimally among a set of hypotheses. A method has been estab-

lished using simulated recovery data for finding such diagnostic points

for pairs of hypotheses. Finally, by extending the simulation to cover

non-stationary velocity fields, hypotheses about the wind influence on

currents can be tested. Experiments with the latter have shown the need

to consider not just the compatibility metric in the evaluation of an

hypothesis, but also whether it runs all the drifters aground prematurely.

The use of a diffusion model as the basis of a testing scheme

solves some of the problems inherent in other testing schemes reported

in the literature  Tomczak, 1968; Hill and Horwood, 1974!. In cases

where currents other than Eckman �905! wind currents are present, disper-

sion can be augmented by heterogeneities in the velocity field. This

sometimes results in a splitting of trajectories which neither a single-.

drifter simulation  Tomczak! nor a normal cloud simulation  Hill and

Horwood! can properly take into account. A multi-drifter Monte-Carlo

simulation does account for such behavior though, and when combined with

a compatibility measure which further accounts for it by considering

only the simulated drifter closest to a given recovery at the recovery

time, provides an effective means for dealing with complex hypotheses.

The important technical aspects of the inference process are its

goal-directed structure and the use of iteratively applied adaptation

on the velocity field to yield the inferred hypothesis. The goal-

directed approach is a natural one for solving the type of boundary

value problem that drifter data provide, since trajectory end points
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are all it nominally needs to run. In actuality, a purely goal-directed

simulation which works well would be tough to design because of the com-

plex interaction ofthe drifters implicit in this framework. The signifi-

cance of adding adaptation lies in the decoupling of individual drifters

from each other, but allowing them to communicate via the changing veloc-

ity field. The connectedness thus lost in the spatial  drifter-to-

drifter! domain is made up for as necessary in the temporal  iterative!

domain. The complexity of the inference problem thereby becomes linear

in the number of recoveries considered rather than in its square, so

long as the requisite number of iterations is independent of the number

of recoveries. This it seems to be, as convergence usually approached

near the tenth iteration in examples having from four to fifty recov-

eries.

The use of an heuristically guided decision algorithm in the goal-

directed simulation seems to have paid off too. The isolation of the

decision process from the rest of the system facilitates modification as

new ways of satisfying the hydrodynamic constraints are discovered. The

heuristics used  straight-line and circulation! have shown to be ade-

quate for unraveling conflicting trajectories in several difficult cases,

including data from the field.

More specifically, several results have come out of the individual

techniques used. First, the advantage of running drifters both direc-

tions in time has been argued and demonstrated. Second, the use of the

straight-line heuristic alone with the adaptive element corresponds

roughly to inferential techniques appearing in the literature, depending

on the diffusion assumptions made. By setting the anti-diffusion coeffi-

cient AVG very low, the velocity at the release points will be the aver-
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age of the straight-line velocities of the drifters released there.

This compares closely with the approaches taken by Wyatt, e0 ai,. �972!

and Norcross and Stanley �967!. By setting it high, the reverse tra-

jectory construction techniques are approximated  Bukin, 1974; Bumpus and

Lauzier, 1965!. Finally, the consideration of global, circulational as-

pects in an evolving velocity field has provided the computational boost

necessary to cou~ter the problems inherent in the pure straight-line

approach,

This inference process is not unique in its use of adaptation.

The algorithm described by Pasquay and Bonnot �971! is also adaptive,

but is not coupled to a goal-directed simulation. Modifications to the

velocity field are only made after an entire run of each drifter, which

moves as a function of the wind and an underlying field velocity. The

corrections made to the field velocities as a result of a simulated

drifter's missing its recovery point do not consider circulation.

6.3 Results from Lake Michi an

The hypothesis-testing results for Lake Michigan during July,

1974, heavily favor the velocity field generated from the return data

by the inference process  figure S. Ilb!. This field has a predominantly

clockwise trend with a prominent counterclockwise gyre appended in the

vicinity of 43'N, 86'30'W. This gyre, rather than the coastal counter-

current conjectured in Coastwise Currents  Monahan and Pilgrim, 1975!,

seems to account for the wide, time-uncorrelated spread in the recover-

ies along the eastern shore. Near the western shore at 42'30'N, there

is the possibility of a clockwise gyre, but such an anomaly would go

against the grain of the main circulation, causing the divergence appar-

ent in the generated hypothesis. It is also probable that the coastal
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current along the southwest shore  near Chicago! was southward during

the prime recovery weeks, though no data are available to indicate a re-

turn path from the southernmost extremity of the lake. Of the published

hypotheses made prior to the data, Kizlauskas and Katz' �973! result

from a finite difference model  figure 3. 13e! is the most compatible with

the data obtained,

For August, the hypothesis generated from the data  figure 5.13b!

is, again, the most data-compatible. Its trend is predominantly clock-

wise, the only exception being a north-south splitting on the northern

reaches of the eastern shore. Several significant changes are apparent

between July and August, if these generated hypotheses be true, The

prominent counterclockwise gyre in the northeastern part of the southern

basin has either been replaced by a splitting near the shore, or else

the splitting is simply its lower extremity, the gyre having moved north.

In addition, the surface coastal current near Chicago underwent a re-

versal during this period from south to north. Finally, the current

anomaly near the western shore seems to have disappeared between July

and August, although it's hard to tell since no releases were made in

that area during August.

As for the Eckman wind effect, the results are rather inconclu-

sive. The testing results alone give some credence to a wind hypothesis,

though not as much as to the inferred, stationary hypotheses. With the

additional observation that drifters simulated with the Eckman currents

calculated for this period run into shore ev maeve, one is led to sus-

pect that Eckman's theory is inapplicable in nearshore areas and possibly

in offshore regions as well.
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6.4 Work To Be Done on the Anal sis Techni ue

Several improvements in the testing and inference techniques sug-

gest themselves immediately from using the system. First, the problem

of all the simulated drifters running aground prematurely, though insig-

nificant for the stationary hypotheses considered, needs to be eliminated.

A possible method for doing this would be to replace each newly beached

drifter at its previous position in the water. This would keep all the

drifters active for positional comparison at all times. Secondly, some

technique for positionally unbiasing the compatibility measure when de-

sired to do so could be useful. Unfortunately this could involve some

rather extensive record-keeping of the positions of each drifter simu-

lated in the testing process in order to come up with an estimate for

how many other' drifters used in comparisons have been where it has been.

A simpler technique based on release points alone might be more feasible.

In the inference process, the circulation heuristic could be im-

proved to reduce the trunking effect. It would have to estimate or have

estimated for it the reference velocities for undefined reference points

in the field. FILL might be used between iterations to accomplish this,

but it takes rather long to execute to use that often. It might also be

desirable to separate shear considerations from divergence considerations

in the decision algorithm. This task would be less easy, since they are

both closely related to the scale of circulation. Finally, the position

calculations of the reference points should be dispensed with. They are

unnecessary, considering the effort gone to to disguise the actual posi-

tions afterwards. The reference points could merely be assumed to occupy

the centers of their respective boxes whenever a distinct position is

necessary. This calls for more careful consideration in the near field,
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implies an estimate for the integrated effect over the entire box,

6.5 Work To Be Done in Lake Michi an

Two drifter studies are inadequate to cover the complex current

behavior of Lake Michigan. It is almost trite to suggest "more experi-

ments", but a couple specific ones readily suggest themselves. First,

the northeast corner of the southern basin deserves intensive investiga-

tion. A program of concentrated drifter releases there over several

months, coupled with other measuring techniques, might determine more

closely the waxing and waning character of the gyre that seems to occupy

that area. Second, the effect of the wind on the surface currents in

the lake deserves more scrutiny too. In such a confined area, drifters

are probably not the best means of investigating this effect, but a con-

centration of Ear-offshore releases could prove beneficial in moderating

the effects of non-Eckman, nearshore currents on the recovery data.

6.6 Future Directions

The most fertile area for development of the methods presented

here lies in furthering the man-machine interaction between an experi-

enced scientist using the inference system and the system itself. Al-

though the system, as programmed, allows some intervention to change

parameter settings, much could be gained by letting a human operator cor-

rect mistakes in the trajectories inferred or suggest new lines of attack

to the system during the course of its running. This would allow the

powerful, intuitive capabilities of a human to be amplified by the com-

puter's rapid computational ability, resulting in a significantly more

useful investigative tool.
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SUPP LE MENT

S. 1 Pre f acat ory Remarks

This supplement outlines the implementation of the system des-

cribed in the main body of the report with emphasis on the graphic

input/output utilized. Also, it contains a case study of a further

drifter experiment carried out in Lake Michigan during July, 1975.

In addition to those individuals thanked in the Acknowledgements,

I am grateful to Rick Boyce and Jane Matthews for handling the drift

cards as they came in fram the 1975 releases, establishing the recovery

coordinates, and sending acknowledgements to the finders. I would also

like to thank Paul Lambarth of Ann Arbor Aero Service for his help in

planning and executing the flight over Lake Michigan for the drifter

releases and Mark Wagner for his skillful piloting. Finally, I am

indebted to Mike Geary and the pilots of Wolverine Aviation who, al-

though they were not able to fly the mission over Lake Michigan, pro-

vided me with several flights for test-dropping the dri fter release

package.

S.2 Use of the Corn uter in Drifter Data Anal sis

The computer work described in this report was carried out in

the computation lab of the Logic of Computers Group af the Department

of Computer and Communication Sciences. This lab houses an IBM 1800

processor with a 32K core, card reader/punch, line printer, disk drives,

and a D/A convertor which can drive an X-Y plotter. Connected to the

processor through a high-speed core-to-core interface is a PDP7 with an

attached DEC 337 display, push-button box, and lightpen. To the PDP7
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may be connected a movie camera for recording output from the display.

Under the drifter system, the PDP7/337 was used only as an "intelligent"

terminal for graphic I/O, the calculation being carried out in the 1800.

Figure S. 1 illustrates the relationships among the various components

and the software minimally resident in each computer for the drifter

system.

The major steps in doing a drifter study, from a computational

point of view, are I! defining the geographical area studied--that is,

establishing the land and water areas in the grid and outlining the

shore for display purposes, 2! defining hypothetical velocity fields

in the computer for use in the hypothesis-testing scheme, 3! generating

test data, 4! culling the experimental data, S! performing hypothesis

tests, 6! performing inferences from the data, and 7! monitoring and

outputting the results. Steps 4, 5, and 6 are pretty well covered in

the main body of the report; the rest will be dealt with in sequence

here.

In defining the area studied, an array oF 4096 squares �4 x 64!

must be partitioned into land and water areas and the dividing line

 shoreline! located. To do this, the interactive capabilities of the

337 display are used to full advantage. Rather than defining the shore-

line and computing the land/water function, land masses are entered

 beginning with water everywhere!, and the shoreline is determined from

them. These land masses are entered on the CRT screen with the

lightpen as blocks of 16 > 16, 8 >< 8, 4 >< 4, 2 > 2, or 1 >< 1 squares

using a moveable and alterable, prototype block. The size of

this block is selected or altered by touching the lightpen to one

choice in a "menu" of items displayed on the screen, and its location
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"International Business Machines �970!
"*Frantz, ee aL. �968!
i.Pi 1 grim �974!

Figure S.i. The Logic of Computers Group's computing system.
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determined by touching the pen to one point in a grid of illuminated

points or to one of four points orthogonally neighboring the displayed

block. By the latter method, a block can be translated across the

screen to its desired position. Once positioned, the implied land mass

may be fixed by selecting the "define" option from the menu, at which

instant a second, stationary copy of the block is displayed on the

screen and the data base updated to reflect the new land mass. From

there the defining block may be translated or resized and used to define

further land masses. If a mistake is made, all the land mass in any of

sixteen square regions � < 4! may be erased and redefined. The shore-

line is determined by l.ocating a 1 >< 1 block over a square of land

neighboring the water and selecting the "shore" option from the menu,

At this point a line is drawn on the screen which is gotten algorithmi-

cally by following the land/water interface with the land on the right,

much as a blindfolded person would follow a wall with an outstretched

hand, until the starting point or an out-of-bound area is reached. This

must be done for each isolated land mass. Finally, the land/water func-

tion and the shoreline information may be stored on a disk file for

subsequent reference by selecting the "wIite" option. The sequence of

events for defining a simple lake is sketched in figure S.2.

Velocity fields can also be defined by entering them with the

display unit and the lightpen. The process begins with an initially

blank  zero velocities, zero weights! field. Velocity vectors are en-

tered by "drawing" them on the screen with the aid of a vector-cursor

displayed on the screen  figure S. 3!. The cursor has two modes, trans-

late and alter, which can be switched by a menu selection. In the trans-

late mode, the cursor may be moved by "towing" it with the lightpen,
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1 24816 DX SH

124816DXSW

1 � l6 Set land mass size

D Define ] and mass

X Destroy land mass in area

S Follow and outline shore

W Write result to disk

Lightpen, step 9

Figure S.2: Definition of a sim-

ple lake on the display using

1 24816D XSW

124816DXSW

1 24816DX SW
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This is accomplished algorithmically by recentering the cursor under

the lightpen whenever the lightpen is triggered by any part of it,

Once the cursor is centered over a point at which a velocity is to be

defined, the alter mode can be selected. The vector in the cursor can

then be modified to agree with the desired velocity by touching the

lightpen to any part of the cursor, at which time the head of the vector

moves to the point under the pen. When the desired vector is thus es-

tablished, the "define" menu option is selected' and a fixed copy of

the vector is displayed on the screen. At the same time, the velocity

field at the cursor position is altered to reflect the newly-defined

velocity value. At this point the cursor may be moved to a new location,

and so on. If an error is made, all the vectors in any of sixteen � ~ 4!

square regions may be erased and re-defined. Finally, when the velocity

field is adequately represented by drawn-in vectors, the "interpolate"

option is selected and the as-yet-blank squares are filled in. Then the

resulting, totally defined field is written to a disk file. Figure S.3

illustrates several steps in the definition of a velocity field.

The generation of test data for the development and demonstration

of the inference system was also done interactively with a program using

a simple command language geared to the push-buttons of the 337 display.

With this program a release point may be established at any point in the

displayed body of water and one to one hundred drifters released there.

The drifters appear on the screen as points and move as the simulation

algorithm is activated from transition-to-transition. The simulation

can be stopped at a pre-established point or interrupted and continued

later. During any such interim the lightpen may be used to select drif-

ters to act as recoveries. For each selection, a card is punched with



Fipure S.3: Several steps in the definition of a velocity field.
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the release and recovery locations and intervening time, which may later

be used by the inference program. Also, during any interim, the current

velocity field may be displayed or a different release point defined,

By means of this interactive program, the user has considerable control

over the generation of test data.

All drifter motion, simulated or inferred, can be monitored on

the 337 at all times. Such a feature enables the user to know when

errors have arisen and when intervention is needed. This monitoring is

accomplished by a single subroutine which is called every time a transi-

tion occurs. It displays drifters either as distinct points, or as

line segments connecting previous positions to current ones, thus forming

trajectories. In addition, it automatically handl.es the drawing of the

shoreline and can display a set of vectors representing any velocity

field extant in the system. Everything displayed by this monitoring

routine can be double-buffered, so that a displayed picture can remain

on the screen while another is being prepared. Finally, the routine

can be made to trigger the movie camera for a cinemagraphic record of

anything displayed.

Hardcopy graphic output can be tedious to produce if it has to

be done as the results to be plotted become available, since the X-Y

plotter requires constant attention with respect to changing the paper,

starting the servos, etc. In order to alleviate the waiting between

plots, complete drifter histories and velocity fields may be saved on

a disk file as they evolve. They may then be retrieved later and plotted

at the user's convenience in rapid sequential fashion. As in the
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monitoring routine, the plotting routine plots shorelines*, velocity

fields, drifters, or trajectories to any scale,

A summary of the dri fter system implementation is sketched in

block form in figure S.4.

S.3 Summer, 1975, Drifter Ex eriment in Lake Michi an--A Case Stud

On July 8, 1975, 970 surface drifters were released in Lake Michi-

gan from a plane making several passes over the southern basin, The

intent was to get as broad a coverage of' this area as possible in order

to obtain a global picture of the current patterns therein. In this

section the considerations and steps leading to the release are dis-

cussed, as well as the results obtained by an analysis of the consequent

recovery data.

In order to execute a broad, uniform pattern of drifter releases,

a raster involving considerable lineal distance must be followed. Doing

this by boat in the lower basin of Lake Michigan would take several days.

By using a plane, however, the entire area may be covered in a few hours

and at a fraction of the cost of a fully-equipped lake-going research

vessel. For these reasons, it was decided to release the drifters in-

volved in the 1975 Lake Michigan study from the air.

The central problems associated with an airborne release are:

I! accurate positioning of the release points, and 2! precise deploy-

ment of the drifters at the known release locations. The first is a

problem of navigation. It is critical over a body of water when flying
at low altitudes because the usual VHF navigational aids soon disappear

*The plotted shorelines in this report are the ones with the squared
corners. The others were hand-drawn and offset printed as blank forms
for use with the plotter.
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over the horizon. The second problem involves getting the drifters from

the plane to the water without their scattering in the air before hitting

the water's surface. This problem will be addressed first.

The drifters used in the Lake Michigan experiments are made of

a plastic paper  see Monahan, et al., 1974!, each one printed on both

sides af a 3I1 < Il" sheet  figure S. S! and stapled into a drum. The

problem of their scattering before hitting the water is significant

because they are so light. This problem can he alleviated, however, by

either of two release methods. First, the plane can fly very low and

very slowly to simulate, as closely as possible, release of the indivi-

dual drifters from a ship. Second, the drifters can be bundled in

packages designed not to come apart until they hit the water, the bundles

being released from a higher altitude and at a higher speed. The first

method is not only slightly dangerous  at least from a charter company's

point of view!, but could interfere with accurate navigating; hence,

the second technique was chosen.

Any drifter bundle released from a plane has to satisfy certain

criteria, namely:

1, The bundle must be small enough to fit through the plane's

release port,

2. the bundle must be large enough not to permanently deform the

drifters contained therein,

3. the bundle roust not come apart in the plane's slipstream or

anywhere else in the air, and

4. the bundle must come apart after entering the water to deploy

the drifters reliably.
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After several test flights involving the release of drifters bundled

in various ways, thepackage shown in figure S.6 was settled upon. In

practice it operates as follows: The box is introduced into the plane's

slipstream through a small vent window next to the pilot's seat. It

is kept together in the slipstream by the two rubberbands, joined in

the middle by a Lifesaver.* When the box hits the water, the sand

ballasting ensures that the hole sinks below the surface, allowing both

the Lifesaver and Froot-loop to dissolve. This takes place in about

fifteen minutes, at which point the two halves of the box fall away and

the drifters disperse. Although the drifters must be deformed somewhat

to get twenty-five or so into a single box, they do tend to their original

drum shape after being in the water a day. Even if they become creased

badly, they will still present a broad cross-section to the current be-

cause of the convoluted pattern of folding. The boxes themselves were

dropped from a plane over land to test their strength both aloft and

on impact and put in the water to test their deployment reliability.

In each respect their performance was judged more than adequate.

The problem of accurate positioning has to be tackled by a mixed

bag of techniques. Nearshore, the VOR/DME stations can be used for an

accurate fix, but further offshore below i%DO feet, say, they cannot be

picked up, and dead-reckoning must be relied upon. Because of the wind,

however, one cannot be certain of his position during the first couple

~lt was found that. fruit-flavored Lifesavers were much stronger
than the mint-flavored ones, especially in humid weather, although
they became quite sticky.

Froot-loops were used in lieu of Cheerios because of their better
resistance to the humidity in the air.
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transects of the lake except by retrospective correction. After that,

though, the wind can be accurately corrrpensated for and positioning should

be possible with a half-mile square.

The deployment and navigational methods having been established,

thirty-nine boxes were made, stuffed with twenty-five drifters each  with

one exception! and marked on the outside with a code which could be

quickly transcribed into a release log during the flight. When the first

conjunction of an available plane and good weather came around, the

flight was made, taking less than seven hours total. The log for this

flight is shown in figure S.7; the release points, in figure S.8.

In all, 93 of the 970 released drifters were returned.. A graph

showing the cumulative recovery number versus time is given in figure

S.9. The recovery data were submitted to the data selection program

outlined in Chapter 3 of this report, and the data selected are shown

in figure S,10. These data, minus the recoveries north of the chart

extreme, were submitted to the inference program using standard para-

rrreter settings  Chapter 5!.

The inference procedure had pretty well converged by iteration six-

teen, although certain aspects of the inferred trajectories are rather

confused. Selected iterations are shown in figure S.ll, and the resul-

ting field is laid out in figure S.12. The major feature of this field

is its counterclockwise sense, in contrast to the clockwise nature of the

previous summer. Also of note is the southward coastal countercurrent

along the eastern shore. Beyond that, the other local anomalies are

probably more artifactitious than real, considering the complicated na-
ture of the returns  especially those from releases 90, 91, 104, and

107!, Particularly suspicious is the small gyre near 42'N, 87'W. A
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Figure S.8: Drifter release points for July 8, 1975.
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Figure S.9: Number of recoveries versus time since release for July,
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Figure S.10: Charts showing selected release/recovery data for J 1r u y,
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Figure S.ll: Iterations of inference program on July, 1975, drifter
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Figure S.13: Hypothesis testing results for July, 1975, drifter data.

Letters refer to figure 3.13.
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possible explanation for such irregularities might be a slight violation

of the stationarity assumption for the velocity field during the time

of the experiment.

The field generated by the inference program as well as those hy-

pothesized fields shown in figures 3.13a-f were submitted to the hypo-

thesis testing scheme, using all the selected recovery data shown in

figure S.10. Compatibility curves for the hypotheses are given in

figure S.13. As can be seen, the generated hypothesis is the preferred

one.
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